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Abstract 

Landfills start ernitting landflll gas (LFG) shortly after waste placement and can continue for 

more than twenty years after the placement of the final cover and landfiil closure. The 

concentration of LFG components will vary significantly over this period; therefore. in order to 

evaluate long-terrn impacts on the landfil1 workers, the surrounding public and the 

environment, a means to measure and model these emissions were developed in this research. 

Flux chambers have been utilized for several years to measure the flux of various gases fkom 

soi1 surfaces. Many of the flux chambers have had problems with the pressure differential 

between the chamber and the atmosphere that has resulted in underestimation or overestimation 

of the true flux. The flux chamber developed in this research rninimizes the pressure 

differential with a pressure transducer, process controller and peristaltic pump in a feedback 

loop. Laboratory evaluation of the systern found that the pressure differentials were minvnized 

with an average range of -0.036 to 0.009 mm H,O over £ive experiments with neariy complete 

gas recovery (99%). 

Flux measurements with the flux chamber performed at 3 diffèrent landfills exhibited excellent 

pressure control. The flux measurements of CH,, TCE, PCE and H2S obtained at the various 

landfîlls were dependent on the cover condition. The flux of CH, was 1 to 3 orders of 

magnitude lower fiom an intact cover than the equivalent flux measured at holes in the cover. 

The Landfil1 Emission Simulation (LES) model, developed in this research simulated the 

production, transport and emission of CH,, CO2, vinyi chloride and H,S from the landfill 

surface. The model evaluated the emission during the landfill construction until a user defined 

length after Iandfill closure. Contributions of holes and CH, oxidation in cover on the flwc of 

these gases were also simulated. Oxidation in the top 0.3 m of the fmal cover was found to 

reduce the methane flux and increase the carbon dioxide flux. 

Concentrations of vinyl chloride and H2S at off-site points (100 m, 200 m, 500 m, 1000m) 

were predicted using the Gaussian Plume model and the emissions of vinyl chloride and H2S 

generated fiom the LES model. These concentrations for the site investigated did not exceed 

the MOE !4 hour point of irnpingement standard. 
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Chapter 1 

1.0 Lntroduction 
1.1 Background and Probiem Definition 

The production and release of gas from municipal solid waste landfills continues to generate 

strong environmental concems. Historicdly, the focus of these concems was on odours in the 

immediate region of the landfill and the risk of explosions in structures caused by the 

migration of landfil1 gas (LFG) through soi1 and buried infiastructure. While these are still 

important environmental issues, health risks associated with volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) in LFG and hami to the atrnosphere through the emission of greenhouse and ozone 

depleting gases, have also becorne prominent (Reinhart et al., 1992). 

The composition of LFG produced during the decomposition of municipal solid waste consists 

of approximately 50% V N  methane ( C a ) ,  50% V N  carbon dioxide ( C 9 )  and less than 1% 

V N  of other components including non-methane organic compounds (NMOCs) and hydrogen 

sulphide (H2S). The potential for explosion is due to C&, the contribution to the greenhouse 

effect cornes fiorn C a  and CO2, and the risk to health is associated with NMOCs and H2S 

even though their concentrations are small relative to CH4 and CO2. 

In 1994, 71 5 kilograrns per person of waste were generated and landfilled in Canada (CCME, 

1998). In 1996, approximately 432,900 tonnes of C h  were emitted fiom Canadian landfills, 

accounting for an estimated 26% of anthropogenic CI& emissions for that year (Neitzert, 

1999). In 1995, it was estimated that Canadian landfills released an estimated 5,140 tonnes of 

VOCs based on the total concentration of 144 target VOCs eniitted fiom six Ontario landfills 

ranging fiom 12 to 1,600 mg/m3 (Mortazavi & Williams, 1995). Trichloroethylene (TCE), 

vinyl chloride (VC) and benzene, the most fiequently detected VOCs, are toxic in sufficiently 

high concentration and are generally regarded to be carcinogenic, mutagenic andor 



teratogenic. Although the connections between LFG emissions and incidents of public health 

impact are difficdt to document, concern over public hedth issues remains strong. particularly 

in situations of long-tem, chronic exposure. 

Hurnan health risk estimates Vary between landfi!ls, Crouch et al. (1990) found that the 

average risk exposure for an individuai living within 50 km ranged from 0.003 to 0.04 in a 

million for the eight landfiils examined, In the worst-case, which corresponds to an individual 

living his or her entire lifetime 100 rn fiom the edge of the landfill, Crouch et aL (1990) found 

that the maximum risk increôsed to 20 in one million. Goldberg et al. (1 999) suggested that 

men Iiving near a landfill are exposed to a higher risk of contracting cancer of the liver. kidney. 

pancreas, and non-Hodgkin's lymphomas than men who lived at more remote locations. 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) requires that any new fandfill 

with a waste capacity exceeding 2.5 million tonnes of waste or any landfill observed or 

expected to emit in excess of 50 tonnes NMOCs per year, install a LFG collection and 

treatment system. The Province of Ontario has similar requirements and recommends that a 

version of the Scholl Canyon mode1 be used to estimate NMOCs emission rates (MOE, 1992). 

However, smaller landfills and many landfills existing prior to the imposition of the regulations 

may have no effective LFG control systems in place. In addition, LFG collection systems are 

seldom 100% effective in capturing LFG particularly during the years when the landfill is 

active and final cover is not in place. Consequently, current regulations have not compIeteIy 

eliminated the concerns related to LFG emissions. 

Gases will be ernitted fiom a landfiil soon after initial waste placement and well before the 

placement of final cover; as well emissions c m  continue for more than twenty years after 

closure. The concentrations of the LFG components will Vary significantly over this period. as 

will environmental conditions that affect the transport of the components off-site. These 

variable conditions rnake the long-term risk anaiysis of LFG exposure a highly uncertain 

process. There are no standard procedures available to estimate changing LFG component 

concentration over the evolution of a landfill and beyond the placement of final cover (Zeiss & 

Atwater, 1 993). 



1.2 Objectives of the Research 

The primary objective of this research was to examine and model the emission and transport of 

LFG cornponents to a receptor. The receptor concentrations would be input for the 

determination of the nsk of exposure to LFG for the landfill workers, the surrounding public 

and the environment. 

To achieve this primary objective, the following tasks were undertaken: 

Development of an accurate flux chamber suitable to monitor Cl% and NMOCs 

emissions fiom landfill surfaces; 

Evaluation of the performance of the flux chamber under laboratory and field 

conditions; 

Measurement of the flux of Cl& and selected NMOCs fiom the surface of three 

landfills; 

Assessrnent of the impact of intermediate cover and cover imperfections on LFG 

emissions; 

Development of a model that integrates the production and transport of LFG 

components fiom within the landfil1 through the surface and into the atmosphere over 

the Iifetime of the landfill; and 

Determination of the NMOCs concentration at several points beyond the landfill 

b o u n d q  through the use of a Gaussian plume model. 

1.3 Scope of Thesis 

The measuring and modelling of landfill emissions was accomplished through the completion 

of the research activities Iisted above. Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background and 

standard practice in use to measure and model the landfil1 ernissions and evaluate the risk of 

landfill gas emissions. 

The first phase of the research involved obtaining accurate flux measurements fiom the landfill 

surface. To accomplish this, a flux chamber design was modified to provide more accurate 

estimates of landfil1 gas emissions. Chapter 3 presents the design and laboratory evaluation of 

the flux chamber used to measure ernissions fiom the landfiIl surface. 



Chapter 4 presents the evaluation of the flux chamber under field conditions and the flux 

measurements obtained fiom the three landfills. Landfill gas emissions from a landfill will be 

influenced by the conditions of the landfi11 surface. To evaluate the overall effect that this 

variation in emission will have on the public and environment, £lux measurements were 

obtained &om various landfill conditions. These conditions involved different waste age and 

cover conditions. The cover conditions examined consisted of intermediate and final cover and 

imperfections such as holes and cracks in the cover material. 

These field flux estimates were used as a comparison to the flux estimates obtained from the 

model developed in this research. Chapter 5 develops and presents the fate and transport of the 

landfill gas emissions fiom within the landfill, to the landfill surface and beyond the landfill 

boundary. The model was developed to predict the flux of landfill gas components from the 

beginning of landfill construction to a user defined simulation period after landfill closure. 

Atmospheric dispersion of these flux estimates under various wind conditions were made to 

estimate the concentration of these NMOCs at several locations beyond the landfill boundary. 

Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and recommendations of the research. 



Chapter 2 

2.0 Literature Review 

2.1. Landfill Gas Production 

2.1.1 CIzaructeristics of kandfll Gus 

Decomposition of emplaced MSW results in the initiation of production of LFG within a 

period of weeks to months. The composition of the gas shows a characteristic change in 

composition with time (Farquhar and Rovers, 1973) consisting of four distinct phases. The 

phases, shown in Figure 2.1, are: Phase 1 Aerobic; Phase II Anoxic, Non-methanogenic; Phase 

III Anaerobic, Methanogenic, Unsteady; and Phase IV Anaerobic, Methanogenic, Steady. 

Several factors will af5ect the rate, composition, and duration of each phase. Sorne researchers 

have added a fifth phase known as the Maturation Phase (Pohland & Harper, 1 986). 

The aerobic phase lasts only until al1 the oxygen in the refuse is depleted. During this stage, 

the aerobic microbes utilize the oxygen to produce carbon dioxide and generate significant 

amounts of heat. The LFG composition in this phase consists mainly of N2 and CO3 The 

next phases of biodegradation take place in the absence of oxygen. Phase II is characterized by 

a rapid rise in the carbon dioxide content and a fall in the nitrogen content. An increase in the 

hydrogen content can also be observed in this phase. In the Iast two phases, methanogenic 

bacteria generate methane fiom the pnmary products of acidogenic decomposition. These 

phases are characterized by an increase in methane and a decrease in carbon dioxide to a steady 

state in the fmal phase. The final composition of the landfill gas results in approximately 50 to 

60 % V N  CH4 and 40 to 50 % V N  CO2 with a small quantity of NMOCs. Moisture content 

has not been included in this however most landfill gas is close to moisture saturation. The 

production of NMOCs will be discussed in Section 2.1.4. 
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2.1.2 Factors A ffec fing Production 

Biological decomposition of MSW with LFG production can last for decades but the actual 

dumion is dependent on many factors. Factors such as moisture content nutrient content. pH. 

temperature, and density of the waste will affect the production of LFG. The rnoisture content 

of the waste provides a pathway for the necessary nutrients to become accessible to the gas 

producing organisms. The nutrient content of the waste is the second most essential parameter 

because the nuûients are required for the methanogenic bacteria to metabolize and grow. The 

quantities of available nutrients will detemine the length of gas production. Other 

environmental parameters such as pH and temperature will also affect the activity of the 

bacteria. The methanogenic bactena produce more effectively within an optimal range of pH 

(6.7-7.5) and temperature (mesophilic 30°C to 3S°C, thermophilic bactena 45OC to 65°C). 

Waste characteristics such as particle size and density can also affect the gas production rates. 

Figure 2.2 contains possible factors that affect gas production and their interactions. McBean 

et al. (1995) and Christensen et al. (1996) both provide more detail on the effects of these 

factors on methane production. 

2.1.3 Clr arucferistics of NMOCs in LFG 

The main classes of trace gases found in LFG include the following (Brosseau & Heitz, 1994): 

Saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons, 

Acidic hydrocarbons and organic alcohds, 

Aromatic hydrocarbons, 

Sulphur compounds, and 

Inorganic cornpounds. 

Table 2.1 contains some of the NMOCs found in LFG based on a survey of 46 Californian 

landfills. Some of the landfills in the survey accepted hazardous and municipal solid waste 

into the landfill. This CO-disposa1 of waste will result in higher emissions of NMOCs than 

municipal solid waste alone. The NMOCs shown in Table 2.1 are either known or suspected 

carcinogens; also the Ministry of Environment (MOE) recommended that the LFG be tested 

for these NMOCs (MOE, 1992). The quantity and types of NMOCs in LFG will v q  among 

landfills depending on the waste content and age of the landfill. 
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Figure 2.2: Factors affiecting gas production (adapted fiom McBean et al., 1995) 



Table 2.1 : Summary of Non-methane Organic Compounds Found in Landfill Gas in a Survey 
of 46 California Landfills (USEPA, 199 1) 

Cheniical Name Average Range of Concentrations 
Concentration 
(!&m3) (P!&) 

Low High 

Toluene 214,431 (51.6) 84 1 3,188,600 

Methylene Chloride 74,655 (1 9.7) ND 659,390 

Tetrachloroethene 53,906 (7.15) ND 569,753 

Vinyl Chloride 19,630 (7.05) ND 134, 124 

1,3-Dichloroethene 22,O 16 (5 .09) N D  366,363 

Trichloroethene 22,277 (3.8) 58.6 199,322 

Benzene 13,267 (3 .52) ND 181,911 

Hexane 1 1,572 (3 .O 1) ND 96.1 12 

Carbon Tetrachloride 10,227 (1.49) ND 473,586 

1,2-Dichloroethane 4,636 (1.05) ND 132,894 

1 , 1 , 1 -Trichloroethane 4,107 (0.69) ND 53.573 

1,1 -Dichloroethene 692 (0.16) ND 13,409 

Chloroform 320 (0.06) ND 8,3 09 

ND - Not Detected 

2.1.4 Production of NMOCs 

Several studies have reported hazardous volatile organic compounds (VOCs, a subset of 

NMOCs) in emissions fiom municipal solid waste landfills. These materials originate fiom the 

vaporization of the hazardous materials brought into the landfill or fkom the biological and/or 

chernical decomposition of the materials deposited in the landfill. The chemicals that most 

readily vaporize are the compounds with low water solubility and high vapour pressure ( ie  

high Henry's law constants). These organic compounds will vaporize until vapour equilibrium 

is reached within the landfill. Any changes in temperature or confining pressures within the 

landfill will affect the equilibrium concentration of these compounds. Biological 

decomposition, the second process of NMOC production, takes place when microbes break 

down organic compounds for metabolic change. For example, vinyl chlonde can result fiom 



the biological decomposition of trkhloroethene and dichloroethene (Vogel & McCarty. 1985: 

Krornann et al., 1998). Biological decomposition depends on the structure of the compound. 

the metabolic requirements of the microbes' and the site-specific environmental conditions 

(Shen et al., 1990). Trace concentrations of hMOCs make them more susceptible to 

biodegradation (Lang & Tchobanoglous, 1989). A third possible mechanisni for the formation 

of NMOCs is the chernical reaction of waste materials or degradation products present in the 

landfill (USEFA, 1991); however, the extent to which this mechanism leads to NMOC 

ernissions is not well defined. Figure 2.3 provides a schematic of the pathways and fate of 

hazardous pollutants in US. MS W. 
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Figure 2.3: Pathways and Fate of Hazardous Pollutants in U.S. MSW (adapted Eom Reinhart, 
1993) 



2.1.5 Potenrial Sources of NMOCs 

Production of NMOC emissions by al1 the above mechanisrns is dependent in part on the 

composition of the waste. Young and Parker (1983) indicated that the ongins of many of the 

NMOCs were uncertain although compounds such as halogenated carbons are present in the 

waste at deposition and compounds such as benzene, toluene and vinyl chloride appear to be 

derived fiom a placed waste source and decomposition products. During a laboratory scale 

study. Thomas and Barlaz (1999) indicated that the volatization of hazardous organic 

compounds were not the sole source of NMOCs in landfill gas and that anaerobic biodegration 

intermediates also contributed to NMOCs. Several potential sources of NMOCs in MSW are 

as follows: (Reinhart, 1993) 

household hazardous waste, 

illegally disposed regulated hazardous waste, 

waste disposed by small quantity hazardous waste generators, 

hazardous waste disposed prior to enactment of hazardous waste regulations. and 

innocuous waste transformed during normal stabilization process. 

Where residential waste contributes to the majority of the MSW, household hazardous wastes 

have been estimated to represent less than 0.5% of the MSW in Iandfills (Reinhart, 1993). 

These potential sources have resulted in up to 100 NMOCs being detected in landfill gas 

emissions. Many major compounds detected in landfill leachate and gas are produced during 

the biotransformation of less mobile organics. Several phenolic compounds are biodegradation 

products of lignin, a major component of plant tissue. Many halogenated aliphatic compounds 

are transfonned under anaerobic conditions. 

2.1.6 LFG Production Models 

LFG production is dependent on the amount of degradable organic \vaste present in the 

landfill. It is possible to predict the total production of COz and CH4 fiom specific MSW 

components; however, the complexity and variability of MS W makes it very difficult to predict 

LFG production rates based on detailed analysis of MSW. This has led to the development of 

more general models to simulate the production rate of LFG. The majority of the LFG 

generation models in landfills are based on first-order kinetics; the four "classic" models are: 

the constant rate model, the Sheldon-Arleta model, the Scholl Canyon model and the EMCON 



MGM model. The four models are illustrated in Figure 2.4 (Richards et al.. 1992). One 

limitation of al1 the models is that each considers a batch of waste at time zero. although two of 

the models have a t h e  lag due to the early aerobic phase (Lamborn. 1997). This limits 

practicd use of these models as the waste is placed over a considerable tirne. ofien years. 

tin 
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Figure 2.4: Landfill Gas Generation Models (adapted fiom Richards et al., 1992) 



The model which has received the majority of the attention, is the Scholl Canyon model 

because it has been adapted for use by the USEPA ïnto its tiered approach for estimating the 

NMOC emîssions fiom Iandfills. The ScholI Canyon model was developed to predict the 

quantities of CI& produced at a landfill in order to size utilkation facilities (EMCON. 1980). 

The production of C h  is estimated using a first-order kinetic equation with the following 

assumptions : 

After a limited duration, during which maerobic conditions are initiated, the gas 

production is assumed to be at its peak, and 

Thereafter, the gas production is assumed to decrease exponentially as the organic fraction 

of the landfill decreases (RWDI, 1993). 

The MOE also utilizes this model to estimate the emissions of NMOCs in the Interirn Guide to 

Estimate and Assess LandfiIl Air Impacts (MOE, 1992). 

2.2 Emission of NMOCs from Landfills 

The physical/chemical characteristics of NMOCs and the reactive processes in a landfil1 will 

determine the mobility, fate, and quantity of the NMOCs present in the waste (Reinhart. 1993). 

Table 2.2 contains a brief list of estimated emission rates of NMOCs fiom landfills found in 

the Iiterature. 

Table 2.2: Summary of VOC emissions fiom LandfiIIs fomd in ~e literature 

Source VOCs Emission Rate 

Shen et al, 1990 total VOCs 4 x I 0'%0 1 x 1 o5 kg/m2/ d 

USEPA, 1991 total VOC 1 3 -6 tonnes/ 1 o6 tonnedyr. (dry) to 
(emission factor) 3 5 -4 tonnes/ l o6 tomedyr. (wet) 

Bennett, 1987 Subsurface 3 5 tonnes/l o6 tonnes 
total VOC 

Note: Emission rate units are in various forms due to the different methods of reporting. The 
values were obtained fiom secondary sources and it is difficult to convert the values without 
the original USEPA documents 

2.2.1 Mefhodr of Transport 

Air quality at the receptor location is a critical factor in assessing the effects of the NMOC 

emissions fiom landfi1ls. The air quality is dependent on the emission rate and the atmospheric 



transport of the NMOCs. Major gas emissions at landfills are fiom surfaces such as the 

working face and intermediate covered sections particularly through cracks in the surfaces. 

from various on site structures, and fiom gas collection and venting systems. The rate of 

emission of LFG is affected by convection, displacement, and molecular diffiision. Convective 

flow is considered to be the dominant flow mechanism. The production of Cfi  and CO? 

during decomposition increases the interna1 gas pressure, which results in the convective 

transport of al1 gases towards the surface. The displacement of the gas occurs due to the 

compacting and settling of the waste, ambient pressure changes and fluctuations in the 

moisture content of the cover- Thibodeaux et al. (1982) found that fluctuations in atmospheric 

pressure can enhance movement of benzene by approximately 13%. Molecular difision is the 

dominant transport mechanism for NMOCs when convective flow is small such as through an 

engineered cover with a flexible membrane liner. 

Significant factors affecting the emission rate of NMOCs are site conditions (type of cover, 

depth of cover, compaction of cover), presence of decomposition gas, weather conditions 

(wind speed' temperature, relative hurnidity, barometrïc pressure, precipitation, solar radiation) 

and s o i h t e  characteristics (physical state of contaminants, sorption properties of the soil, 

soi1 moisture content, volatile fiaction of the waste, microbial activity) (Shen et al.; 1990). 

Thomas and Barlaz (1999) found that NMOC concentration in synthetic and MSW reactors 

peaked before the onset of active gas production. This suggests that volatilization may be the 

dominant factor for NMOC production in the early stages of refuse decomposition. Table 2.3 

sumarizes these factors and which transport mechanism they affect. 

The site conditions can contribute to the control of NMOC releases. The cover rnay act as a 

"bio-filter", although this mitigative effect may not apply to al1 NMOCs. Field studies indicate 

that 10-20% of the methane permeating a landfill cover is consumed by CH4 oxidizers and 

levels up to 60% have been reported in laboratory simulations (Humer & Lechner, 1999). The 

presence of oxygen and methane and adequate soil moisture and ambient conditions contribute 

to the existence of the obligate methanotrophic microorganisms (Borjesson & Svensson, 

1997a). The effectiveness of methane oxidation is dependent on the statu of the cover; the 

presence of cracks or holes provides an alternative path for landfill gas escape without 

oxidation (Scharff& Hensen, 1999). The possibility exists that some of the NMOCs could 



Table 2.3 : Factors affecting transport mechanisrns (USEPA, 1 99 1) 

Mechanism Factors af5ecting mechanism 
Molecular diffusion through soi1 - Soi1 porosity 
cover - Concentration gradient 

- Difisivity of Constituent 
- Soil thickness 

Molecular diffùsion through - Wind speed 
boundary layer - Concentration gradient 

- Difisivity of constituent 

Biogas convection Nutrient amdability for bac teria 
Refuse composition 
Moisture content 
Age of landfill 
Oxygen availability 
Industrial waste acting as bioIogical inhibitor 
Temperature 
PH 
Presence of gas collection system 

Displacement due to compaction - Amount of compaction practiced 
and settlement - Compatibility of wâste 

- Overburden weight (settlement) 

Displacement due to barometric - Changes in atrnospherïc pressure 
pressure changes 

Displacernent due to moisture - Rate of precipitation 
content fluctuations - Rate of evaporation 

- Horizontal versus vertical perrneability 
- Presence of a liner 

--- - - 

also be oxidized in a similar manner. Slow degradation of TCE and TCA in the presence of 

methane has been observed during batch experiments (Kjeldsen et al., 1996). Also, the soil 

cover may retard the release of the gases to the atmosphere but it will not contain the LFG 

permanently (MOE, 1992). The cover is anticipated to have a finite capacity for filtering the 

NMOCs that may be exceeded by their production fiom the landfill. Karimi et al. (1988) 

found that the soil matrix did not have a significant effect on the ernission of benzene from a 

simulated lanàfïll. 

The presence of a collection system will also affect the emission rate of the NMOCs. A 

collection system often consists of vertical weIls extending into the landfill. A negative 



pressure then applied to the wells will extract the LFG out of the waste and into the collection 

system. A coIIection system results in changes in the vertical and horizontal movement in the 

LFG. It provides a reduction in the lateral movernent of the LFG off-site. The controlled 

movement of the LFG will also result in reduced emissions through the cover: although. the 

degree of reduction is dependent on the collection eficiency of the system. The collection 

efficiency of the system is dependent on the coverage of the system, integrity of rhe final 

landfill cover and other factors. Based on a study of four Iandfills, Cook et al- (1 99 1) 

concluded that the colIection systern could reduce not oniy gaseous VOCs but also the VOC 

contamination of the leachate. While monitoring methane ernissions at nine US landfills. 

Mosher et al. (1999) found that 100% areal coverage of a gas collectio~l system was effective 

at reducing atmospheric emissions. Bo rjesson and Svensson (1997a) found that the average 

methane emissions rose fiom 0.16 g cH&n2/h to 0.90 g C H J ~ ~ / ~  during an interruption in 

activity of the horizontal gas extraction system. 

2.2.2 Models of Transport Emission 

A summary of the major models that have been developed to date to simulate emission of 

NMOCs fiom landfills is presented in Table 2.4. The fust three models are based on Fick's 

Law and involve steady-state difision, therefore ignoring the effects of bio-gas production on 

the movement of the VOCs. The models by Thibodeaux (198 l), Thibodeaux et a l  (1 982) and 

El-Fade1 et al. (1989) considered the effects of biogas production on the movernent of the 

NMOCs to the surface of the landfill (Seigneur et a l ,  1989), although, they ignored the 

sorptive process in the landfill. During the transport to the surface, NMOCs can be 

adsorbeddesorbed by the surrounding solid/IIquid phases. Seigneur e t  al. (1 989) developed a 

mode1 to account for the release of NMOCs fkom landfill sites with and without biodegradation 

processes, using material balance and thermodynamic considerations. The model describes the 

transport of gases in the presence of liquid and gaseous phase in the porous spaces. Popov and 

Power (1994) developed a two dimensional model that accounts for gas movement in the 

multi-layers of a landfill. El-Fade1 et al. (1995) incorporated the effects of temperature (heat 

generation during production) on the movement of gas through a 1-D multi-layered landfill. 

Lin and Hildemann (1995) developed a 1-D nonsteady-state analytical model to predict the 



Table 2.4: Surnrnary of Major Models of Volatile Toxic Emissions fiom Landfill Sites 
(Seigneur et al,, 1 989) 

Reference Application Mode1 Formulation 
Farmer et al., 1980* Volatile emissions fiom Fick's Law of steady state diffusion 

covered Iandfills One dimensional 
No landfill gas production 

Shen, 1982 & Farino et Worst case volatile Fick's Law of steady state diffusion 
al., 1983* emissions fiom covered One dimensional 

Iandfills with a variety No landfill gas production 
of chernical wastes Ail pore space is available for 

diaision 
Chernical is at saturation equilibrium 
wrt vapour 

Thibodeaux, 198 1 Volatile ernissions fiom One cell, one dimensional 
covered landfilis with Diffusion 
interna1 gas generation Mean intemal gas velocity (advection) 

Prandtl's mixing Iength theory 
ThÏbodeaux et al., 1982 Volatile emissions fiom One cell, one dimensional 

covered landfills with Difision 
intemal gas generation Gas generation term (advection) 

Atmosphenc pressure fluctuations 
El-Fade1 et al., 1986 Interna1 gas production One dimensionai 

Diffusion & Advection 
Gas generation 

Seigneur et al., 1989 Volatile emission fkom One dimensionai 
landfilis with & without Diffusion & Advection 
gas generation Gas generation 

AdsorptiodAbsorption 
Popov & Power, 1994 Emission of gases f?om Two dimensional 

a multi-layer landfill Difision & Advection 
Gas generation 

El-Fade1 et al., 1995 Internal gas production One dimensional 
Diffiision & Advection 
Gas & heôt generation 

Lin & Hildemann, 1995 VOC emission from One dimensional nonsteady state 
Iandfill Diffusion & Advection 

Degradation & Absorption in 3 phases 
(gas, liquid & solid) 

Bogner et al., 1997a Methane fIwi  fiom Three dimensional 
surface Mass transport (diffhion, convection, 

microbial composition or production, 
aqueous solubiIity of inciividual gases) 

* original source Seigneur et al., 1989 



emission of VOCs fiom the landfill. Degradation and absorption of the VOCs into the liquid 

or soil were incorporated into the model. Bogner et al. (1997a) developed a 3-D rnodel to 

evaluate the methane flux fiorn the landfifl cover surface. The rnovement of methane is 

evduated by mass balance that considers the diffusion, convection, microbiai composition or 

production and aqueous solubility in the soil matrix, 

These emission transport modeIs have contributed to the l-D mode1 developed in Section 5. 

2.2.3 Atmospheric Transport of NMOCs in LFG 

Once the emissions of the NMOCs have been estimated the next step is to determine the effects 

of atmospheric conditions on the concentration of the NMOC. The atmosphere will transport 

and disperse the NMOCs to the point of exposure. In most cases of landfill risk assessrnent the 

point of exposure is a receptor (i-e. residence) close to the landfill; the boundary of the landfill 

or the receptor can be considered by the MOE to be the point of impingement (POI). 

The atmospheric dispersion of gaseous emissions is dependent upon many interrelated factors 

such as the physical and chernical nature of the contaminant, the rneteorological characteristics 

of the environment, the nature of the release (Le. stack or surface release) and the terrain 

downwind of the release point. 

The topography of a landfill, which simulates a M I ,  will affect the mean flow of the wind. The 

change in flow will affect the dispersion of the pollutants in the area (Taylor er al., 1987). The 

flow generaIIy speeds up over the crests of hius and slows down on the lee and backs of hills. 

On the leeward side of "steep" hills, a wake region may form and vortex shedding may occur 

(Crooks & Ramsay, 1993). The change in flow over hills affects dispersion in the foIIowing 

ways: the streadines of the mean flow converge and diverge, which leads to increases and 

decreases, respectively, in concentration gradients, and to decreases and increases respectively, 

in plume widths; the distance between mean streamlines and the ground decreases, leading to 

higher ground level concentration; the turbulence is distorted causing changes in turbulent 

entrainment, leading to changes in concentration, gradients of concentration, plume widths, 

mean plume position and surface deposition (Crooks & Ramsay, 1993). These perturbations in 

mean flow and dispersion may be small enough to be ignored in a simple model. The effects 



of flow over hills was examined in the research to determine if they are significant enough to 

dter a simple modelling approach. 

One of the most important meteoroiogical characteristics is atmospherïc stability; this will 

determine the amount of dispersion that will occur to the NMOCs pnor to the POI. There are 

three general classes of stability: unstable, neutral and stable. A stable atmosphere is one. 

which does not exhibit much vertical mixing or motion. As a result, pollutants emitted near the 

earth's surface tend to remain there. Whether much mWng occurs on a significant scale in the 

lower atmosphere is prhnarily dependent upon the temperature gradient and the mechanical 

turbulence due to the shearing action of the wind (Wark & Warner, 198 1). The wind speed. 

solar radiation and cloud cover have been used to classi@ the stability of the atrnosphere hto 

six stability classes as shown in Table 2.5. Appendix 1 contains figures that define the spread 

of the contaminant plume away fiom the centreline as a function of the downwind distance and 

stabihty class. 

Table 2.5: Key to Stability Categories (Wark & Warner, 1981) 

D ~ Y  Night 
Incoming Solar Radiation Cloud Cover 

Surface Wind Strong Moderate Slight Mosîly Mostly 
Speed at 10 m Overcast Clear 

(m/s) 
CIass a (2 )  (3) (3) (4) ( 5 )  

<2 A A-B B E F 
2-3 A-% B C E F 
3 -5 B B-C C D E 
5-6 C C-D D D D 
>O C D D D D 

a The neutrai cIass, D, should be assumed for overcast conditions during the day or night. Class A is the most 
unstable and class F is the most stable, with class B moderately unstable and class E slightIy stable. 

2.2.4 Dispersion Modelling of L FG 

Current modeIs of short range dispersion of airborne pollutants fiom area sources are generally 

based on modifications of the Gaussian plume model (Chitgopekar et al., 1990). The mode1 

assumes a Gaussian or normal spread of the pollutant fiom its source that is symmetrical about 

the mean. The model neglects diffusion in the direction of plume travel, which is a valid 

assumption if the release of the chernical is continuous (McBean et al., 1990). The modified 

Gaussian Plume Mode1 that determines the concentration for an elevated source is 



where : 

C = concentration (pg/m') 

Q = emission rate (pg/s) 

u = mean velocity of wind in x direction (ds) 

= standard deviations of plume concentration in the horizontal direction (m) 

a, = standard deviations of plume concentration in the vertical direction (m) 

y = distance centre line (m) 

z = distance above centre line (m) 

H = vertical mixing height of plume (m) 

This equation assumes that the origia is at ground level with the x-axis extending honzontally 

in the mean wind direction. The y-axis and z-axis are perpendicular to the x-axis horizontally 

and vertically. The standard deviations of the plume concentration in the horizontal and 

vertical directions aïe functions of the distance downwind (x) and the stability of the 

atmosphere. Atmospheric conditions including wind speed and solar radiation or cloud cover 

are used to determine a stability category. 

Baker & Mackay (1985) used four dispersion rnodels to estimate ambient vinyl chlonde 

concentrations around a landfill. They recornmended the use of virtual point source models 

based on the Gaussian plume model, although they found the accuracy of the dispersion 

calculations were affected by the emission rates. The virtual point source approach is 

potentially subject to significant inaccuracy very dose to the source. Chitgopekar et al. (1 990) 

developed a model based on K-theory for describing the short range air dispersion fiom area 

sources of non-buoyant toxics. The K-theory model was evaluated against the four models 

used by Baker & Mackay (1985). The K-theory mode1 was found to best reproduce the 

observed vinyl chloride concentrations near a southern Californian landfill. Venkatram & 

Seigneur (1993) reviewed several atrnosphenc models for estimating chemical concentration in 

health risk assessment. They made recommendations for the selection of models suitable for 



screening and refining risk assessments. The models reviewed included commercial models 

such as the Industrial Source Cornplex model. 

23-  Measurement of Landfili Gas Emissions 

2.3.1 Landfiil Gus Ernissions 

As indicated in the section below, there are several rnethods that have been used to measure 

landfill gas emissions. Table 2.6 presents a summary of the ernissions found in the literature. 

The ernissions obtained by the various methods range from an average of -0.001 to 6.144 g 

cHJm2/d The negative values obtained by the static chamber method were caused by the 

oxidation of aûnospheric methane by the landfill cover soil. The condition of the landfill such 

as the presence of gas recovery, waste age, and cover materid will contribute to the variation 

in the landfill gas ernissions. The following sections will briefly discuss the various methods 

of flux measurement with an emphasis on flux charnber methods. 

2.3.2 Methoris of Measurement 

Shen et al. (1990) and Balfour et al. (1987) provide an oveMew of the direct and indirect 

methods used to measure surface emissions. The direct methods use flwu charnbers and head 

space sarnplers to rnonitor emissions fiom the landfill. The indirect methods involve 

measurement of the ambient air for the compounds downwind of the Iandfill. Savarme et al. 

(1997) did a comparison of several of the different methods for measuring landfill methane 

emissions. They compared two accumulation charnbers, two micrometeorological techniques 

(eddy correlation and mass balance methods), two trace gas methods and an airborne infrared 

thermography. Mosher et al. (1999) measured methane emissions at nine landfill using 

chamber and/or tracer flux techniques. They compared these techniques at two landfills and 

found less than 10% difference between the methods. Indirect method cannot be applied in al1 

situations, as the presence of interfering methane sources in the immediate vicinity of a landfill 

may make it difficult or impossible to adequately separate sources downwind (Mosher er al., 

1999). The variability in emissions fiom the landfil1 surface c m  be measured using the more 

labour intensive flux chamber method. 

Emission flux measurements provide an estimate of the amount of a single gas species of a 

multiple species gas being emitted fiom a given suface area per unit time (Eklund, 1992). 



Table 2.6: Some measuements of methane emissions fiom landfills 
Location Method Conditions Flux (g CHJ/mLper day) Re ference(s) 

Min. Max Mean (n) 
New Hampshire, USA Czepiel 
Site 1 
Site 2 
S ite3 
Site 4 
Site 5 
Site 1 
Illinois, USA 
Proximal, (6/95- 
3/95) 
DistaI 
Proximal(Spring 94) 
Distal 
Proximal(93.transect) 
Distal 
Proxirna1(93,transect) 
Distal, Dry 
Distal , Wet 
Caiifornia, USA 
Proximal ( 1994) 

Static 
chamber 
W/O collar 

SF6 tracer 

Static 
charnber 

Static 
chamber -c 
S tat ic 
chamber 
Vert. Conc. 
Gradient 

Static 
chamber -c 

Same area, no wells Static 
(1988) charnber 

Vert, Conc. 
Gradient 

UK (26 sites) Static 
chamber 

Tennessee, USA 

Moscow, Russia 

Sweden 
Hokhuvud 
Hogbytorp 
Netherlands 
VAM site 
AURI site 
ARN site 
VAM site 
AURI site 

Eddy 
correlation 
Static 
chamber 

Static 
chamber 

Dynarnic 
chamber 

Micromet. 
(gradient) 

No gas rec. 

No gas rec. 

Siip chy cover 
soi1 
optimised gas rec. 
Sarne 

w/gas rec. start- 
up phase 
Same- dry 

Sandy silt cover 
soi1 w/gas rec. 
Clayey silt cover 
soi1 w/gas rec. 
Sandy silt cover 
soi1 
(dry) w/o gas 
rec. 
Winter 
Summer 
Clay cover 
SandLPDE 
Other soi1 cover 
Age c 10 y 
Age > 10 y 
No gas rec- 
Partial gas rec. 
Full gas rec. 
No gas rec. 

No gas rec. 

58 (139) 
l?(W) 
l4(1 I l )  
274(I 06) 
48(l24) 
0.68 

-0.006 (22)" 

-0.01 1 (25)" 
-0.00 1 (5)" 
-0.002 (6)" 
0,003 (12)a 
I 9.7b (29)" 
0-0 lzb 
3 ~ ~ 9 ~  
1 osb 

4-03 (1 8)" 

0-004 (9) " 

1 120 

1730 (8)" 

0.48 (16) 
3.6 (IO) 
0.7 (1 1) 
0.0 I(3j 
2-9 (12) 
0.39 (17) 
4.1 (9) 
1.3 (9) 
2-9 (1 1) 
0.0 1 (6) 
6 -5 

34 

0.33 
-0.003 

( 1996a:Czepiel 
unpubl.) 

Bogner et al. 
( 1 997)"a 

Bogner er al. 
( 1995)* 
Bogner er al., 
(1993)" 
Bogner et al.. 
(1993)" 

Bogner et al-. 
(1 995)' 

Bogner et al., 
(1995)~ 
Bogner et al.. 
( 1992)" 
Gregory & 
Skennerton, (1997 
unpubl.) ' 

M yers et al. 
(1992) '' 
Nozhevnikova et 
ai. (1 993) ' 
Borjesson & 
Svensson ( 1993) ' 
Verschut et al. 
(1991)" 



Table 2.6: (continued) 

Location Method Conditions Flux (g CH4/mL/d) Reference(s) 
Min. Max Mean (n) 

Jagan 
H- 1 

Lule5 ,Sweden 
Mar 7/96 
May -Dec /96 
France 

Italy 
Pecantia LandfiII 

Netherlands 
Naurena 
Hollandse Bnig 
Ontario, Canada 
Ridge Road ,E. Hill 
Ridge Road ,W. Hi11 
Brockville 
Florida, USA 
Central FIorida 
Site 1-green 
Site 1-brown 
Site 2- A 1 
Site 2- A2 
Site 2- AI-1 
Site 2- A 1-2 
Site 2- A 1-3 
Site 2- A I 4  
Site 2- A2 
Alachua County LF 
Sweden 
Hagby 

Static Dense veg 
charnber Sparse veg. 

No veg. 
Dense veg 
Sparse veg. 
No veg. 
Cover soi1 
Slope cover soi1 
Waste no cover 

Static No gas rec 
cham ber 

Static 
charnber 
Tracer gas 

Eddy correlation 
Mass balance 

Static 
Dynamic 

Plume 
transect 

Dilution 
tube 

Dynamic 
Flux 
chamber 
W/O collar 
Dynamic 
FIux 
charnber w/ 
collar 

Flux tube 

Static 

No gas rec. 

No gas rec. 

-. T 
LYÙ gas rec. 

No gas rec. 

Gas rec. 

0.088 

1.89 
962 

O 
O 
17 

BDL 
BDL 
6.03 
BDL 
BDL 
9.8 

-0.023 

Tanaka et al. 
( 1997)- 

Maurice & 
Lagerkvist. ( 1 997) - 

Savanne et al. 
(1997) *- 

Cossu er al. 
( 1 997)* - 
Scharff& Henson 
(1 999) + 

Williams & 
Williams (1 995)* 
+ 

Walker (1 99 1 ) ' 

Bo jesson & 
Svensson ( l997a) ' charnber 

a n values are for daily means (2-6 flux measurements per day). Y Based on geometric mean of conc in profile wl: 
with; W/O without; gas rec.: pumped gas recovery in operation; proximal: near gas rec. well; distal: between wells; 
-c: with collar; LPDE: low density polyethylene; veg.: vegetation; BDL: below detection limit; * data reported as 
normalized volume converted to mass by multiplying by density o f  methane at 25 OC and 1 atm. (# Original 
source, Bogner et al., 1997b;t with additions) 



Flux chamber techniques consist of trapping the gas as it leaves the soil surface. either by 

allowing the gas to build up in a closed enclosure (closed or static chamber technique). or by 

removing and rneasuring the gas as it leaves the enclosure (open or dynamic chamber 

technique) (Perera et al., 1999). The main drawback of the closed chamber technique is the 

influence of the chamber itself on the flux rate. ï h e  method tends to underestimate the gas 

fluxes by as much as 55% due to the increase in concentration as the gas accumuIates in the 

chamber (Matthias et al., 1978). The dynamic flux chamber eliminates the probiem due the 

concentration build up by passing an inert sweep gas through an inlet at the base of the 

chamber. The disadvantage of this process is that an increase or decrease in the interna1 

pressure of the charnber above arnbient pressure (Kanemasu et al., 1974) will lead to 

significant underestimation or overestimation of emissions fiom the surface. 

2.3.3 Dynamic Flux Chamber Theory and Operution 

There have been several models of flux chambers (Eklund et al., 1985; Reinhart er al., 1992; 

Gao et al., 1997; Sadek et al., 1998) used to monitor many types of emissions from all types 

surfaces (Millison et al., 199 1; Roelle et al., 1999; Guo et al., 2000). The use of an enclosed 

chamber for the measurement of the gases released fiom soil and plant surfaces has widely 

been practiced in the soil and biologicai sciences (Roelle et al., 1999), has only recently been 

applied to the investigation of volatile hazardous emissions from land treaûnent facilities 

(Dupont, 1987; Reinhart et al., 1992; Bogner et al., 1997~). 

The USEPA published a user's guide for the measurement of emission rates from land surface 

using a flux chamber (Kienbusch, 1986). An evduation of the method indicated that a 

negative bias problem exists in the measurement of emission by flux chambers (Gholson et al., 

1989). Although a dynamic flux chamber tends ro underestimate or overestimate the emission 

rate from the surface, the method still provides the only direct means of measuring the 

ernission rates. Reinhart et al., (1992) suggested that a bigger opening for the outlet reduces 

this effect. This research also examined the bias aspect of flux chambers and the results are 

presented in Chapter 3. 

The general theory behind the operation of a flux chamber is as follows. Clean dry sweep air 

is added to the charnber at a fixed controlled rate that is selected based on site conditions 

(Eklund er al., 1985). This sweep air mixes with the LFG emanating from the surface and 



transports these gases through an exit port. The concentration of the emitied species of interest 

are measured in the exit gas, which are then used to calculate the emission rate of each species. 

The emission rate is expressed as 

where: 

Ei = emission rate of component i, ug/m'/sec 

Ci = concentration of component i in the effluent air flow, ug/m3 

R = flow rate of air through the chamber, m3/sec 

A = surface area enclosed by the chamber, m2. 

Al1 parameters in the above equation are measured directiy. 

The size and volume of the chamber should enclose a surface area as large as is feasible so that 

the observed emission flux is not unduly biased by relatively small areas of unrepresentative 

emissions. This is also needed so that the areas perturbed by the charnber edge or seal are a 

small percentage of the total sampling area, and that wall effects are minimal. The optimal 

chamber geometry is one that promotes the most complete mixing of the charnber atmosphere 

in the briefest possible tirne. 

The standard protocol specifies the following generic sampling procedure: (Eklund, 19%) 

Establish a grid system over the area to be sarnpled 

Randomly select six or more points to be sarnpIed 

Begin sweep air flow 

Record t h e ,  meteorological conditions and temperature 

Place clean enclosure on emitting surface and insert into ground 

Monitor emissions and note when steady-state concentrations are reached 

Record air and surface temperatures inside the charnber 

Collect sarnples 

Remove enclosure 

The residence tirne, s, is defined as the charnber volume divided by the sweep air flow rate. It 

typically takes three to four residence time before steady-state concentrations are reached 

inside the camber and sampling can be initiated. The sweep air 80w rate can be varied to 



achieve the desired analytical sensitivity. The slower the fI ow rate, the lower the detection 

limit, but the longer it takes to reach steady-state concentrations within the charnber (Eklund, 

1993). 

2.4 Regulations on Air Emission from LFG 

Although, there is no direct regulation of emissions from landfills in Canada it does fall under 

the genera.1 regdations of the Environmental Protection Act (EPA). The federal govermnent 

establisfies arnbient air quality objectives and encourages the provinces to adopt them as 

binding standards (Phyper & Ibbotson, 1991 j. Control of air poilution sources falls under the 

provincial jurisdiction of the EPA. 

2.4.1 Ontario Provincial Regulations on Air Emilrsions 

The Environmental Protection Act of 1971 is a broadly worded piece of legislation directed 

toward the protection and conservation of the natural environment (Phyper & Ibbotson, 2 99 1). 

Air quality and atrnospheric emissions are addressed specifïcally in the EPA by Regulation 33 7 

(formerly 296) and Regulation 346 (formerly 308). Regdation 337 contains ambient air 

quality cnteria for 23 compounds. Regulation 346 relies on dispersion to dilute the 

contaminants so that they do not exceed the values set out in Schedule 1 at prescribed locations 

called point of impingements. Point of impingement (POI) is defined as the closest place 

where discharges fkom one property can affect others, usudly a place on the boundary of the 

property on which the discharge occurs. Section 6 of the regulation requires that no person 

shall cause or permit to be caused the emission of any air contaminant to extent or degree as 

may: (Phyper & Ibbotson, 199 1) 

cause discornfort to persons, 

cause loss of enjoyment of normal use of property, 

interfere with normal conduct of business, or 

cause damage to property. 

The MOE has also introduced the Clean Air Program (CAP) to eliminate the use of dispersion 

as a way of dealing with air pollution. The CAP will require that: 

The pnmary means of controlling emissions will be at the source rather than allowing 
their dilution in the air 



Emissions of toxic pollutants wodd be virtuaily elirninated 

Atmosphere would not be used as a disposal facility for pollutants. 

L a n W  air emissions are required to comply with the above regdations and meet the h b i e n t  

Air Qudity Criteria (AAQC) at the p o i ~ ~ t s  of impingement. Table 2.7 contains the AAQC of 

selected contaminants found in landfil1 air emissions. Regdation 232/98 fills in the gaps of 

previùus legislation on atrnospheric emission of landfiIl gas. The regulation requires the 

mandatory collection of landfill gas for new or expanding sites &th a total waste disposal 

Table 2.7: Ambient Air Quality Critena and Point of Impingement Lirnits for Air Contaminants. 
(Taken fiom Sumnaary of Point of Impingement Standards, Ambient Air Quality 
Criteria (AAQCs). and Approvals Screening Levels (ASLs) Standards Development 
Branch, MOE, June 1994a) 

Point of lmpingement Ambient Air Quality 
Standard Criteria (AAQC) 

Contaminant Narne CAS No. Half Hour Status 24 Hour Annual 
Point of 

Impingement 
Limit 

Carbon tetrachloride 
Chlorofonn 
Dichloroethylene, cis-1,2- 
Ethy lene dibromide 
Ethylene dichloride 
Methylene chioride 
Perchloroethylene 
Trichloroethane, 1,1,1- 
Trichloroethylene 
Vinyl chloride 

1s 
1s 

ASL 
ASL 
1s 
1s 
1s 
S 
S 
1s 

Vinylidene chlonde 75-35-4 70 I S  35 
Notes: 
IS - Interim Standards- (guidelines, provisionaf guidelines tentative standards & interim standards) 
S - Standards 
ASL- Approvals Screening Level 
CARC- Carcinogen- no assigned standard or interim standard (emissions to environment prevented or lirnited) 

capacity greater than 3.0 million cubic meters (approx- 2.5 million tonnes of waste) (MOE, 

1998). With global warming concems, the advent of greenhouse gas credits \vil1 be 

implemented in the near future which will make it prudent for al1 landfills to minimize al1 

forms of landfill gas emissions. 



2.4.2 Interim Guide to Assess fmpacts of LandfiII Air Emksions (1MOE, 1 992) 

The purpose of the interirn guide is to present MOE's recomrnended approach to estimating 

emission rates and environmental impacts fkom landfil1 gas emissions to the atmosphere. 

Procedures to estimate the emissions of landfill gas contaminants. landfiil odours and dust 

impacts are contained within the document. nie guideline produced by the Air Resources 

Branch of MOE in 1992 is uùlized to model the gas emission f?om a landfill and determine if 

the site is of significant concern and therefore should follow the requirement in OReg 29/98  

for gas collection. 

n e  MOE's recornmended emission estimating procedure is based on the USEPA's three tiered 

assessrnent program. Al1 three tiers utilize a filst-order kinetic LFG production model. The 

first tier utilizes thé first-order kinetic mode1 based on the Scholl Canyon Model. landfilling 

history, and default parameters selected by the MOE to estimate the landfill gas generation rate 

and NMOC emissions. Table 2-8 contains the defadt values suggested by the MOE for use in 

the model. 

Table 2.8: Default Values for the Scholl Canyon Model (MOE, 1992). 

Constant Default Value Reference 

k 0.04 l/year USEPA memo dated April 15/92, 
@ased on wet climate t 23 revision fiom Federal Register 
inches) 

Lo(methane) 3 
125 rn /tome same as above 

CNMOC (vinyl chlonde) 18.7 ppm-volume see note below 

Note: 
Default value of CNMOC is based upon a 95-percentile vaIue From a compilation of vinyl chloride concentration 
data in LFG fiom 46 MSW landfills in the US emission estimates 

Tier 2 and 3 require field investigation to replace the default values suggested by the MOE. 

The default NMOC pararneter in the model is replaced in both the second and third tier. The 

landfill gas generation rate constant default is also replaced in the model in Tier 3. 

The first-order kinetic NMOC Emission modei is 

where : 



QI- = Total emission of specific NMOC (tonnes/year) 
k = Landfdl gas generation rate constant (l/year) 

=O = Methane generation potential (m'/tome) 
M. = Mass of refuse in the ib section (tonnes) 

C ~ ~ o c  = Concentration of specific NMOC @pm-volume) 
ti = Age of the ith section (year) 
n = nwnber of sections of waste 
3 395E -09 = conversion factor based on Hexane as the average NMOC 

Since, the conversion factor uses hexane as the average NMOC; emissions of a specific 

NMOC are obtained by multiplying QT by a ratio of the molecular weights (molecular weight 

of specific NMOC to molecular weight of hexane). If the deposition history is not known. an 

alternative equation is available to estimate the emissions of specific NMOCs. 

The next step in the assessrnent process is to determine the dispersion concentration for 

cornparison to the Ministry Point of Irnpingement Limits. The dispersion models 

recomrnended by the MOE are the Air Resources Branch CAP Model, the Industrial Source 

Complex Model and the Fugitive Dust Model. These are commercial models which c m  be 

utilized for different emitting sources such as ground sources or stacks in several different 

environments (i- e. urban, coastal situations). 

2.4.3 US Regdations on LFG Emissions 

Presently, 27 states have laws regulating the air emissions fiom MSW landfills. However, 

these laws generally deal only with the concentration of methane not NMOCs in or near the 

landfill. California is the only State to implement air emission replations for Iandfills under 

the statets air pollution control authority; al1 other states regulate emissions under solid waste 

laws. The Clean Air Act (CAA) promulgated by the USEPA regulates NMOC emissions for 

existing and new landills (Federal Register, Vol. 61, No. 49 March 12, 1996). The New 

Source Performance Standards in the C M  requires that sites containing more than 2.5 million 

megagrams (Mg) and 2.5 million m3 or more of waste must collect and control LFG it their 

estimated emission of NMOCs are 50 Mg or more per year. 

The irnplementation of this regulation in the States may introduce m e r  restriction on the 

LFG emissions fiom Ontario Iandfills. 



2.5 Risk Analysis 

The previous section discussed the regulations imposed on the hazardous ernissions fiom 

MSW landfills. The air quality standards used by the MOE are selected based on the risk 

associated with the inhalation exposure to these compounds. This section will deal with 

defining and describing risk and the risk assessment process for landfill air emissions. 

2.5.1 Risk and the Risk Assessrnent Process 

Risk rnay be considered as the probability of an adverse effect, or an assessed threat to persons, 

the environmenf and/or property, due to some hazardous situation (Asante-Duah. 1993). In a 

generic sense, risk assessment is defined as a systematic process for making estimates of al1 the 

significant risk factors that prevail over an entire range of failure modes and/or exposure 

scenarios due to the presence of some type of hazard (Asante-Duah, 1993). It is the 

determination of the probability that an adverse effect will result fiom a defined exposure. It 

may be expressed as the product of the probability of occurrence, @) and the consequences or 

seventy of occurrence, (S) 

Risk = p *S. (2 -4) 

A hazard may pose risk to people through severd possible pathways, therefore the risk 

assessment process was developed in order to quanti@ al1 the risk associated with al1 pathways 

for ail particular hazards. 

The risk assessment process will generally help identiQ and quanti@ risks imposed on an 

individual, the general public, andor the environment. The US. National Academy of Science 

(NAS) has organized the risk assessment process into four steps (Page & Donahoe, 1993). The 

four components in a risk assessment are hazardous identification, exposure assessment, dose- 

response, and risk characterization. 

Hazardous identification or data collection and evaluation (as identified by the USEPA) 

consists of evaluating the potential adverse effects of hazardous situations to which some 

populations are potentially exposed (Asante-Duah, 1993). In a rïsk assessment of MSW gas 

emissions, this will consist of the identification of contaminant emission sources and the 

selection of the NMOCs of potential concern. In most cases, the compounds identified as 

carcinogenic or teratogenic are the ones selected. 



Exposure assessment consists of developing or i d e n t m g  reaiistic exposure scenarios for the 

specific problem. An exposure pathway analysis examines the ways by which a receptor is 

exposed to. or impacted by, a source of hazard (Asante-Duah, 1993). Pathways may be direct 

and imrnediate or more complex and delayed. The primary pathway of exposure to LFG 

ernission is inhalation of the NMOCs in the ambient air at the receptor location. 

Dose-response assessment or toxicity assessment (USEPA, 199 1) is the process of 

quantitatively evaluating the toxicity information and characterizhg the relztionship behveen 

the dose of the contaminant administered or received and the incidence of adverse health 

effects in the exposed population (Asante-Duah, 1993). It is the process by which the potency 

of the cornpounds is estirnated by use of dose-response relationships. For carcinogens. this 

involves estimating the probability that an individual exposed to a given amount of chernicd 

will contract cancer due to the exposure. The majority of the data are derived fiom 

toxicological studies perfurmed on animal studies and infkequently, fiorn studies in exposed 

human populations. The response of a toxicant depends on the mechanism of its action; in the 

simplest case, the response is directly proportional to its concentration (Asante-Duah, 1993). 

The response to the toxicant is used to assign potency estirnates as "unit risk factor" (in pg/rn3 

or ppm) or as "potency dopes" (in units of [mg/kg/day]"). Uncertainty in identifiing the risk 

for each chemical is directly related to the extent and quality of the data available. The 

consenrative assumption that humans are at least as sensitive as the most sensitive animal 

species in the toxicological studies introduces a lot of the uncertainty in this step of the 

process. 

Risk charactenation is the final step in the risk assessment process that integrates the 

information gathered in the three previous steps to arrive at an estimate of risk to the exposed 

population. It is the process of estimating the probable incidence of adverse impacts to 

potential receptors under various exposure conditions, including an elaboration of uncertainties 

associated with such estirnates (Asante-Duah, 1993). Uncertainties and the main assurnptions 

used to complete the whole risk assessinent process are also evaluated during the risk 

characterization stage in order to quanti@ the risk estimate obtained in this step. For known or 

suspected carcinogens, acceptable exposure levels are generally concentration levels that 

represent as excess upper-bound lifetime cancer risk to an individual of between 104 and 106 



(Page & Donahoe, 1993). Cancer risk below 10" will generaliy not trigger a remedial 

response whereas cancer risks that exceed 104 may trigger some type of remediation or 

institutional controls. 

2.5.2 Rkk Assesment of LandfiII Gas Emksiorts 

In the past, the risk associated with landfill gas emissions dealt maidy with the explosive 

hazard of methane gas and its migration into adjacent structures. Many cases have been 

documented with respect to the destructive results of methane migration off-site. However. it 

is now the chronic toxicological concerns over the NMOC emission in LFG that are the driving 

force for limiting air emission fiom IandfiUs. Section 2.1.3 presented a list of 13 of the many 

possible NMOCs found in LFG emissions. 

Only a few studies have calculated risk values for exposure to the NMOCs in Iandfill gas. 

Crouch et al. (1990) perfiormed health risk analysis on landfill gas emissions utilizing the four 

steps in the risk assessrnent process identified earlier. They investigated two different classes 

of exposure. The first case considered the "average" individual who lives within a circular 

region 50 km in radius, centered at the landfill. The second case was the "worst-case, 

neighbor" who lives at a fixed pouit Iocated a nominal 100 m fiom the edge of the landfill- 

The average individual was found to have an average risk of 2 x 1 O-* (range of 3 x 1 to 4 x 

IO-') of exposure to landfill gas. The maximum risk for the worst case individual, found at a 

CO-disposa1 landfiIl, was 2 x 10". Crouch et a(. (1 990) concluded that the excess carcinogenic 

risk induced by landfil emissions is significantly smaller than the current risk of cancer fiorn 

d l  other cases. 

Thoits (1989) found a range of cancer risk in excess of 2.5 x 105 to less than 1 x from 

eight different landfilis which were chssified as maidy residentid. In a cornparison of 

landfills and waste to energy (WTE) plants, Jones (1994) indicated that the total cancer risk for 

the uncontrolled benzene and vinyl chloride ernissions exceeded 1 x 1 0 ' ~ ~  the acceptable 

threshold inhalation risk in many States. Young and Parker (1 983) indicated quantitatively that 

the minor components in the landfiIl do not represent any significant hazard. They indicated 

that the greatest contributions to the risk were fiom surface emissions of vinyl chloride and 

1 , 1 -dichloroethene. Assmuth and Kalevi (1 992) also indicated that carbon tetrachlonde, 

dichloromethane, toluene, and benzene pose the most severe toxicological risks due to their 



concentrations and acute toxicities or carcinogenicities. Goldberg et al. (1 999) suggested that 

men who lived near the Miron Quany MSW landfill in Montreal. Quebec may have been and 

may continue to be at excess risk of cancer of the liver? kidney. pancreas. and non-Hodgkin's 

lymphomas. 

2.5.3 Summary 

Presently, limited risk assessrnents of NMOC emissions have been perfomed based on a 

constant emission of a chernicd over the lifecycle of the landfill. The major shortcomings 

inherent in this type of risk assessrnent approach are that it provides a limited amount of usehl 

information to the risk manager and the public (Finley & Paustenbach. 1994). Modelling the 

landfil1 syçtem to accommodate the changes in ernissions over the whole life of the landfill and 

integrate effects such as changes in Iandfill size and shape would provide more information 

than the point estimate method. Variability among the nsk estimates was observed; part of this 

may be due to the heterogeneous nature of the landfills or possibly fiom the methods used in 

the estimation process. The estimation process requires the use of concentration data; is it 

appropriate to use average concentrations or the 95th percentile concentrations suggested by 

the MOE to obtain realistic estirnates of the risk? 

This research will examine and mode1 the production, emission, and transport of the NMOCs 

to a receptor as input to the determination of the risk of exposure to LFG. A mode1 that 

estirnates the production, emission and transport of the methane, carbon dioxide, and NMOCs 

over the lifetirne of the landfill will be developed. 



Chapter 3 

3.0 Flux Chamber Design and Laboratory Evaluation 

3.1 Specific Objectives 

Researchers have reported that flux chambers have both over and under estimated the actuai 

emission rate of gas from liquid and soil surfaces. Simulated VOC emission source testing was 

conducted by Kienbusch (1986) under controlled laboratory conditions to deterrnine the f l w  

chamber's precision and accuracy. Kienbusch's test indicated that the flux charnber technique 

is repeatable (k 5% variability between flux charnber measurements) but tends to 

underestirnate the true emission rates by 22 to 45 percent. Gholson et al. (1989) reported 

sirnilar negative bias (25 to 87 percent) during an ernission study to measure 1.1,1- 

trichloroethane emissions fiom a liquid surface. They found that increasing the sweep flow 

rate could reduce the higher negative biases (78 to 87 percent) thereby reducing the 

concentration buildup or difision gradient above the liquid surface. Although fiuther 

increases in sweep flow rate did not reduce the negative bias below the 25 to 54 percent range. 

Altering the emission sources environment such as the diffusion gradient has been observed as 

one of the reasons behind the poor performance of the flux chamber. Other environmental 

conditions that can be dtered by the flux charnber are wind, soil disturbances, pressure, 

moisture and air turbulence. As indicated by Gholson et al. (1989) the diffusion gradient can 

be minimized by operating the flux chamber under optimal conditions. Reinhart et al (1992) 

performed several tests using a flux chamber to detemine the optimal operation parameters of 

the flux chamber for measurement of MSW LFG ernission rates. They found a bias shift from 

positive to negative (50% to -20%) as the sweep air velocity was increased. The higher flow 

rate increased the intemal chamber pressure resulting in the negative bias. They selected a 

sweep fl ow rate that would minunize both effects. 



Operation of the flwr chamber under o p b a i  conditions wiil increase the accuracy of the flux 

measurements. However. the differential pressure between the flux chamber and atmosphere 

will still contribute significantly to the error associated with the flux rneasurements. A 

pressure of 1.5 mm H20 in the Reinhart et al. (1992) study resulted in an approximately 30% 

underestimation of the true methane flux, Denmead (1 979) f o n d  that a pressure deficit of 10 

mm H20 caused a 10-fold increase in measured N2O emission by diffusion alone. The flow of 

sweep gas into the charnber tends to increase the pressure within the flux charnber. which in 

turn would tend to divert the landfiil gases away from the chamber (Williams & Williams. 

1995). Municipal wastes can produce significant arnounts of methane under pressure and 

therefore these ernissions will not be controlled by diffusion alone (Elclund, 1992). It is clear 

that some of the bias introduced into measured gas flux rates has been due to the pressure 

differential between the charnber pressure and the ambient air pressure. Therefore. minirnizing 

the pressure differential between the flux charnber and atmosphere can increase the accuracy of 

the emission flux measurements. 

The flux chamber developed in this research was designed to minimize the errors by equipping 

it with a feed back system involving a pressure transducer and process controI1er so as to 

rninimize pressure differentials between the ambient air and the inside of the flux chamber. 

3.2 Design and Construction 

The 30.5 cm (12 in) diarneter stainless steel mode1 flux chamber developed in this research is 

shown schernatically in Figure 3 -1. Its smaller size was selected to minimize the economic and 

labour requirements in the movement of the flux chamber between fieid Iocations. It was felt 

that, if a charnber producing accurate flux measurernents could be designed at a srna11 scale, 

the same design parameters could be applied to larger scale units. 

The chamber is fitted with a 0.95 cm (3/8 in) ID sweep gas inlet ring (stainless steel) with 

perforations at approximately 7.62 cm (3 in) on center. Two inlet ports are provided for the 

sweep gas to provide a consistent pressure and gas flow throughout the sweep gas ring. The 

chamber is also equipped with an exit port, soi1 and chamber gas temperature probes, and a 

pressure transducer. The temperature probes are staidess steel YS1 400 series diemistors with 

an operating range of -40°C to 150°C. The pressure transducer manufactured by Omega 





(PX1 63-005BD5V) is rated for a maximum pressure differential of t 12.7 cm (5 in) H20. It is 

attached to a process controller (Omega CN76000) to minimize the pressure differential 

between the chamber and the extemal atmosphere (see following section for fürther detail). 

The pressure transducer is calibrated to a rmge of + 1 cm (0.4 in) HzO with the use of a Betz 

manometer which is accurate to 316 Pa (t 0.05 mm Hfi) (see Appendix A for calibration 

cuves)- The controller is connected to a variable speed peristaltic pump (Master Flex 7529- 

30) which increases or decreases the rate of gas removal fi-orn the charnber to minimize the 

pressure dzerential. The pressure and temperatures are recorded at 10 minute intervals with 

the use of a data-logger (Ultra-logger by Lakewood Systems). Based on the 12 bit accuracy of 

the logger, the resolution of the pressure transducer and logger is 0.053 mm H20 allowing it to 

detect any change in pressure at or above the indicated resolution. 

During preluninary laboratory testing, the flw. charnber was placed on a simulated landfill 

surface consisting of three layers of soil. The bottom layer (1 1.4 cm) was a coarse aggregate, 

which surrounded and supported the gas supply manifold. A Iayer of geotextile fabric was 

placed over the coarse aggregate and under a layer (10.2 cm) of coarse sand to prevent rnixing 

of the two aggregate types. A 15.6 cm deep layer of fine well sorted silica sand made up the 

top layer of the simulated landfill cell. Al1 the soi1 layers were contained within a plastic 

container that elUninated the lateral loss of gas. A second pressure transducer monitored the 

pressure differential in the coarse aggregate above the gas supply manifold. A schematic 

diagram of the laboratory setup is shown in Figure 3.2. The flux chamber did not penetrate the 

well sorted silica sand but rather was situated on top of it. 

3.2.1 Pressure Con frol Feedback Sysfem 

The pressure control feedback system consists of the pressure transducer inside the chamber, 

linked with a process controller and the peristaltic pump controlling the effluent flow rate. The 

pressure transducer is attached to the top of the flux chamber and it registers the pressure 

differential between the chamber and the atmosphere. If the differential pressure within the 

chamber becomes positive, the process controller increases the purnping rate of the peristaltic 

pump. The pumping rate increases until a zero pressure differential is obtained. As the 

atmospheric pressure changes throughout the day, this feedback mechanism ensures that the 

pressure differential in the chamber is rninimized. 





3.3 Analytical Methods for Analyses of Methane and VOC 

3.3.1 Determination of Me fit ane Concentrations 

Methane concentration measurements during the experiments were determined using a gas 

chromatograph with a flarne ionization detector (GC-FID) (Shimadzu GC-9A). The GC was 

cdibrated using a two-point calibration procedure- The method detection level (MDL) was 

estabiished using the method outlined in Standard Methods (20" edition). Volumetnc g l a s  

bulbs were used to dilute the gas standards until no significmt response was obtained from the 

GC-FID. The MDL was determined to be 10,200 @m3 at 1 ATM and 20 OC (1.53 x 10" 

%V/V) (as shown in Appendix B). 

After the calibration, the methane concentration in the laboratory experiments was determined 

by injection of 200 pl of gas into the GC-FID. The methane concentration in the flux charnber 

was monitored by rernoving a sample of the effluent gas with a gas tight syringe (Hamilton) 

downstream of the peristaltic pump. The syringe was purged three times with the effluent gas 

flow prior to obtaining a gas sample. The background methane concentration was determined 

by sampling the air supply into the flux charnber. 

3.3.2 Determination of VOC Concentrations 

The TCE and PCE concentration measurements during the laboratory experiments were 

determined by procedures outlined by ASTM Standards. Activated charcoai tubes (ORB0 32 

supplied by Supleco) were used to trap the TCE and PCE vapour. Figure 3.3 shows a typical 

ORBO absorbent tube- 

ASTM Method D 3687-95 was used to analyse the exposed ORBO tubes for TCE and PCE- A 

desorption efficiency for each batch of tubes was determined. The percent recovery or 

desorption efficiency was established as outlined in the ASTM method. The exposed 

ORBOtubes were desorbed in carbon disulfide (CS2). Analysis of the tube contents u;as 

performed by breaking it open m d  separating the front and back portions and placing each into 

a 2 ml vial. The TCE and PCE sorbed ont0 the charcoal were extracted by adding 1 ml of CS2  

to the vials. The vials were then shaken for 10 minutes. Analysis of the extraction liquid was 

performed on a Hewlett Packard GC (Senes II 6890) with a HP624 VOC (0.53rnm ID, 30 m) 
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Figure 3.3: Typicd absorbent tube for collection airborne compounds 

column. The analysis program involved an initial temperature of 50 OC for 7 minutes to obtain 

optimum peak separation and then increasing the temperature to 220 OC at a rate of 20 OC/min. 

The fmal temperature was maintained for 12.5 minutes to ensure no interference with 

following samples. An autosampler processed the samples using 2 pl injections as suggested 

in the ASTM method. 

TCE and PCE concentrattions in the eEtluent flux experiments were determined by placing the 

ORBO tubes in the effluent strearn fiom the flux charnber between the flow meter and the 

peristaltic pump. The flow rate through the ORBO tubes was monitored with the rotameter 

(Cole Parmer). Time of exposure of the tubes to the effluent Stream was recorded. Analysis of 

the exposed tubes was done using the same procedure outlined above. The air concentration 

was determined using the procedure outlined in the ASTM method. 

3.4 Laboratory Evaluation of the Flux Chamber Performance 

The general procedure for operating the flux charnber involved the following steps: 

1. Place flux chamber on soi1 surface. 

2. Connect the sweep gas to the iniet ports of flux chamber. 

3. Attach pressure transducer to port on top of flux charnber and temperature probes 
on to flux chamber. 



4. Purge flwc chamber for approximately six times the fluid residence time of the 
chamber. 

5. Reset dataloggers. 

6. Turn on power supply for pressure transducer. 

7. Check voltage output of power supply and adjust to 8 VDC (calibration voltage of 
the pressure transducer) . 

8. Turn on peristaltic pump and process controller. 

9. Adjust flow rate of rotameter to selected sweep flow rate. 

IO. Determine background methane concentrations. 

1 1. Start and set soil gas flow rate. 

12. Monitor methane concentration in effluent of fl ux charnber hourly. 

13. Continue to monitor methane concentration for approximately 24 hours f i e r  the 
methane concentrations stabilized in the flwc chamber. 

14. At the end of the experiment download the dataloggers and turn off gases. 

The sweep gas (air in these experirnents) flow into the chamber was regulated with a rotameter 

(Cole Parmer). A mixture of 50% V N  methane and 50% V N  carbon dioxide was the gas 

introduced into the gas soi1 supply manifold in al1 the following experiments (see Figure 3.1). 

The soil gas flow rate was also regulated by a rotameter (Cole Parmer). The effluent flow rate 

fiom the chamber was monitored with a mass flow rneter (Sierra 820 Top-Trak. 1-5 L/min) 

which was also comected to the datalogger. The methane concentration in the flm charnber 

was monitored by removing a sarnple of the effluent gas with a gas tight syringe (Hamilton) 

downstream of the peristaltic pump. This sample was then imrnediately injected into a GC- 

FID (Shirnadzu GC-BA) for analysis. 

The expected flux through the soi1 surface was determined by dividing the gas flow rate from 

the supply manifold (into the soil) by the soil surface area. Assuming that the chamber is bas 

tight and that it behaves as a completely mixed reactor, a mass balance developed around the 

chamber was used to determine the expected flw; this was calculated by multiplying the 

effluent flow rate exiting the charnber by the gas concentration in the effluent and dividing by 

the influent gas concentration and the surface area of the chamber. 

Preluninary tests were performed to determine the most efficient operating parameters for the 

flux chamber system over a range of landfill emission rates. Two different flow rates of 2.8 

ml/min and 12.9 d m i n  were selected to simulate low and high emission rates fiom a landfiIl 



surface. These flow rates would correspond to a flux of rate of 20 and 93 mllminlm' (39 and 

180 gh2/d) respectively. These flux rates are typical of rates that have been found at landfills 

(Bogner et al., 1997b). 

The effects of the sweep gas flow rate and pressure differential on the flux chamber's capture 

efficiency were examined. Seven experiments were performed using either the low or hi@ 

simulated LFG flux rates. The parameters used in each of the seven experiments are shown in 

Table 3.1. Two replicate experiments were performed at each of the low (1 and 2) and high (3 

and 4) LFG flux rztes to examine the repeatability of the trial results. The remaining three 

experiments were run at the high LFG flux rate. Experiment 5 examined the impact that 

increasing the sweep gas flow rate would have on the eficiency of the flux charnber system. 

The sweep gas flow rate was increased from 1658 to 2140 mlhnin. Experiments 6 and 7 

exarnîned the effect of negative and positive pressure differentials in the chamber on capture 

efficiency. Changing the set-point on the process controller used norxnally to minimize the 

pressure differential between the chamber and atmosphere created the pressure differentials. 

Tabie 3 -1 : Description of experirnental parameters for flux chanber experiments. 

Experimect Gas Suppiy Sweep Gas Design Pressure Purpose 
Number Flow ~ a t e " )  Flow Rate Differential 

1 2.85 1658 O Low flux 

Low flux 

High flux 

High flux 

5 13.09 2140 O Increase Sweep 

Negative bias 

7 13 .O9 1658 1.8 Positive bias 

Notes: (') 50% methane V N  and 50% carbon dioxide V N  

3.5 ResuIts of the Performance Evaluation 

Table 3.2 contains a summary of the data that were collected f?om the data-logger and GC 

analyses of these seven experiments. In experiments 1 to 4, the average pressure differential 

ranged from -0.03 5 to 0.009 mm HzO with standard deviations that ranged from + 0.1 53 to 



Table 3.2: Sumrnary of data from flux chamber experiinents 

Average Flow Rate Methane Concentration Average Pressure Average Temperature 
Experiment Gas Effluent Average Average Chamber Chamber Soil Barometric Chamber Soil Ambient 

Number Supply Influent Effluent Std Dev 
(milmin) (milmin) (% V N )  (% VIV) (mm HzO) (mm H20) (mm H20) (mm HzO) (C) (C) (C)  



+ 0.202 mm H20. The chamber pressures in the negative and positive pressure experiment 

were maintained -1.792 -t- 0.096 mm H20 and 1.773 It 0.144 mm H20 respectively. Table 3.2 

also shows the trends in temperature and barometric pressure during al1 the experiments. The 

soi1 and chamber effluent flow rates were corrected to account for changes in the barometric 

pressure and chamber air temperature fkom the standard conditions for each of the experiments. 

This correction minimizes differences between the expenments. The average pressure 

differentiai of -0.035 mm H20 in experiment 3 resulted in a 4.73% error in the flux 

measurement as s h o w  later in Table 3.3, 

Figure 3.4 shows the gauge pressure of the chamber (obtained nom the pressure transducer 

attached to the chamber) versus the elapsed thne of Experiment 3. This was typicd of al1 the 

other experiments. Appendix C contains ail the data fiom the seven experiments with the data 

from experiment 3 shown as examples to represent the data fiom ail experiments. The pressure 

fluctuated around an average dinerential of -0.035 mm H20. Effluent flow rates recorded fiom 

the mass flow meter in Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 3.5; the effluent flow rate was 

relatively constant with an average of 1.75 Wmin for the entire experiment. The effluent flow 

rate data indicate that the system had the potential to achieve steady average operating 

conditions not withstanding considerable variation about the average. The methane 

Elapsed Time (hrs) 

Figure 3 -4: Chamber pressure transducer data fkom experiment #3 versus elapsed time (Time 
zero corresponds to start of gas flow into gas manifold). 



Elapsed Tirne (hrs) 

Figure 3.5: Effluent flow rate fkom flux chamber versus elapsed time in experirnent #3 (Tirne 
zero corresponds to start of gas flow into gas manifold). 

concentration in the charnber effluent over the duration of Experiment 3 is shown in Figure 

3.6. The methane concentration builds until it reaches a steady state over a perbd of about 5 

hours. The fluid residence time of the charnber was 0.2 hr assuming a compIete1y mixed 

condition; the data in Figure 3.6 begins with the start of the experiment (Le. as gas starts to 

enter the gas manifold) therefore the equilibrium withh the soi1 and the volume beneath the 

soi1 would required much more tirne. The average concentration of the methane was 

determined after the system had reached a constant methane concentration. The data gap seen 

Elapsed Time (hrs) 

Figure 3.6: Methane concentration in the chamber effluent versus elapsed time in experiment 
#3 (Time zero corresponds to start of gas flow into gas manifold). 



in Figure 3.6 is a result of the methane being monitored manually with the gap occurring 

during the night. 

Table 3.3 presents a cornparison of the measured flux with the expected fluxes. This table also 

contains a capture ratio of the measured flux to expected flux. In Experiments 1 and 2. the 

capture ratios were 0.99 and 1.02 respectively. At the higher flux flow rate. the ratios were 

1.05 for Experiment 3 and 1.01 for Experiment 4. These experirnents were conducted to 

determine the repeatability of the tests and indicate that there is excellent reproducibility in the 

experimental results under lab conditions. These results show that the experimental system has 

the potential to produce very accurate measurernents of gas emissions from landfiil surfaces. 

Table 3 -3 : Cornparison of expected to measured flux fkom the flux chamber experiments 

Experiment Expected Flux Measured Flux Capture Ratio 
Number (dcm2/min) (ml/cm2/rnin) Measued 

Expected 

The sweep gas flow rate was changed from 1.66 L/min in Experiment 3 and 4 to 2.14 L/min in 

Experiment 5 to determine its effect on the measured gas emission rate. Increasing the sweep 

gas flow rate in this way resulted in a capture ratio of 1.08 in cornparison to 1.05 and 1.01 

capture ratios obtained in experiments 3 and 4 respectively. In experiment 5, the pressure 

differential of 4 .036  + 0.142 mm H20 was comparable to the pressure differentids observed 

in experiments 3 and 4 (-0.035 t 0.202 mm HzO and 0.009 + 0.193 mm H20). The change in 

sweep flow rate did not change the effectiveness of the system to minirnize the pressure 

differential in the flux charnber. It was apparent fiom these results that the pressure feedback 

system designed for this research could operate effectively over a range of sweep gas flow 

rates. It was therefore concluded that a change in sweep flow rate of this magnitude (up to 

29%) did not result in any significant bias of the measured emission rate. 



The expected flux \vas obtauied by dividing the experimental soil Cas flow rate by the soil 

surface area (1388 cm'). The simulated landfil1 soil was contained within a plastic container. 

which prevented any gas fiom escaping laterally. Therefore. the gas could ody  travel 

veaically out of the soil surface. The chamber's surface area (592 cm') covered approximately 

43% of the soil surface therefore the gas could travel into the charnber or out the uncovered 

portion of the surface. In order to get a tme estimate of the gas flux fiom the surface: the 

pressure inside the chamber must be identicai to the atrnospheric pressure. 

Evidence of this is seen in the results of Experiment 6 where decreasing the average pressure 

differential to -1.8 mm HzO increased the capture ratio to 2.7 (Experiment 6). A positive 

pressure differential of 1.8 mm H20 in the chamber reduced the capture ratio to 0.07 

(Experiment 7). A cornparison of these two experiments to Experiments 3 and 4 indicates that 

they were conducted under nearly identical conditions except for the pressure differential. 

Figure 3.7 shows the relationship between the gauge pressure (x) of the chamber from the 7 

experiments and their respective capture ratios (y) (y = -O.7jx+l. 13, R~ = 0.95). This 

relationship indicâted that small pressure differentials such as these would result in large errors 

in the flux measurements obtained by the flux chamber, a positive pressure resulting in an 

underestimation of the emission flux. This is due to imposing a pressure on the soil beneath 

the chamber and forcing more gas to be emitted outside of the chamber. An overestimation of 

the emission flux was obtained when a negative pressure (vacuum) occurred within the 

chamber. These conditions caused more gas than expected to be drawn into the charnber. The 

pressure differentials are very small but resulted in major errors in the LFG flux measurements. 

Thus, maintaining near zero differentials was essential to the flux chamber success. The 

design developed in this research was shown to have this capability. The inability to maintain 

pressure differentials near zero is likely to have been the cause of many faulty flux charnber 

experiments reported in the past. Denmead (1979) reported a 10 mm H 2 0  deficit would result 

in a 10 fold increase in NzO emissions. 

The permeability of the soil beneath the chamber was calculated using the soil gas flow rate 

and the gauge pressure of the soil in each experiment. Table 3.4 presents the permeability 

calculated for each experiment. The density and viscosity of the gas were corrected for the 

pressure and temperature on the day of the experiment. The permeability ranged fiom 
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Figure 3.7: Relationship between chamber pressure and capture ratio. 

1.03 x10" to 1.67 x 10'~ c r n b i t h  an average of 8.5 x 1 0 ~  cm2 (standard deviation of 7.2 x 1 o4 
cm2) for the five experiments. These permeabilities are consistent with the published data for 

clean sand, which has a permeability range of IO-' - 10" cm' (Freeze & Cherry, 1979). Van 

Geel (1994) found a permeability range of 1 .O x 1 to 2.0 x 10" cm2 using the same well 

sorted silica sand (Barco No. 70). The permeabilities for experiments 6 and 7 also fall within 

the range established by the other five experiments. The moisture content of the soil beneath 

the chamber was considered to be less than the wilting point. 

Table 3.4: Permeability of the simulated landfill soil obtained from soil pressures. 

Experiment Soi1 Chamber Soi1 Density Viscosity Permeability 
Number Flow Rate A Pressure A Pressure 

(&min) (mm HzO) (mm &O) (kg/m3) (Pa-s) (cm2) 



3.6 Evatuation of Flux Chamber to Detect VOC Emissions 

Preliminary experiments to evaiuate the flux chamber's ability to measure NMOC emissions 

were performed according to the experimentai procedure explained in the following section. 

The results of these experiments are also given in the following sections. 

3.6.1 Met/zods cf VOC Studies 

The flux chamber's ability to measure NMOC was evaluated using the equipment and setup 

used in the previous section with the addition of ORBO tubes to monitor the concentration of 

VOC in the flux chamber effluent. The experiment involved 10 days of continuous injection of 

a constant soil gas mixture of methane, carbon dioxide, TCE, and PCE. The longer duration of 

the experiment was required to ensure that TCE and PCE reached a steady state in the flux 

charnber effluent. 

A mixture of 50% methane and 50% carbon dioxide was placed in a gas sampling bag; 

measured vohmes of PCE and TCE dissolved in methanol were then ïnjected into the bag. 

The PCE and TCE concentrations in the bag were detennined by removing a 100 pl syringe 

sample for analysis on a Hewlett Packard GC (Series II 6890) wïth a HP624 VOC (0.53 mm 

ID, 30 m) column. The concentration of TCE and PCE used in the experirnent with the flux 

chamber was approximately 5 x 105 rng/L. This concentration level is typical of the range of 

TCE and PCE fomd in LFG at the Waterloo Region Landfill (Waterloo Region, 1994). The 

gas mixture was then pumped fkom the sarnple bag into the gas supply manifold. The flow into 

soil was monitored with a rotameter. The TCE and PCE in the chamber effluent were 

monitored using adsorption on to ORBO 32 (Supelco), activated charcoal tubes incorporated 

into the effluent flow. The ORBO 32 tubes were subsequently desorbed using carbon disulfide 

as indicated in Section 3.3.2. A flow rate of only 50-100 ml/min was passed over the ORB0 

tube as recornmended in ASTM 3686 to ensure that the tubes were not overloaded and that 

breakthrough would not occur. Therefore the effluent flow was split with the excess flow 

being diverted and rejoined with the ORBO tube flow just pnor to the peristaltic pump. A 

rotameter in-Iine after the ORBO tube monitored the flow rate through the O M O  tube. Over 

the length of the experiment, the ORBO tubes continuousty monitored the effluent at 2 

different time intervals (4 and 20 hours). The two different time intervals were used to ensure 

that breakthrough did not occur on the ORBO tubes. Also the 4 hour sarnple length was used 



to evaluate the samples for field use. The methane in the system was monitored as previously 

discussed in Section 3 -3.1. 

3.6i2 Resuits of VOC Studia 

Table 3.5 summarizes the flow rates. methane concentration, pressure and temperature data 

monïtored during the VOC steady state experiment. This table shows a daily average as well 

as an overall average for the entire experiment. The average chamber pressure vvas 0.003 mm 

H20 with a standard deviation of + 0.076 mm H20 over the length of the experîment. Figure 

3 -8 shows the effluent methane concentration measured over the length of the experiment. The 

methane rose to near steady concentration by the end of the first day and dropped to near zero 

on the last day after the soi1 gas was replaced with ambient air. Table 3.6 shows the methane 

fluxes (expected and measured) and capture ratios for the expenment. After the system had 

reached steady state (Day 8), the capture ratio of approxhately 1 was achieved for the 

duration of the experiment indicating that the experiment had very good control of the pressure 

Table 3.5: Sumrnary of the data from VOC steady state experiment 

D ~ Y  Average Flow Rate Average Methane Average Temp 
Concentration 

Gas Effluent Influent Effluent Chamber Barometric Arnbient 
SUPP~Y A Pressure Pressure 

(mumin) ( d m i n )  (% V N )  (% V N )  (mm H20) (mm H20) (OC) 
1 14 2009 50 0.006 9914 20.1 
2 14 1699 50 0.1671 -0 .O3 2 9996 20.3 
3 14 161 1 50 O. 1826 -0.065 10034 20.7 
4 17 1644 50 0,2257 -0.075 1 0066 21.0 
5 14 1599 50 O. 18 15 -0.059 10076 21 -6 
6 14 1584 50 O. 1769 -0.076 10021 22.6 
7 16 1668 50 0.2044 -0.085 9977 23 -2 
8 16 1708 50 O. 1989 -0.060 10032 22.7 
9 17 1704 50 0.2067 0.032 10105 23 .O 
10 16 1699 50 O. 1975 0.059 101 16 23 -4 
I l  15 1 724 50 O. 1800 0,090 10065 23 -6 
12 15 1691 50 O. 1858 0.1 13 10022 23 .O 
13 14 1676 O 0.0001 0.087 1002 1 23 -3 
24 14 1705 O 0.000 1 0.104 10010 23.1 

Average 15 1694 0.1621 0.003 10032 22.2 



differentid with an excellent methane capture ratio providing a good experimental basis to test 

the system for rneasuring VOC emissions. The accuracy of each system component was not 

assessed. It was felt that capture ratios close to 1.0 would be a sufficient indication that the 

overaII system was providing accurate results- 

Elapsed Time (days) 

Figure 3.8: Methane concentration in effluent fiom flux chamber during long term PCE and 
TCE test. 

Table 3.6: Expected and measured methane flux fiom long term VOC expenment 

D ~ Y  Expected Measured Capture Ratio 
Flux Flux Measured 

(L/cm2/rnin) (~ /cm~/min)  Expected 

Figure 3.9 shows the influent TCE and PCE in the soi1 gas indicating that their concentrations 

were reasonably stable throughout the experiment. Table 3.7 shows the measured and 

estimated concentrations of TCE and PCE in the flux chamber effluent. The capture ratios are 

dso shown in this table. The capture ratio for TCE and PCE increased to near 1 as the 
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Figure 3.9: Intluent TCE and PCE concentration versus time in the VOC steady state 
expebent.  

Table 3.7: TCE and PCE concentrations (expected and measured) from the long term VOC 
experiment, 

Measured concentration Estimated concentration Capture Ratio 
Date 

(Mm (ctg/L) MeasuredExpected 
TCE PCE TCE PCE TCE PCE 

8- 0.006 0.012 0.019 0.0 19 0.35 0.60 
8" 0.0 10 0.0 12 0.016 0.0 18 0-63 0.64 
9 0.01 1 0.0 15 0.017 0.0 19 0.63 0.79 
9# 0.0 13 0.012 0.0 17 0.017 0.75 0.75 
1 O* 0.012 0.014 0.0 17 0.016 0-7 1 0.90 
1 O# 0.0 16 0.027 0.019 0,022 0.87 1 -20 
1 l* 0.0 19 0.023 0.0 17 0.020 1-08 1.15 
11# 0.018 0.020 0.0 17 0.018 1 .O6 1-16 
12@ 0.0 19 0.022 0.0 17 0.018 1-10 1.19 

Note: * sample taken collected over 4 hours, # sample taken collected over 20 houn, @ sample taken collected 
over 2 hours 

experiment proceeded. The TCE concentration reached a steady state in the effluent as 

indicated by the increase in the ratio. The TCE and PCE concentrations collected over 4 hours 

versus 20 hours were consistent with each other indicating the 4 hour samples will provide an 

accurate estimate of the average VOC emissions in the field. The VOC concentration buildup 

in the system with time is indicated by the increase in capture ratio with time. The observed 



capture ratios for the VOCs were very good but not as good as the rnethane capture ratio. 

Figure 3.10 shows a plot of the capture ratios of the methane, TCE and PCE over the len_& of 

the experiment. The VOCs should have performed as the rnethane if no reaction was occurring 

but- the VOCs lagged the methane at first as seen in Figure 3.10. Then the VOCs capture ratio 

exceeded the methane's capture ratio Iater in the experiment- The lag of the VOC is likzly due 

to some combination of sorption of the VOCs onto the tubing, flux charnber surfaces. and soil 

and disso~ution into traces of soil moisture. The subsequent higher capture ratio might then be 

due to the desorption from these surfaces and the release fiom solution later in the experiment. 
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Figure 3.10: Capture ratios for TCE, PCE and methane versus the elapsed time. 

3.7 Discussion 

The flux charnber approach was originally developed by soil scientists to rneasure biogenic 

emissions of inorganic gases. In the early 19803, the USEPA becarne interested in this 

technique for estimating rates fiom hazardous wastes (Eklund 1992). An early evaiuation by 

the USEPA of the flux chamber for measuring volatile organic emissions fkom a liquid surface 

concluded that the method would provide emission rates with very good precision, and that 

operational and environmental parameters have only minor effect on the precision and 

accuracy (Gholson et al., 1989). But, they discovered a negative bias ranging fiom 40 to 80 

percent in the ernission rate. The results of this study indicated that pressure differentials in the 

chamber will have a large effect on the measurement of LFG emission fkom the surface. A 

positive pressure differential will result in an underestimation of the expected emission flux. 



Overestimation of the ernission flux occurs when a negative pressure differential was imposed 

on the chamber. Similar results were observed by Reinhart et al. (1992) during the 

development of their dynamic flux charnber. 

Thé flux charnber designed and tested under the controlled laboratory conditions of this 

research was capable of rnaintaining the average pressure differential between the atmosphere 

and the chamber at very Low levels, less than 0.036 mm HzO over periods of excess in twenty 

four hours. This represents excellent control within the chamber environment notuiithstanding 

standard deviations on the order of 0.2 mm &O, resulting in methane gas recovery ratios of 

0.99 to 1 .O8 (measured/expected). Sirnilm differential pressure control was exhibited over 

changes in sweep gas flow rates of up to 30% and likely beyond although this was not tested. 

Experiments were performed in which the pressure differential was allowed to reach and 

remain at approximately 1.8 mm HzO while this amount is small in terms of the changes in 

daily barometric pressure that ranged fiom 9,943 mm H20 to 10,126 mm HzO. These 

represent major deviations fiom the expected gas flux through the soil and explain in part why 

some previous researchers have had difficulty in obtaining accurate measurements with gas 

flux chambers. 

The chamber was also used to measure the flux of VOCs camed in the simulated Iandfill gas. 

Recovery ratios for TCE and PCE were very good but the buiId up of these two contaminants 

within the chamber lagged that of the methane. This was assumed to be the result of 

adsorption and dissolution with system materials. Nonetheless, the recovery was good after 

steady state had been reached. 

While the focus of this work was on landfill gas, it is likely that the system would work equally 

well to measure other gases fiom other surfaces with similar accuracy. 

It is to be expected that more representative gas flwc measurements from soil and landfill cover 

surfaces could be obtained with a larger charnber siirface area- A larger prototype was 

however not constructed and tested in this research because of resource and time limitations. 

However, it is expected that the principles and equipment configurations used in this design 

could be scaled up to successfully control pressure diflerentials in larger units. 



Chapter 4 

4.0 Evaluation of Gas Release at a Landfill 
The previous chapter revealed that the flux charnber design could effectively rnonitor gas 

zmissions frorn a laboratory surface. To evaluate the flux chamber under field conditions and 

obtain estimates of LFG ernission, a field study using the flux chamber was conducted at three 

local landfiils. Emission fiom the landfill surface were evaluated based on the cover condition 

(presence of holes or intact cover), age of underlying waste and heterogeneity of emission from 

the surface. These flux rneasurements were to be used for cornparison with a mode1 deveIoped 

in Chapter 5.  

4.1 Method of Field Evaluation 

4.1.1 Equipment Sefup 

A schernatic diagram of the equipment setup based on the flux chamber used in the laboratory 

experiments is s h o w  in Figure 4.1. A Porta-Air supply compressor (Mode1 #2067 Pl  13A- 

G552X) provided the supply of ambient air for the charnber sweep gas. The intake for the 

compressor was elevated approxirnately three meters off the ground to reduce the amount of 

gas phase contaminants in the sweep gas. The air flow fiom the compressor into the flux 

charnber was regulated with a rotameter (Cole Parmer). 

The flux charnber was placed on a reiatively flat surface of the landfill to minirnize the gaps 

between the ground surface and charnber. Loose dirt was placed around the perimeter of the 

chamber to ensure a better seal with the surface and to close any gaps between the surface and 

the charnber. The ambient soi1 temperature probe was pIaced in the ground next to the 

chamber. A tripod fitted with cotton fabnc hood was placed over the chamber to shelter it 

fiom 





the sun. The ambient air temperature probe was attached to the tripod just above the charnber. 

Figure 4.2 shows photos of the flux chamber and tnpod setup used d m g  the field 

experiments, 

The effluent tube (0.635 cm Teflon) on top of the chamber was connected to the mass flow 

meter (Sierra Instruments, Top Trak) inside a portable shed which contained the electronic 

equipment. The four temperature probes were connected to their dataloggers; the pressure 

transducer was placed on top of the chamber. A HP Harrison 6200B DC Power supply was 

used to provide the 8VDC required for the pressure transducer. A barometer (Sensotec. 

EB/2101-0 1) was placed in the shed. Another HP Harrison 6200B DC Power supply provided 

power to the barometer. A photo of the shed and its equiprnent is shown in Figure 4.3. A 3500 

W Honda generator (EM3500) was used to supply power for the DC power supplies, peristaltic 

purnp, mass flow meters, and compressor. The generator was placed 9 to 10 meters downwind 

of the compressor air intake to ensure that the exhaust of the generator was not in the intake of 

the compressor. Figure 4.3(a) shows the generator and compressor behind the elevated air 

intake and the samplers used to monitor the intake air. 

The effluent fiom the chamber was connected to the peristaltic purnp, which operated on a 

feedback loop with the pressure transducer on the charnber and the controller that was 

contained within the shed as shown in Figure 4.3(b). The effluent was split three ways. one for 

TCE and PCE sampling, another for H2S sampling and the last as a bypass. The bypass 

provided a means for the excess effluent flow fiom the charnber to be routed to the pump 

downstream. The flows through the sample tubes were regulated with gate valves. Afier 

exiting the tubes, the effluent flow passed through mass flow meters (Sierra Instruments, Top 

Trak), which were monitored at 10 minute intervais with a battery operated datalogger (Chart 

Pac CP-X, Lakewood). The effluent streams were then rejoined to pass through the final mass 

flow meter (Sierra Instruments, Top Trak) and into the peristaltic pump. 

The four temperature probes (ambient air and soil, chamber air and soil) were monitored by the 

datdoggers. The charnber pressure differential measured using the pressure transducer and the 

flows exiting the charnber and passing through the ORB0 tubes were dso monitored by the 

dataloggers. 

The ambient air was monitored for TCE, PCE, Hfi and methane. An Aircheck sampler (224- 



Figure 4.2: Flux chambcr with prcssure transducer and tcmpcrature probes under cloth shcltçr 
at the WaterIoo Landfill 



(BI 
Figure 4.3: Equipment sctup at Waterloo landfill for flux experiments. (A) ambient air sampling 

equiprnent for mcthane and ORBO tubes. (B) pump, mass flow metcrs, DC power 
supplies, and effluent ORBO tubes înside shelter used during experiments 
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PCXR4, SKC Inc.) was fitted with a double adapter to monitor the VOCs and HIS 

simultaneously as shown in Figure 3.3(a). The intake for the sampler was also elevated to the 

same Ievel as the compressor intake. Methane in the arnbient air was monitored on an hourly 

basis by adapting another of the Aircheck samplers to fi11 1 litre sample bags. The chamber 

effluent was monitored for TCE. PCE, and H2S using ORBO sample tubes. The tubes were 

placed in the effluent streams as indicated above and shown in Figure 4 3 b )  as the two vertical 

tubes attached ta the grey plastic board. 

4.1.2 Serup Procedure for Flruc Chamber Operution 

The procedure used in the field for the flux chamber involved the following steps. 

The sampling equipment was set up as described previously. 

The voltage output on the power supplies was checked and adjusted to 8VDC and 28 VDC 
for the pressure transducer and barorneter respectively. 

The sweep air flow into the chamber was established and allowed to purge the chamber for 
approximately one hour pnor to sampling the effluent. The one hour stabilization penod is 
approximately six times the mean nuid residence time of the chamber. 

The dataloggers were reset at the beginning of each sample day. 

M e r  the chamber was purged, the ORBO tubes were placed into the effluent Stream and 
Airchec k air sarnpler. 

Sarnples of arnbient air and chamber effluent were taken on an hourly basis to detemine 
the rnethane concentration, 

At the end of the sarnpling period, the ORBO tubes were removed and capped. 

Datdoggers were downloaded at the end of the sampling period. 

During the five months from June to October 1997, a total of 24 locations were sampled. 

These locations were selected based on their accessibility, compatibility with on-going 

Iandfïlling activity, cover type and conditions, age of refuse and proximity to the active gas 

collection system. Three landfills, the Waterloo, Cambridge, and Stratford Landfills, were 

examined during the study period. Waterloo and Cambridge have active gas collection systems 

in operation on the slopes of the landfills. Stratford Landfill has only a passive vent system in 

operation at the perimeter cf the existing landfill. Waterloo has an expansion ce11 to the North 

of the existing landfill that was considered to be outside the influence of the gas collection 

system. Table 4.1 indicates the dates, site description, and estimated age of last waste lift at 

each of the sites sampled at each of the landfills. Twenty of the tests were performed at the 



Waterloo Landfill with 7 of these done on the expansion cell. The sites were labelled either by 

a NE for the North Expansion ce11 or ML for the main landfrll. A "B" behind the site location 

indicates the flux measurement was made over a "bubble". In a situation, where a puddle of 

water after a rain was covering a hoie or a fiacture in the intermediate cover a bubble of gas 

would form. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the sample locations at the Waterloo Landfill and 

Cambridge Landf3l respectively. 

A typical experiment lasted approximately 6 hours with the f is t  h o u  being used to flush the 

monitoring system. The experiments perfonned while at the landfill were used to examine the 

flux of gas from the landfil1 surface. The gas release from the surface or gas flux would be 

expected to increase until the waste was approximately one year old after placement at which 

point there would be a decline in flux emissions. The amount and type of cover will also affect 

the gas flux. A thin and highly permeable cover will likely have a higher gas flux than a thick 

and Iow perrneability cover. A 30 cm interim cover of clay was present on the waste at the 

Waterloo and Cambridge Landfills where the flux measurements were made. A greater 

distance to gas collection wells would likely resuIt in an increase in the flux of gas £iom the 

landfill surface. The variability in ernission within an area larger than the flux chamber's 

surface area was evaluated by detemining the emissions fiom 3 different locations within a 

half a meter of each other. Only the ambient and effluent methane concentrations were 

monitored for these experirnents. The flux chamber waç set up at the first location for 2 hours, 

1 hour for equilibration and one hour of sarnpling. Two samples were taken with one at the 

beginning and one at end of the hou. The flux chamber was then moved approximately hdf a 

meter over into a new location and the process was repeated. 

3.2 Analyticai Methods for Analyses of Methane, VOC, and H2S 

4.2. i Determinution of Met 11 an e Con centrations 

During field experiments, the methane concentrations of the flux chamber effluent and ambient 

air were monitored by taking grab samples of the air in I L sample bags. The flux chamber 

effluent was sampled by attaching a 1 L sample bag to the effluent of the peristaltic pump. An 



Table 4.1 : Location, site description, and age of waste at each flux experiment at the Waterloo. 
Cambridge and Stratford Landfills 

Date Site Site Description Age of Last 
Location* Waste Lifi 

Waterloo Landfill 
NE1-1 
NEI-2 
NE 1 -3 
NE1-2 
ML- 1 
ML-2 
ML-3 
ML -4 
ML-5 
ML-6 
ml-3 
ML-7 
ML-8 
ML-9 
ML- 1 O 
NE 1 -4 
NEI-Sa 
NE1 -5b 
NE I -SC 
NE1-6 
MLB-1 
MLB-1 
MLB-2 
MLB-1 
NE1-7 
ML-1 1 
MLB- 1 

Interim cover with sparse vegetation 
Interim cover with sparse vegetation 
Interim cover with sparse vegetation 
Interim cover 
Interim cover 
Interim cover 
Interim cover 
Interim cover 
IntenM cover 
Interim cover 
hterim cover 
Interim cover 
Interim cover 
Interim cover 
Xnterim cover 
Interim cover 
Interim cover with sparse vegetation 
Interim cover with sparse vegetation 
Interim cover with sparse vegetation 
Interim cover 
Interim cover -gound very wet (gas bubble) 
Interim cover -ground very wet (gas bubble) 
Interim cover -ground very wet (gas bubble) 
Interim cover -soi1 drier than Oct 1/97 
Interim cover w/sparse vegetation 
fnterim cover 
Interim cover -soi1 cracking 

Cambridge Landfill 
16-Sep-97 CL-1 Interim cover 
1 8-Sep-97 CL-2 Interim cover 

1-2 yrs 
1-2 yrs 
1-2 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
6 mons 
2-3 yrs 
6 mons 
6 mons 
6 mons 
1-2 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
6 mons 
1-2 yrs 
1-2 yrs 
1-2 yrs 
1-2 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
1-2 yrs 
2-3 yrs 
2-3 yrs 

3-5 yrs  
3-5 yrs 

Stratford Landfill 
22-Sep-97 final cover with vegetation 10 yrs 
29-Sep-97 cIay cover 1 /2-1 yrs 

Notes:* - See Figures 4.4 & 4.5 





Figure 4.5: Location of sampling points for flux expenments at the Cambridge Landfiill 



Aircheck air sampler was converted to collect ambient air samples into 1 L tedlar bags. Both 

the flux chamber and ambient air were monitored hourly. The tedlar bags were stored in a 

cooler until analyses of the gas samples were performed in the University of Waterloo's Civil 

Engineering laboratones later that day. The analysis procedure involved removing a sample 

fkom the gas sample bag with a gas tight syringe (Hamilton). This sample \vas then injected 

into a GC-FID (Shirnadzu GC-9A) for analysis. 

4-2-2 Determination of VOC Concentrations 

The ambient and effluent concentrations of TCE and PCE were monitored using ORBO tubes 

during the field experiments. Figure 4.3(a) shows the ambient air sampling equipment (SKC 

Aircheck Sampler Mode1 224-PCXR4) used dong with the ORBO tubes to determine the 

ambient air concentrations. The SKC sarnpler recorded the Iength of time the sarnple tubes 

were in contact with ambient air. A bubble cdibrator was used to calibrate the flow rate in the 

SKC sampler before and d e r  each use in the field. A flow rate of 100 mumin was maintained 

for al1 expenments based on the lab calibration studies. 

TCE and PCE concentrations in the flux chamber effluent were detennined by placing the 

ORBO tubes in the effluent stream ahead of the peristaltic pump. The average flow rate 

(designed for 100 ml/rnin) through the ORB0 tubes was determined with the mass flow 

meters. The flow rate through the mass flow meters was recorded at ten minute intervals by a 

datalogger (CP-X, Lakewood systems). Figure 4.3(b) is a photo of the ORBO tubes in place 

wiSl the electronic equipment (Le. dataloggers and flow meters) used during the field 

experimentation. 

The ambient and effluent ORB0 tubes were put in place afier approximately one hour, the time 

required to purge the flux chamber. At the end of the sampling period, the ORB0 tubes were 

removed and capped and retumed to University of Waterloo faboratory where they were stored 

at 4°C for analysis at a later date. Analyses of the tubes were performed by the procedure 

outlined in Section 3 -3 -2. 

4.2.3 Determination of H s  Concentratiarr 

The H2S concentration was deterrnined during the field experirnents with the procedure 

outlined by NIOSH (Method 6013, Issue 1, 15 August 1994). Activated charcoal tubes 



(ORBO 34, Supleco) were used to trap the H2S vapour (Figure 3.3 shows an example of a 

typical ORB0 tube). 

A desorption efficiency for each batch of tubes used was detennuied. The percent recovery or 

desorption efficiency was established as outlined in the NIOSH method. The desorption 

efficiency for &S was determined using a gas standard of 10 1 O ppm H2S that was diluted with 

a zero HzO gas to the desired concentration. The exposed ORBO tubes were desorbed in a 

mixture of ammonium hydroxide solution (25%) and hydrogen peroxide (3 0%). Analysis of 

the tube contents was performed by breaking the tube open and separating the front and back 

portions and placÎng each into a 40 ml via1 (sample preparation is outlined in the NIOSH 

method). The desorption procedure resulted in the sorbed H2S being converted to sulfate ion. 

Analysis of sulfate ion in solution was perfomed on a Dionex Ion Chromatography with a Ion- 

Pac AS4A separator colunin and AG4A guard column. The sulfate ion concentration was then 

converted to H2S by a factor of 0.3548 (MW H2S/MW ~ 0 4 ~ 3 .  

The ambient air concentration of H2S was determined by placing a dual adapter on the air 

sampler to accommodate the two ORB0 tubes. The duaI adapter allows different flow rates to 

pass through the ORBO tubes- The calibration of the adapter was checked prior to and afler 

use to ensure that the required flow was maintained during the expenment. A flow rate of 200 

ml/min was maintained through the tubes during the experiments. 

The flux charnber effluent gas was also monitored for H2S concentration. The same procedure 

used to monitor for TCE and PCE was followed to determine the H2S concentration. An 

average of 300 ml/min through the ORBO tube was maintained throughout the experiments. 

Both the ambient air and effluent gas ORBO tubes were put in place approxirnately one hour 

after startup, the tirne required to purge the flux charnber. At the end of the sampling period, 

the ORBO tubes were removed and capped and retumed to University of Waterloo laboratory 

where they were stored at 4OC for analysis at a Iater date. The air concentration was 

determined using the procedure outlined in the NIOSH method. 

4.2.4 Cnlcrrlation of Flux Measurements for Metftane, VOC and H_iS 

The concentration within the flux chamber was obtained by the monitoring the effluent for the 

various gases of interest. The ambient air concentrations were taken at the sarne height and 



position as the air intake for the flux chamber. Therefare, the arnbient air concentration \vas 

assumed to be equivalent to the influent concentration to the flux charnber. The methane 

concentration was measured at hourly intervals whereas the average TCE. PCE. and HrS 

concentrations were obtained as total accumulation over the experiment duration. Based on the 

assumption that the flux chamber was a continuous stirred reactor (well-mixed), the 

concentration of the effluent was the same as in the charnber. The gas flux measurements were 

calculated by subtracting the influent mass flow rate from the effluent mass flow rate ( m a s  

concentration times the flow rate). The difference in mass flow rate was divided by the surface 

area of the flwc chamber. In the case where the ambient air concentrations were below the 

detection !imit of tbe analytical equipment. the detection Limit was used as the influent 

concentration for further calculations. The gas concentration emitted from the landfill surface 

was determined by taking the difference between the effIuent and influent mass flow rates and 

dividïng by the difference in the influent and effluent volumetric flow rates. 

4.3 Results of ln-situ Flux Chamber Measuremeuts 

Table 4.2 presents a summary of the operating parameters recorded during the field operation 

of the flux chamber. Al1 flow rates were adjusted to the operating temperature and pressure 

fiom the standard calibration temperature and pressure. 

4.3. I Pressure Con troi Un der Field Conditions 

Figure 4.6 shows the flux chamber effluent flow rate on August 6, 1997 at the Waterloo 

Landfi. The flux chamber effluent flow rate for October 8, 1997 is shown in Figure 4.7. 

Both figures show the consistency of the effluent flow rate over the smpling period. 

Appendix D contains graphs of al1 the data collected during the field flux measurements at the 

landfills. During the field expenments, the flwr chamber gauge pressure was found to range 

fiom -0.086 to 0.622 mm HzO with an average of 0.023 * 0.119 mm &O. Excluding the 

single, very high gauge pressure measurement of 0.622 mm HzO, the range of gauge pressure 

becomes -0.086 to 0.101 mm &O with an average of 0.003 & 0.044 mm HzO. The capture 

ratio estimated using the relationship established in Figure 3.7 results in an average capture 

ratio for the field experiments of 1.1 1 * 0.09 which is less than 12% error. These capture 

ratios indicate that the flux measurements obtained during the field experiment can provide 



reasonabry accurate estimates of gas flux fiom landfiIl surfaces. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the 

flux chamber gauge pressure variations during the field experiments on August 6. 1997 and 

October 8, 1997 respectiveIy. Figure 4.10 shows that while barometric pressure on October 8. 

1 997 fluctuated over a range of approximately 3 5 mm H20,  the flux charnber gauge pressure 

Table 4.2: Surnmary of data recorded during field flux chamber experiments. 

Date Average Charnber Average Flow Rate Average Average Average 
Flow Rate Chamber Barometric Ambient Air 

Transducer Pressure Temperature 
A Pressure 

Muent  Effluent ORB0 34 ORB0 32 
( d m i n )  (mVmin) (mi/min) (mWmin) (mm -0) (in Hg) ( O c )  

Waterloo Landfdl 
3-Jul-97 1419 
9-Jul-97 1606 
1 O-Jul-97 1 63 0 
15-Jul-97 1646 
22-Jul-97 1 646 
23-Jul-97 1644 
30-Jul-97 1652 
31-Jul-97 1651 
6-Aug-97 1637 
7-Aug-97 163 5 
12-Aug-97 16 19 
14-Aug-97 1 6 1 1 
19-Aug-97 1589 
20-Aug-97 160 1 
20-Aug-97 16 15 
20-Aug-97 16 17 
26-Sep-97 1585 
1 -0ct-97 1557 
8-Oct-97 1469 
9-Oct-97 163 8 
15-Ott-97 1549 
16-Oct-97 1528 
17-Ott-97 1575 
21-Oct-97 1557 
Cambridge Landfill 
16-Sep-97 1638 
1 8-Sep-97 1623 

Stratford Landfill 
22-Sep-97 160 1 
29-Sep-97 16 15 
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4.6: Flux chamber effluent flow rate during flux chamber experiment on August 6/97 at 
the Waterloo Landfill. 

4.7: Flux charnber effluent flow rate during flux chamber experiment on October 8/97 
at the Waterloo Landfill. 



Figure 4.8: Gauge chamber pressure during flux chamber experiment on August 6/97 at the 
Waterloo Landfill. 

Figure 4.9: Gauge chamber pressure during flux chamber experiment on October 8/97 at the 
Waterloo Landfill. 



was rnaintained close to zero with most fluctuations less than * 0.2 mm HzO. The laboratory 

anaiysis presented previously in Section 3.5 quansed  the error introduced to flux 

rneasurements by small flux chamber gauge pressure and temperature differentials. The need 

to keep these average differentials near zero to obtain accurate flux measurements \vas 

established. These results demonstrate that the equipment functioned well in the field and 

provided the potentid for accurate surface gas flux measurements to be made. This is a 

significant achievement of the design developed in this research. 

Figure 4.10: Barornetric pressure during flux chamber experiment on October 8/97 at Waterloo 
Landfill. 

The temperature of the air and soil within the flux chamber were consistent with the arnbient 

air and soil temperatmes as shown in Figure 4.1 1. 

4.3.2 Methane Flux Meusurements 

Table 4.3 shows the average methane concentration (pg/m3) in the ambient air (influent) and 

flux charnber effluent. As expected the methane concentration was higher within the flux 

chamber indicating discharge fiom the landfill surface. It is important to note that at a height 

of 3 m above the surface, the height of the intake, significant amounts of methane were 

detectable during most experiments. 
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Figure 4.1 1 : Temperature of soil and air within flux chamber and ambient conditions during 
fhx charnber experiment on August 6/97 at the Waterloo Landfill. 

Flux measurements were made on hoIes in the interim cover or gas bubble locations (MLB-1 

and MLB-2) as well as on the intact surface (ML, NE1 & CL). The gas bubbles resulted Ur a 

much higher methane concentration within the flux chamber. Table 4.4 shows the methane flux 

(&n2/d) and methane concentration ernitted h m  the landfiIl surface (% V N  & pg/m3). The 

methane flux fiom al1 surfaces ranged fiom O to 321.48 g/m2/d. Methane flux fiom the landfill 

surface with no apparent hole resulted in an average methane flux of 1.86 g/m2/d whereas an 

average flux of 172.1 g/rn2/d was found in the presence a hole. In both of these cases. the 

approximate age of waste below the flux chamber was the same (2.5 years). 

The methane concentrations emitted from the landfil1 surface were found to range fkom 1.17 x 

103 to 1.8 1 x 10* pg/m3. This range included the flux measurements made over small holes in 

the landfill surface. A range of methane concentration, 2.47 x lo7 to 1.8 1 x 10' pg/m3, was 

found fiom samples taken over a hole whereas, the methane concentration with no hole ranged 

fi-om 1.17 x 10' to 6.84 x 107 pg/m3 approxirnately 1 to 3 orders of magnitude lower. The 

results indicate that small imperfections in the cover such as holes and fissures have a large 

effect on the amount of landfil1 gas released. 



Table 4.3: Average methane concentrations in the ambient air and flux chamber during each 
flux experiment at the Waterloo. Cambridge and Stratford Landfills. 

Date Site Location* Ambient Air Measured Concentration within Flux 
Concentration Chamber 

W m 3 )  ( ~ g / d  

Waterloo Landfill 
3 -Jul-97 NE1-2 
9-Jd-97 ML- 1 
I O-Jul-97 ML-? 
15-Jul-97 ML-3 
22-Jul-97 ML-4 
23-Jd-97 ML-5 
30-Jd-97 ML-6 
3 1-Jul-97 NE 1 -3 
6-Aug-97 ML-7 
7-Aug-97 ML-8 

1 2-Aug-97 ML-9 
1 4-Aug-97 ML-10 
1 9-Aug-97 NE14 
2 0-Aug-9 7 NEI-Sa 
20-Aug-97 NEl-Sb 
20-Aug-97 m l - S C  
26-Sep-97 NE1-6 
1 -0ct-97 MLB- 1 
8-Oct-97 ML.B- 1 
9-Ott-97 MLB-2 
15-Oct-97 MLB- 1 
16-Oct-97 NE 1-7 
17-Oct-97 M L 1  1 
2 1 -0ct-97 MLB-1 

Cambridge Landfdl 
16-Sep-97 CL- I 
18-Sep-97 CL-2 

Stratford Landfill 
22-Sep-97 
29-Sep-97 

Notes:* - See Figures 4.4 & 4.5 
- at or below detection limit of 1 .O2 x 1 o4 pg/m3 (at 1 atm and 20°C) 



Table 4.4: Methane flux and methane concentration emitted from landfill surface at each flux 
experiment location at the Waterloo, Cambridge and Stratford Landfills 

Date Site Methane Estimated Methane Estimated Methane 
Location* Flux Concentration Emitted Concentration Emitted 

fkom Swface fiom Surface 
(g/m2/d) ("/oV/V) ( ~ d d  

Waterloo Landfili 
3-Jd-97 NE 1 -2 0.00 0 .O0 9.67 x lo3 
9-Jd-97 ML- 1 O. 19 0.0 1 4.25 x 10' 
1 O-Jul-97 MI;-2 1.31 0.04 2.75 x 10' 
15-Ju!-97 ML-3 0-00 0.00 9.48 x 10' 
22-5111-97 ML-4 2.5 1 O. 19 1.2 x 106 
23-Jul-97 ML-5 0.14 O .22 1.41 x 106 
3 O-Jul-97 ML-6 0.0 1 0.00 9.63 x 10' 
3 1 - Jul-97 NE1-3 20.5 10.9 6-84 x lo7 
6-Aug-9 7 ML-7 0.68 0.0 1 8.78 x 10' 
7-Aug-97 ML-8 0.0 1 0.00 9.73 x lo3 
12-Aug-97 ML-9 2.93 0.13 8.05 x los 
14-Aug-97 ML-1 0 0.07 0.0 1 5.49 x 1 O' 
19-Aug-97 NE 1 -4 1.33 0.74 4.68 x 1o6 
20-Aug-97 NE1-Sa 0.42 O .O2 1.49 x 10' 
20--4ug-97 NE1 -Sb 0.22 0.0 1 5.95 x loJ 
20-Aug-97 NEl-Sc 6.65 0.68 4.4 x 1 o6 
26-Sep-97 NEL-6 O. 1 O 0.0 1 4.31 x 10" 
1-Oct-97 MLB-1 209 12.1 8.05 x 10' 
8-0ct-97 MLB-I 321 22.9 1.46 x 10' 
9-0ct-97 MLB-2 31.3 5.35 3.39 lo7 
15-Oct-97 MLB-1 247 26.9 1.81 x 10' 
16-0ct-97 NE 1-7 0.1 1 0.14 9.68 x 10' 
17-oct-97 ML- 1 1 0.00 0.00 1-17 x 103 
2 1 -0ct-97 MLB- 1 51.7 3 -70 2.47 10' 

Cambridge Landfiii 
1 6-Sep-97 CL- 1 O -94 
i 8-Sep-97 CL-2 4.46 

Stratford Landfill 
22-Sep-97 0.05 0.00 9.93 lo3 
29-Sep-97 0.09 0.29 1.8 x 106 

Notes:* - See Figures 4-4 & 4.5 



The presence of the gas extraction system and its effects on the flux was exarnined by plottinp 

the waste age versus the methane flux. Figure 4.12 presents the flux versus the estimated age 

of the waste with and without gas extraction. The NE1 and Stratford data were taken in the 

absence of a gas extraction. The other data exclucihg those data collected at holes and fissures. 

were collected in the presence of gas extraction wells, although the gas extraction weIls were 

45 m fkom the closest sarnple location. The extraction wells within the gas extraction system 

were spaced at approxirnately 45 to 60 meters (with an expected radius of influence of between 

25 to 30 m). Although the data are crude, this figure suggests that the gas extraction system 

had minimai influence on flux emissions measured under the conditions of th is  research. 

However, the extraction wells may have been too far away to make a difference. As well. 

more complex covers including those which use membranes could produce different results. 

gas extraction 

A no extraction 

I Age of Last Waste Lift (yrs) 

Figure 4.12: Methane flux versus waste age with and without gas extraction. 

On August 20, 1997, the spatial variability in flux emissions behveen site locations within the 

same t h e  fiame was examined. Three different locations within 0.5 meter of each other were 

examined. The methane flux was found to range fiom 0.23 to 6.87 g/m2/d. The methane 

concentration emitted fiom the surface ranged from 53.6 to 2,472 mg/m3. This variability over 

such a short distance is high and is assumed to be the result of variations in intermediate cover 

soi1 properties and thickness. 



Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the infiuent and effluent methane concentration (%VN) on August 

6,  2997 and October 8, 1997 respectively. On August 6. 1997 the landfil1 surface consisted of 

a dry clayey soi1 over the landfilled waste. and in this case the ambient (2.1 1 x 1 0 ~ ~  % V N )  

and effluent (4.02 x 105 % VN) concentrations were close and resulted in an average methane 

flux of 0.68 &n2/d. Whereas, the flux measurement at a hole in the cover (October 8. 1997) 

had an effluent concentration (1.34 ?O VN) approximately 172 times higher than the influent 

ambient air concentrations (7.75 x 1 o5 % V N )  resulting in an average methane flau of 32 1-48 

g/m2/d. Both sample days had similar ambient air conditions, but ultimately the presence of 

the hole in the cover resulted in the higher gas f lux from the landfill surface. 

4.3.3 VOC and H s  Flux Measurements 

The average TCE, PCE, and H2S concentrations (&m3) in the atmosphere and flw chamber 

during the experimentation are shown in Table 4.5. The TCE and PCE data for August and the 

H2S data for June, July, and August were discarded because of samphg problems. Figures 

4.15 and 4.16 show the flow rate through the effluent ORB0 32 tubes (TCE and PCE) on 

August 6, 1997 and October 8, 1997 respectively. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the flow rate 
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Figure 4.13: Methane concentration (% VN) in ambient air and flux chamber effluent on 
August 6, 1997 during flux chamber experiment at the Waterloo Landfill. 
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Figure 4.14: Methane concentration (% V I ' '  in ambient air and flux chamber effluent on 
October 8, 1997 during flux chamber experiment at the Waterloo Landfill. 

through the effluent ORBO 34  tubes (H2S) on August 6 ,  1997 and October 8, 1997 

respectively. The volume of air passing through the ORBO tubes is affected by the flow rates, 

therefore a constant flow rate is needed to ensure an accurate estimate of the air volume and 

ultimately the measured concentration. The fluctuation in the flow rates shown in the Figures 

over time, was due to the peristaltic purnp and the timing of the recording device. The 

peristaitic pump used to remove the air fIom the flux chamber has one large head and large 

diameter tubing. The size of the head and tubing contribuied to the fluctuations observed in 

the flows. The larger purnp head has larger spaces between the rollers in the pump resulting in 

greater time delay between the recovery phase. The data Iogger recorded every ten minutes. 

Therefore depending on the phase of the purnp head cycle, the flow may have been up or 

down. These fluctuations wodd have been smoother with the use of many more smaller pump 

heads where the distance between the rollers is smaller and off-setting the cycle of the rollers 

in each pump head. This option was not available because the required 80w of approximately 

2 litres per minute could not be met with the available smaller pump heads and pumps. The 



Table 4.5: Average TCE, PCE and H2S concentration in the ambient air and flux chamber 
during each flux experiment at the Waterloo, Cambridge and Stratford Landfills. (3- 
5 hour samples) 

Date Site Ambient Air Concentration Concentration within Flus 
Location* Chamber 

TCE PCE H2S TCE PCE H2S 

(vdm3) @dm3) (P&) W m 3 )  (P&) (!-dm3) 

Waterloo Landfill 
1 9-Ju-97 NE 1 - 1 
25-Ju-97 NE1 -2 
26-Ju~-97 NE 1-2 
3-Jul-97 NE 1-2 
9-Jul-97 ML- 1 
1 0-Jul-97 ML-2 
15-Jd-97 ML-3 
22-Jd-97 ML-4 
23-3d-97 ML-5 
30-Jul-97 ML-6 
1 9-Aug-97 NE 1-4 
20-Aug-97 NE1-5 
26-Sep-97 NE1-6 
1 -0ct-97 MLB- 1 
8-0ct-97 MLB-1 
9-0ct-97 MLB-2 
1 5-Ott-97 MLB- I 
16-Ott-97 NE 1-7 
17-Oct-97 ML-1 1 
2 1 -0ct-97 MLB- 1 

Cambridge Landfill 
16-Sep-97 CL- l 
18-Sep-97 CL-2 

Stratford Landfill 
22-Sep-97 
29-Sep-97 

Notes: 
* - See Figures 4.4 & 4.5 

NA - samples not obtained dunng these dates 

ND- non detect 



values shown in Table 4.5 are average concentrations obtained over the 3 to 5 hour duration of 

experimentation. The TCE, PCE, and HtS concentrations obtained fkom the ORB0 tubes were 

based on the total accumulation of these compounds in the tubes over the exposure penod. 

The TCE concentrations ranged from 0.63 to 4.70 &m3 in the ambient air and 0.36 to 4.68 

pg/m3 in the flux chamber. The PCE concentrations ranged fiom 0.65 to 3-58 &n3 in the 

ambient air and 0.5 to 6.4 @n3 in the flux chamber in eleven samples. The H2S 

concentration data in the ambient air ranged from ND to 82 p8/m3 and ranged from ND to 625 

pg/m3 in the flux chamber in eleven samples. There was linle difference between the ambient 

air and flux chamber concentration of the TCE, PCE and H2S indicating very low levels of 

surface flux of these chernicals through the cover at the points of measurement. 

In order to compare this data to the ambient air quality criteria, these values were standardized 

to X hour values and 24 hour values (See Appendix E for conversion equation and procedure). 

Table 4.6 contains the TCE, PCE and H2S values converted to !4 hour averages. Comparing 

these values to the % hour Point of Irnpingement Standard established by the Ontario Ministry 

of Environment (1994), indicates that H2S exceeded the established limits in the four samples 

Figure 4.15: ORB0 32 flow rate during flux chamber experiment on August 6/97 at the 
Waterloo Landfill. 



Figure 4.16: ORBO 32 flow rate during flux charnber experiment on October 8/97 at the 
Waterloo Landfill. 

Figure 4.17: ORBO 34 flow rate during flux charnber expenment on August 6/97 at the 
Waterloo Landfill. 



Figure 4.18: ORB0 34 flow rate during flux chamber experirnent on October 8/97 at the 
Waterloo Landfill. 

of flux chamber effluent in which it was detected. The 24 hour averages of the TCE, PCE and 

H2S are presented in Table 4.7. Again, the H2S values exceeded the 24 hour National Ambient 

Air Quality Criteria (NAAQC) in both the ambient air and flux chamber. TCE and PCE 

concentrations did not. 

Table 4.8 contains the flux and concentration data for TCE, PCE and H2S emitted fiom the 

surface. The ambient and flux chamber concentrations as s h o w  in Table 4.5 were almost 

equivalent during many of the field measurements. However during the flux measurement on 

the "bubble" (hole), the concentration in the flux chamber exceeded the ambient air conditions. 

This difference in concentration may have been a result of the intact cover absorbing or 

oxidizing the VOCs and H2S therefore removing them pnor to emission to the atmosphere. In 

the case of a hole, transport to the atmosphere is much quicker and does not allow time for 

these reactions to occur. The rainfall during October and the wet condition of the cover rnay 

also have reduced the release of these compounds to the atmosphere. Only the data fiom 

October 



Table 4.6: Average TCE, PCE and H2S concentration in the ambient air and flux chamber 
during each flux experiment at the Waterloo. Cambridge and Stratford LandfiIIs 
converted to % hour values. 

Date Site Ambient Air Concentration Concentration within Flux 
Location* Chamber 

TCE PCE H2S TCE PCE H2S 

(pg/m3) ( p g / d  P (Km3) (pdm3) (!%h3) 

Waterloo Landfill 
m l - 1  
NE 1 -2 
m i - 2  
NE 1-2 
ML- 1 
M L 2  
ML-3 
ML-4 
ML-5 
ML-6 

MLB- 1 
MLB-1 
MLB-2 
MLB-1 
NE1-7 
M L 1  1 
MLB- 1 

Cambridge Landfi11 
1 6-Sep-97 CL- 1 
18-Sep-97 CL-2 

Stratford Landfill 
22-Sep-97 
29-Sep-97 

l / t  h o u  Point of Irnpingement Limit (MOE, 1994) 85,000 10,000 30 
Notes 
* - See Figures 4.4 & 4.5 
ND - non detect 



Table 4.7: Average TCE, PCE and &S concentration in the ambient air and flux chamber 
during each flux experiment at the Waterloo, Cambridge and Stratford LandfiIls 
converted to 24 hour values, 

Site Ambient Air Concentration Concentration within Flux 
Date Location* Charnber 

TCE PCE H2S TCE PCE H2S 

Waterloo Landfill 
NEl-1 
NE1 -2 
NE 1 -2 
NE 1 -2 
ML- I 
M L 2  
ML-3 
m-4 
ML-5 
ML-6 

MLB-1 
MLB-1 
MLB-2 
MLB-1 
NE1 -7 
ML-1 1 
m B -  1 

Cambridge Landfill 
16-Sep-97 CL-1 
18-Sep-97 CL-2 

Stratford Landfill 
22-Sep-97 
29-Sep-97 

24 hour AAQC (MOE, 1994) 28,000 4,000 
24 hour NAAQO (Environment Canada, 1998) (proposed) 5 
Notes: 
* - See Figures 4.4 & 4.5 
ND - Not Detected 

was used to calculate the flux and concentration emitted fkom the landfill surface since the 

concentration in the flux chamber was consistentiy higher than ambient conditions. The 

equivalent flux of TCE and PCE ranged fiom 7.46 to 72 mg/m2/d and 3-56 to 20.7 rng/m2/d 



Table 4.8: TCE, PCE and H2S flux and concentration emitted fiom landfill surface at each flux 
experiment location at the Waterloo Landfill. 

Site Flux Estimated Concentration Emitted 
Date f?om Surface 

Location* TCE PCE TCE PCE 

Notes: 
* - See Figures 4.4 & 4.5 

respectively. The area-based equivalent flux of HzS ranged fiom 3.43 to 23.7 mg/m2/d. It is 

considered to be an area-based equivalent flux rather than a true flux due to the presence of the 

hole that emitted the gas rather thau the cover. The estimated concentration of TCE and PCE 

emirted from the surface ranged from O to 233 pg/m3 and 2 to 153 pg/rn3 respectively. A range 

of 6.3 8 x 1 o3 to 1.16 x 104 &m3 was estimated for the H2S emitted fiom the landfill surface. 

The % hour and 24 hour limits set by the MOE are not exceeded by the surface emission of 

TCE and PCE. However the H2S emitted fiom the landfill s d a c e  exceeds the both the '/z hour 

PO1 limit and 24 hour NAAQO. 

4.4 Effect of Cover Imperfections on Gas Release 

4.4.1 Field Conditions Involving Holes and Fissures 

Durîng the field experiments to evaluate the flux chamber, gas was observed bubbling out of 

the surface in water puddles after a min. The gas was also observed to be bubbling out of 

various stages and conditions of cover. At the Waterioo Landfill, the lower slopes have a gas 

extraction well system installed and in operation and final cover is in place. However, at 

several locations, gas bubbles were observed above the lateral connected to a gas extraction 

well. Gas reiease f?om the landfill surface, after a min was audible as "hissing" indicating the 

escape of the gas through the landfill surface. Several larger holes with gas bubbles were 



found within the expected radius of influence of the gas extraction system. Figure 4.19 shows 

photos taken of the gas bubbles. The approximate location of the large hole (approximately 5 

cm diameter), shown in Figure 4.19(a) is indicated on Figure 4.4 as "vent". This hole is only 

15 m away fiom the neatest extraction well and therefore within the expected radius of 

influence of the welI. This suggests that the gas produced in this region of the landfill exceeds 

the capacity of the gas collection system. 

A sarnple of the gas emitted fiom this hole was analysed and the methane content \vas 

determined to be 54% 0. Using the flux chamber, the flow rate of gas out of this hole was 

determined to be approximately 19.2 L/min. Another hole was visible under a water puddle 

due the gas pressure resulting in a small water geyser. The flow rate out of this hole was 

measured to be approximately 0.5 L/rnin. The methane content of the gas from this hole was 

approximately 4.5% (V/V). Also several 5 mm (or less) diameter holes were evident 

throughout the landfil1 intemediate cover surface that were emitting landfill gas. Based on 

these observations further laboratory experimentation was done to evaluate the extent to which 

such holes contribute to the emission of gas to the atmosphere. 

4-42 Experimenfs on Cas Flow through Cover Perforation 

During the field evaiuation of the flux charnber, the landfiIl gas flux was observed to be highly 

variable across the surface and smdl holes were observed to ernit extensive landfill gas to the 

atrnosphere. Figure 4.20 shows photos of gas bubbling through puddles over holes observed in 

the cover. It was suspected that much of the gas produced in the landfill could pass through 

these numerous hoIes. Therefore, fùrther experiments using the flux chamber were perfomed 

in order to evaluate the effect that these small holes have on the total flux of landfill gas from 

the landfill surface. 

The simulated landfil1 cover fiom the previous Iaboratory experiments was adapted to evaluate 

the effects of small holes on flux. A 17 cm clay layer was placed on tov of the Ottawa sand- 

The clay was obtained from the Waterloo Landfill's Upper Till Unit, which is used for daily 

and final cover on site. The hydraulic conductivity of the Upper Till Unit has been determined 

to vary between 2.6 x 1oe7 to 1.4 x 1 0 - ~  cm/sec (ROW, 1990). The clay content of the till unit 

averages 24 percent by weight and the combined silt and clay content averages 74 percent by 



(B) 
Figure 4.19: Gas bubbles and vcnt at the Watcrloo Landfill. (A) Gas vcnt on dope above fina 

covcr (B) Gas bubbles in intermediate covcr surfacc of main landfill 



@) 
gure 4.20: Gas bubblcs seen at the Waterloo Landfill. (,4) Gas bubblcs in final cover betwec 

gas wells (B) Gas bubblcs adjacent to sample location MLB-1 



weight (ROW, 1990). The clay was remouided and compacted by hand as it was placed on the 

Ottawa sand layer. A 0.3 I8  cm (diameter) stainless tube was ptaced on top of the Ottawa sand 

and under the clay layer (Figure 4.21). One end of the tube was at the center of the sand layer 

and the other passed through to the exterior of the container and attached to a pressure 

transducer. A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 4.22. The pressure transducer was 

connected to a data logger and monitored on a ten-minute interval. These pressure 

measurements were utilized to predict the flow rate fiom a hole that would be later placed in 

the clay surface. 

The volumetric moisture content of the clay was monitored hourly using Time Domain 

Reflectometry (TDR) (Trase Systern 1 6050X1). The TDR determines the dielectric constant, 

K a  of the soil by measuring the tirne required for a microwave pulse to travet down a known 

Iength of transmission line, referred to as c'waveguides", buried in the soil. The Ka value is 

then converted to the volumetric water percentage of the soil by the factory calibration within 

the TDR. The buriable waveguide (Mode1 6005) consists of three 20 cm metal probes, which 

are connected to the TDR by a cable. The wavegnide was placed in the clay layer below the 

flux chamber. 

The moisture content of the clay was maintained by misting water over the surface of the clay. 

A 2 cm by 2 cm depression in the clay was fonned between the perimeter of the clay layer and 

plastic container. Water was placed in the depression to ensure that the ciay remained moist 

and adhered to the plastic container. The water in the depression also provided a visual 

indication of any gas escaping around the edge of the container. A continuous supply of 50% 

V N  methane and 50% V N  carbon dioxide was passed through the gas manifold into the 

granular B below the sand. A 0.16 cm (Ul6 in) diarneter hole was created through the clay 

layer with a stainless steel rod. The flux fiom this hole was later detennined using the flux 

chamber equipment. nie hole was required initially to prevent a gas pressure build up under 

the clay layer and the resdting escape of gas between the clay layer and the container 

interface. The system was allowed to equilibrate for 3 days. The equilibration of the system 

consisted of allowing the methane and carbon dioxide to displace the air within the soil below 

the clay layer. 
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The gas emitted from the hole was monitored for methane by sampling with a syrïnge and 

injection into a GC-FID. 

Once the gas composition in the sand below the clay had equilibrated, the hole experiments 

were started. First a sweep flow rate of air into the flux chamber was established. The original 

hole in the clay Iayer was closed and sealed. The pressure transducer connected to the tube in 

the sand below the clay layer was attached and logged at 30 sec intervals to measure the 

pressure build up. Then a 0.16 cm diameter stainIess steel rod was pushed through the clay 

surface into the sand layer below to a depth of approximately 19 cm and removed Ieaving a 

small hole in the clay layer with a nominal diameter of 0.16 cm and a length of approximately 

17 cm. 

The flux chamber was then placed over the hole and sealed to the clay surface with wet clay. 

During each experiment, barometric pressure, room temperature, chamber air temperature. 

sand temperature, gas inflow rate to the sand, sweep air flow rate, chamber efnuent flow rate. 

were monitored at IO minute intervals using a dataiogger (ChartPac CP-X, Lakewood 

systems). The gas inflow rate was monitored by a mass flow meter at the entrance to the gas 

supply manifold. 

Once a steady state methane concentration in the flux chamber was established, the methane 

content was monitored for a minimum of 8 ho- up to 24 hours on an hourly basis. The 

charnber effluent was monitored for methane by removing 200 pl sarnples by syringe and 

injecting it into a GC-FID. At the end of the experiment, the hole was closed and sealed. The 

experirnent was repeated with a new hole in a new location. A total of two experiments were 

performed in February 1998. 

Using one hole in the same location, a total of nine experirnents (March 1998) were performed 

using three different gas i d o w  rates (17 ml/min, 67 ml/rnin and 142 mlhin). The experiment 

was repeated three times at each flow rate. Each experiment lasted 5 hours and the effluent 

methane was monitored every 30 minutes. 

The data obtained fiom the above experiments was used to mode1 the flow of gas through the 

hole in the clay layer. Two fluid flow equations, Hagen-Poiseuille and Darcy-Weisbach were 

examined. These two equations are for incompressible flow and can be used to mode1 gas flow 

if the change of the gas density within the system is no more than 10 percent (Perry & Green, 



1984). Given the pressure and temperatures used during the experïment. the density would 

change by less than 1%, therefore, the gas could be considered to be an incompressible fluid. 

The Hagen-Poiseuille equation is: 

where: 
R = radius of pipe (m), 
L = length of pipe (m), 
p = viscosity of fiuid (Pa-s), 
Po = inlet pressure (Pa), 
PL = outlet pressure (Pa), and 
Q = flow (m3/s) (Bird et al., 1 960). 

The assumptions behind the Hagen-Poiseuille equation are: 
The flow is larninar - Re less than about 2 100. 
The density p is constant ("incompressible flow"). 
The flow is independent of time ("steady state"). 
The fluid is Newtonian - that is, z, = -p(dvZ/dr). 
End effects are neglected - actually an "entrance length" (beyond the tube entrance) 
on the order of Le = 0.035DRe is required for build up to the parabolic profile; if the 
section of pipe of interest includes the entrance region, a correction must be 
applied. The fiactional correction introduced in either AP or Q never exceeds L& 
if L>L,. 
The fluid behaves as a continuum - this assumption is vaiid except for very dilute 
gases or very narrow capillary tubes, in which the molecular mean free path is 
comparable to the tube diameter ("siip flow" regime) or much greater than the tube 
diameter ("Knudsen flow'' or "fiee molecule flow" regirne). 
There is no slip at the wall - this is an excellent assumption for pure fluids under 
the conditions assumed in 6 .  (Bird et al., 1960) 

Darcy-Weisbach Equation is: 

where: 
D = diameter of pipe (m), 
L = length of pipe (m), 
p = density of fluid (kg/m3), 
AP = P o  -PL, 
Po = inlet pressure (Pa), 
PL = outlet pressure (Pa), 
V = velocity (mk), and 



f = fiction factor (Streeter & Wylie, 1985) 

The above equation was rearrange and solved for the velocity. The velocity was converted to a 

flow by multiplying by area of the hole. This value was then compared to the experimentai 

fl ow. The assumptions associated with the Hagen-Poiseuille equation also apply to the Darcy- 

Weisbach equation (the Darcy-Weisbach equation will simplifi to the Hagen-Poiseuille 

equation if the flow in the pipe is laminar). 

Both equations are considered to be long pipe flow equations. This ailows the flow regime and 

the velocity profile to be establ~shed so that any entrance and exit effects on the flow can be 

ignored. The ratio of length/diameter (L/D = 107) in tbis experiment was greater Ùian ZOO; 

therefore, the error due to neglecting the "end correction" (using the long-pipe formulas) will 

be less than 2 percent (Perry & Green, 1984). 

The Reynold's numbers ranged fiom 6 to 200, which is considered laminar and justifies the use 

of the Hagen-Poiseuille equation. The pressure change h m  the inlet to the outlet of the pipe 

(hole) ranged fiom 2 to 76 Pa during the experiment. Therefore there would be less than a 0-1 

percent change in the density of the gas that indicates the gas will act as an incompressible 

fluid. 

4.4.3 ResuIts of the Gas Flow Experiments flrrougii Cover Perforation 

Figure 4.23 presents clay moisture data throughout the experiments. The moisture content 

stabilized at approximately 25% by volume. Figure 4.24 shows the pressure build up in the 

sand below the clay layer with no hole in the layer and the pressure drop after the hole was 

placed in the clay layer prior to the start of the March 5-6, 1998 experiment. In both examples, 

the gas inflow rate was 17 mumin. The nearly linear pressure build-up shown in Figure 4.24 

(a) and (b) prior to the creation of the hole demonstrated that gas leakage fkom the system was 

negligible. In Figure 4.24 (b) pressure spikes were observed after the hole creation. The cause 

of these spikes is uncertain, although any blockage of the hole such as sand particies shifting 

with the gas movement would result in a momentary rise in pressure. The hole creation 

required the removai of the flux charnber. Therefore the actual flux measurements were taken 

after the flux chamber was re-established on the clay surface. Table 4.9 contains the chamber, 

soil and ambient temperatures and barometnc, charnber and soil pressures for each of the 



experiments. The values presented in Table 4.9 are averages obtained over the duration of 

each experiment. Each experiment performed fiom February 14 until February 26. 1998 was 

done using the same size hole but in a different location in the clay layer. The soi1 gas flow 

-- 

+ Clay Moisture Content 

a Dates when Hole Experiments 
were Performed - 

Time 

Figure 4.23: Clay moisture measurements provided by TDR during hole experiments 

rates for the experiments ranged fiom 16 to 17 mlfrnin. The experiments performed in March 

1998 were done using one hole in the same location but the gas inflow rates ranged fiom 17 to 

140 ml/min. In al1 experiments, the percent methane recovery ranged from 85% to 102% as 

shown in Table 4.10. Table 4.10 contains average values for the gas inflow rate, sweep flow 

rate, chamber effluent flow rate and rnethane concentrations in the sand and chamber effluent 

for each experiment The percent rnethane recovery was a mass balance ratio of the measured 

methane mass inflow rate to the expected or theoretical methane mass innow rate. The 

measured rnethane mass inflow rate was detennined based on the difference between the 

methane m a s  out and the methane mass in. The methane mass out was equal to the measured 

methane concentration in the chamber effluent gas times the effluent gas flow rate. The 

methane mass in was 0.0002% methane V N  (assurned in the air) times the sweep gas flow 
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Figure 4.24: Pressure build up and &op in the sand beneath clay cover prior to and after hole 

placement for two different experiments. (A) On Feb 26/98 with a gas inflow rate 
of 17.2 d m i n .  (B) On Mar 4/98 with a gas inflow rate of 17.7 mVmin. 



Table 4.9: Hoie experiment parameters 

Date of 
Experiment 

Feb 14-15/98 
Feb 23-26/98 
Mar 5-6/98 
Mar 16/98 
Mar 17/98 

Mar 1 7- 1 8/98 
Mar 1 8/98 
Mar 19/98 
Mar 19/98 
Mar 20/98 
Mar 20/98 

Average Temperature Average Pressure 
Chamber Clay Ambient Barometric Chamber A Sand Beneath 

Air Air Clay A 

( O c )  (Oc) ( O c )  (mm H2O) (mm HzO) (mm HtO) 

- 

Table 4.1 0: Hole experiment data. 

Date of Average Flow Rate Average Methane % Recovery 
experiment of Methane 

Concentration 

Feb 14-15/98 
Feb 23-26/98 
Mar 5-6/98 
Mar 1 6/98 
Mar 1 7/9 8 

Mar 17-18/98 
Mar 18/98 
Mar 19/98 
Mar 19/98 
Mar 20/98 
Mar 20/98 



rate. The expected or theoretical methane mass inflow rate is equal to the measured methane 

concentration in the sand times the gas inflow rate. 

Table 4.11 contains a cornparison between the effluent flow rate and the sum of the 

in.lbent/sweep flow and gas inflow. The data indicate that there is a srnall gain in volume 

within the system (2 to 10%). The diEerence between the effluent and the sum will be due in 

p&~ to the changes in temperature and pressure within the soi1 below the clay. Although al1 the 

Bow rates were monitored with mass flow meters as they enter the system. the drop in 

temperature and increase in pressure in the soi1 will result in a compression and then expansion 

of the soi1 flow rate as it reenters the charnber at a different temperature and pressure. It uras 

calculated that, for the changes in temperature and pressure recorded. the gain in volume would 

be less than O. f %. 

TabIe 4.1 1 : Cornparison of effluent flow rate and the s u  of gas inflow and sweep/influent 
flow rates 

Date of 
experiment 

Influent/S weep Gas Inflow rate 
flow rate 

(L/min) ( d m k )  
Ave Std Ave Std 

Effluent flow 
rate 

Sum gas 
inflow 

and 
influent 
(L/mk) 

Difference 

(L/min) 

Feb 14-15/98 
Feb 23-26/98 
Mar 5-6/98 
Mar 1 6/98 
Mar 17/98 

Mar 17-1 8/98 
Mar 18/98 
Mar 19/98 
Mar 19/98 
Mar 20/98 
Mar 20/98 1.87 0.01 143.5 0.49 3.24 0.09 2.02 0-22 

Note: 
Ave - Average 
Std - Standard deviation 

The presence of the pump on the effluent end of the chamber will also contribute to the 

difference. The peristaltic pump increases the standard deviation in the flow through the mass 

flow meter as is show in the above table when the influent and effluent flow rates are 



cornpared. For the last entry in the table for example, the standard deviation is within 0.5% of 

the average value for the influent flow rate whereas the standard d e v i a t h  of the effluent is 

approximately 4% of the average value. The operation of the penstaltic pump and dataloggers 

may have resulted in a larger average value if the recording interval of the datalogger and the 

pumps high flow rate cycle were matched more fiequentiy than with the low flow cycle. A 

smaller time recording interval and smaller pump head with smaller diameter tubing would 

have reduced the impact of the perhdtic pump on the variation in effluent flow rates. 

Figure 4.25 shows the relationship between the gas inflow rate and the pressure differential 

between the sand and ahnosphere. The experimental data shows a linear relationship of 

y=0.05x+0.09 (IX2=0.98). Ln Figure 4.26, an hcrease in pressure below the clay surface 

resulted in an increase in the methane concentration within the flux chamber. A linear 

relationship of y=2.74x-0.06 (R2=0.98) is aiso observed between the flux chamber methane 

concentration and the pressure differential between the clay layer and amiosphere. 

Gas Inflow Rate (ml/min) 

Figure 4.25: Gas inflow rate to gas supply manifold versus pressure measured in the sand layer 
beneath the cover during hole experiments 
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Pressure in the Sand Layer (mm HzO) 

Figure 4.26: Methane concentration versus pressure measured in the sand layer beneath the 
clay cover during the hole experiments 

4.4.4 Modelling of Cas FI0 w Ekperiments th rough Co ver Perfora f ion 

Flows calculated nom the two equations presented previously, were compared to the 

experimentally obtained flow as is shown in Figure 4.27. The Hagen-Poiseuille equation was 

adjusted using a factor of approximately 0.45 in order to decrease the mass flow to match the 

experimental data. In the Darcy-Weisbach equation, the calculated flow values were 

multiplied by a factor of 0.68 in order to decrease the values to match the experimental data. 

The Darcy-Weisbach equation contains a friction factor, which is a function of the gas velocity 

through the hole. The adjustment factor for the Darcy-Weisbach equation could be expected to 

incorporate fiction loss coefficients. 

Factors affecting the fit of the models to the data may have included errors in estimating the 

diameter and length (depth) of the hole. Diameter of the hole was assumed to be 0.16 cm, the 

outside diarneter of the stainless steel tube used to create the hole. However, it is likely that the 

effective diarneter of the hole would be less than 0.16 cm because of uneven sidewalls and 

particles of clay left after the withdrawal of the rod. If the effective diameter of the hole had 

been 0.13 1 cm, an adjustment factor of 0.45 (as determined above fiom the data) would be 

needed to make the equation with a diarneter equal to 0.16 cm, fit the data. The depth of the 



clay Iayer was used as the pipe Iength in the ecpations but this depth may have not been 

uniform. A 1% error increase the length will result in an approximately I% increase in the 

adjustment factor for the Hagen-Poiseuille (0.455) and Darcy- Weisbach (0.687) equations. 

- 

- 

- 

- - Hagen-Poiseuille 
Experimental Data - 

x Darcy- Weisbach 

Pressure Drop (Pa) 

Figure 4.27: Experimental data from hole experiment with modelled data 

The variability in pressure measurements will also contribute to the error associated with 

determining the adjustment factor and ultimately the fiction factor for the hole. A 1 percent 

decrease in the pressure differential used in the Hagen-Poiseuille equation will result in an 

increase in the adjustment factor to 0.4545 (1%). The Darcy-Weisbach equation adjustment 

factor wilI increase by 0.5% (0.6834) due to a 1 percent decrease in the pressure differential. 

Therefore, smdl changes in length and diameter of the pipe as well as the pressure 

measurements at the inlet and outlet of the pipe will contribute to the fit of equations to the 

data. 

These experiments indicate that traditional pipe flow equations with some adjustment, can be 

used to fit gas flow data tbrough holes in Iandfill cover material. In both cases, the equations 

overestimated the f low rates requùing the application of adjustment factors. The Hagen- 

Poiseuille equation provided the best fit for the experimental data &er the application of the 

adjustment factor. The factors affiecting the magnitude of these coefficients were not fully 

quantified; further work is required to do so. 



4.5 Discussion 

The average mediane flux of 1.78 g/m2/d with a range of O to 20.5 glrn2/d measured at the three 

landfik is within the range of values reported by various authors shown in Table 2.6. The 

maximum values of 1 .O3 x 1 0' g/m2/d and 9 -02 x 1 o3 g/m2/d reported b y Environment Canada 

(Williams & Williams, 1995) at an Ontario landfill were bigher than values obtained in this 

study. However, the landfill did not have a gas collection system, whereas two of the three 

landnlls in this study had operational gas extraction wells on the slopes of the landfill. 

Table 4.12 presents a cornparison of VOC flux rates fiom the literature and the present study. 

The data for Waterloo (this study) are average values of the data presented in Table 4.8. The 

results hom this study indicated that emissions of TCE and PCE were higher h m  the cover 

with a hole than the surface without a hole. Kjeldsen et al. (1996) found that LFG affected 

soils have a large potential for degrading methane, benzene and toluene in the presence of 

sunicient oxygen. They also found that TCE and TCA were degraded, but only if methane 

was present. The presence of the hole in the cover limits the ability to degrade the VOCs 

therefore resulting in higher emissions fiom the landfiIl surface. 

The average TCE emissions fiom an intact surface were higher than literature values. The 

average PCE flux measured fiorn an intact surface in dus snidy was within the range of flux 

observed in the literature. Walker (1991) found that VOCs emissions were higher in young 

wraste and poor cover (brown area) situations which are comparable to the conditions measured 

during this study. Therefore, higher TCE measurements might be expected. 

The varïability in the literature data in Table 4.12 is likely due to the diEerent flux chambers 

and related procedures used to obtain the VOC flux measurements. Walker's measurements 

w-ere taken with a dynamic flux chamber whereas Bogner et al. (1997~) used a static flux 

charnber. A dynamic £lux chamber uses a sweep gas to dilute the surface flux as in this 

research. The static flux chamber uses no sweep gas; the change in gas concentration (over 30 

minutes to one hour) is monitored by removing small quantities of the gas from the gas 

confïmed by the static flux charnber. Based on the results of this research it is unlikely that a 

static chamber c m  produce satisfactory flux measurements. 

Several authors have reported a change in gas flux measurements due to a shut down in a gas 

extraction system. Bo jesson & Svensson (1997b) observed 333 m o l  ~ H d m ~ k  (128 g 



~ ~ 4 / m ' / d )  in a flux chamber during an interruption in gas extraction whereas no detectable 

CH4 was observed in the same flux chamber during the operation of the gas extraction system. 

Bogner et al. (1997b) also reported the mitigating effect of a gas recovery system on the 

emissions of C&. Mosher et al. (1999) found that 100% areal coverage of a gas collection 

system was more effective than partial coverage at reducing aûnosphenc emissions of the 

LFG. During the expenments of this study, both Waterloo and Cambridge landfills have 

vertical gas coifection wells instdled and operational on the finished portions of the landfills. 

Also, Waterloo landfil1 uses a siit clay daily cover that should impede the 80w of the gases due 

to its low permeability. The use of this cover for daily waste lifts may also reduce the radius of 

influence of the gas collection wells or make it irregularly shaped. Figure 4.12 showed that 

there appeared to be minimal effect due to the gas collection on the flux measurements 

obtained during this study. The flux: measurements were performed on waste lifts that were 

above the top elevation of the gas collection wells. The closest well was over 50 m away: it is 

iikely that the sample points were outside the radius of influence of the wells. 

Table 4.12: VOC flux rates obtained fiom fiterature and present study. 

Source & Location Flux rate (mg/mL/d) 
Benzene Trichloroethene Vinyl Tetrachloroethene 

Chloride 
Walker (1991) 
Central Flonda Landfill 
Landfil! 1 Green Area 0.036 0.0 12 0.1 15 BDL 

Brown Area 5.88 1.174 25.92 0.96 
Landfil12 Area 1 O. 1 BDL BDL BDL 

Area 2 5 -52 0.624 240 5.95 

Bogner et al. (1997~) 
Green Valley LF Illinois 
GVN 

This study 
Waterloo Holes in cover 47.6 13.7 

Cover 16.3 9.64 



The quality of the cover is also a contributing factor in limitùig the emission of the LFG as 

indicated by the higher emissions fiom the holes measured during the field experiments. 

Landfill cover qudity can contribute or reduce the amount of LFG emissions. Holes. fissures. 

and cracks in the cover will increase the atmospheric release of LFG. Methanotrophic C- 

oxidation c m  be a naturai control to Iimit C& ernissions with oxidation rates as high as 166 

g/m2/d (Bogner et al., 1997b). Oxidation of methane in the cover by the microbes can also 

provide a means of reducing the emissions of VOCs through oxidation by the methanotrophic 

microbes. Bogner er al. (1997~) reported negative f lues  of benzene, TCE. and vinyl chloride 

while performing static chamber flux measurements at a landfill. These negative fluxes 

indicate the possibiIity of uptake or oxidation by the landfiil cover of the atmosphenc VOCs. 

The presence of holes limits the effectiveness of the cover's oxidation potential since the gas 

passes rapidly into the atmosphere rather than through the cover soil. A hole 0.16 cm (1/16 in 

0) in the cover emitting 5.76 mg/rnin of methane (fl ow rate of 1 7.5 &min and 50% V N  

methane Mar 16/98 Table 4.10) will produce the same emission as approximately 212 m2 of 

competent clay cover (a darcy's velocity of 1.37 x 1 O-' m/s and the same pressure differential. 

7.36 mm HzO, as the Mar 16/98 example). However, a competent clay cover will result in a 

pressure build up under the cover. Therefore, a cornparison between the fiole and the darcy's 

velocity fkom a competent clay cover with a pressure typical of a landfill (15 in HzO or 381 

mm HzO without a venting system) reduces the equivalent sMace area to 0.76 m'. 



Chapter 5 

5.0 Model Development for LFG Production, Emission through Cover and 
Atmospheric Dispersion 
To evaluate the emïssion of gases from a landfill over its lifetime, the Landfil1 Emission 

Simulation (LES) model was developed that evaluates these emissions during the construction 

of the landfil1 and after ciosure. Estirnating iandfill gas emissions required accounting for the 

production of the gases as weiI as their transport to the surface from the start of landfilf 

construction to compietion. The processes accounted for in the model are complex and have 

not been quantified for the most part, particularly at fiil1 landfil1 scale. The complexity results 

fiom the heterogeneity of the waste and its properties, together with the changes in 

composition, density and perrneability as decomposition proceeds and the size of the landfill 

increases. Complex decomposition processes are by necessity, simulated by simple first and 

second order decay equations. Compaction and changes in density and permeability have been 

sirnulated only by highly empirical methods- As a result, it was necessary to make many 

assumptions regarding certain landfill configurations and properties to produce a 

comprehensive model that would simulate gas production at full landfill scale under evolving 

conditions from opening through construction to final closure and beyond. The LES model 

represents a first approximation to simulate a very complex situation. Future research 

involving the model c m  adjust its many cornponents as more appropriate information becomes 

available. 

The production of the landfill gas was sirnulated using the first order equation that comprises 

the Scholl Canyon Model. The Scholl Canyon Model is accepted and utilized both by the 

USEPA (USEPA, 1995) and MOE (MOE, 1992) to simulate the production of landfill gas. In 

order to simulate the heterogeneous nature of the landfill gas emissions, the landfill was 



divided into columns of waste wbile tracking the daily placement within them. Within these 

waste columns, a I-D advection-dispersior? equation was used to transport the produced gases 

through the waste layers and cover materials. To simplify the model and avoid the need for 3- 

D analysis, no lateral transmission of gas to adjacent waste columns was allotved to occur in 

these simulations. The assumption was justified to some degree since the landfill construction. 

as simulated by the model, produces waste cells for which the height is much less than their 

Zaterd dimensions. The use of several colurnns in various stages of production and emission 

generates a 2-D image of the LFG emitted fkom the landfill surface. 

To assess the impact of these emissions off-site, the Gaussian plume equation was used to 

disperse the emissions to the limits of the landfill boundary. 

5.1 LES Mode1 Development 
LandfiIl emissions start with the construction of the Iandfill. The waste deposited in landfills 

will emit different gases at different rates based on the phases of decomposition as is discussed 

in Chapter 2 Section 2.1. The LES model accounts for the various stages in construction and 

phases of gas production. 

5.1.1 Conceptual LarrdBII Design and Construction 

The LES model provides estimates of the emission of C h ,  COz, VOCs and H2S over the 

lifecycle of the Iandfill. 

The landfil1 model starts with consideration of the overall length, width and depth of the 

landfill. Figure 5.1 shows a finished landfil1 divided into several 100 m x 100 m areas. Each 

of these areas was filled with lifts of waste and the explodeci view in Figure 5.1 shows the 

conceptual filling sequence used for each area. The length and width parameters for the lifts 

were selected to ensure that an even number of the lifts would fit into the area. The daily 

height of the landfilied and compacted waste was selected to be the depth of the lift. A lift 

consists of approximately one day's waste placement with each lifi being divided into 5 equal 

divisions known as cells. These cells were used to define the production differences between 

the bottom and the top of the lift. The top of the lift would be aerobic and the bottom 

anaerobic. Anaerobic production in the top of the lift was delayed until the top ceil of the lifi 
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5.1 : Conceptual landfill with filling sequence for the daily lifts and overall landfil 
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was covered with intermediate cover. Only 4 out of 5 waste ceils placed in each lifi started gas 

production after the lifi was placed. The oxygen concentration within the top ce11 is higher due 

to greater diffusion fkom the atmosphere; therefore the anoxic and anaerobic phases would be 

delayed until the supply of oxygen is reduced due to the placement of another waste ce11 or 

cover. Yoshida et al. (1999), dso incorporated an aerobic decomposition zone above active 

anaerobic decomposition zones in their simulation of temperature distribution in a landfiIl. 

Once the 100 m by 100 m area has been filled, each lift within this area is covered with 

intermediate cover. Afier intermediate cover was in place, the top ce11 (5'") in the waste lift 

started gas production, 

LmdfX construction within the LES mode1 is simulated using these lifts to create columns of 

waste. Figure 5.2 shows the filïing sequence or stacking of the 100 m by 100 m areas at 

approximately 20 months and 64 months. Each column within the landfill was built fkom 

several lifts of waste, intermediate cover and landfill cap. Each lift is assigned to a coIumn 

based on the placement order and lifi position. The logical t h e  sequence of each column is 

checked to ensure that waste age within the column progressively decreases fkom the oldest lift 

at the bottom to the youngest at the top of the column. The growth of the landfil1 was based on 

the annual waste acceptance rate and the compaction of the waste. These parameters were 

used to determine the waste's daily placement rate and mass of waste in the lift. The daily 

placement rate is detennined by dividing the annual waste tomage by the number of days in 

the year and the compaction rate to determine the volume of waste pIaced per day. This 

volume is in turn then divided by the surface area of a column to determine the height of waste 

per day. If this value is larger than the user prescnbed lift depth, the excess height is used to 

start a new lift at the next location identified in Figure 5.1. The next day's waste placement 

will start on the top of the previous day until it reaches the prescribed lift height. Once the 

daily lifis have filled a prescribed area, they are capped with intermediate cover. This process 

is repeated until al1 eight lifts of the column have been placed within the prescribed area. The 

layers of the final cap are then placed. The mass of waste withui each celf. of the lift was 

detennined by multiplying the ce11 volume by the compaction rate. 



(B) Approximately 64 months in landfill construction 

(C) End of landfïll construction with final cover in place 

Figure 5 .2: Illustration of the sequential placement of the 100 m x 100 m areas over time 



5.2 Gas Production in a Landfill 
Gas production in a landfill starts at the time of the placement of the waste with degradation 

occurring in four distinct phases as shown in Figure 2.1. Typical time &es for these four 

phases are summarized in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 : Typicd Time Frame in Qualitative Stage Mode1 (Augenstein & Pacey. 1991) 

Stage Time Frame 
1 Homs to 1 week 
II 1 to 6 months 
III 3 rnonths to 3 years 
IV I to 80 years 

Aithough, many factors such as moisture, temperature, nutrients and microorganisms influence 

biogas production, most authors believe that finborder kinetics with respect to substrate are 

the most suitable to model gas production in a landfil1 (Cossu et al., 1996). The fact that the 

gas production gradually declines in the long term supports the selection of first-order 

reactions (Cossu et al., 1996). The first phase or aerobic phase was ignored in the 

development of tli is model. The length of the aerobic phase (phase 1) is short relative to the 

other phases and the amount of COz produced is small in comparison (less than 5%) to the 

following phases. The anoxic or nonmethanogenic phase @hase II) is dominated by the 

production of COz. The next two methanogenic phases, unsteady and steady, (phases III & N) 

consist of the production of both CH4 and COz through the anaerobic degradation of the waste. 

Al1 phases of the gas production in the model were approximated with first-order reactions. 

In phases II and III, the equation with an exponential production component used to simulate 

the production of COz and C& is 

where: 

QT = Total production of gas (m"/year) 

k = Landfill gas generation rate constant (l/yr) 

Lo = LFG generation potential (m3/~onne) 

Mi = Mass of refuse in the ih ce11 (tonnes) 



5 = Age of the iLh ce11 (years) 

The steady anaerobic methanogenic phase (IV) producing Cl& and COz is shulated by the 

Scholl Canyon model 

where: 

QT = Total production of gas ( ~ n ~ / ~ e a r )  

k = LandfiIl gas generation rate constant (l/yr) 

Lo = LFG generation potential (m3/Tonne) 

Mi = Mass of refuse in the i" ceIl ( t o ~ e s )  

ti , Age of the i" ce11 (years) 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the production rates used in this research. The production of COz 

started at 7 days after waste placement and was simdated using equation 5.1. This lag in start 

time simulates the wait time between placement and the startup of the anoxic phase of the 

decomposition process. This second phase lasts for approximately 50 days at which time the 

third phase of decomposition in the model starts- Unsteady anaerobic decornposition (phase 

III) of the waste is assumed to start just as the anoxic phase is peaking. The model simulates 

the unsteady anaerobic decomposition as an exponential process (equation 5.1) in the C& 

production (phase III) until one year after placement of the waste. Production of COz in phase 

III as presented in Figure 5.3 was produced by subtracting 8.75 times the values obtained in the 

production equation (5.1) for phase III fkom production equation (5.1) for phase II. The value 

8.75 was required to match the tail of the curve from phase II to meet the start of the 

production curve in phase N. COz gas production within phases II and III both used equation 

5.1 but with different k and L, which are shown in Section 5.4.1. At this point, the Scholl 

Canyon model with a lag of one year sirnulates the production of COz and CI%. The USEPA 

(1995) and MOE (1992) also use a one year lag in the production of C h  and CO2 by the 

Scholl Canyon Model. The one year lag ensures that the decomposition of the waste has 

entered the steady anaerobic methanogenic phase (phase IV). The one year lag used for the 

Scholl Canyon Model was used as the base time line for the timing of the other phases of 

decomposition. The start times for phases II and ILI are within the ranges predicted for the 

qualitative model generated by Farquhar & Rovers (1 973). The Scholl Canyon Model requires 



input of the mass of the waste in each celi to predict the gas production. During lmdfill 

construction, each ce11 is assigned a mass based on the ce11 volume and the waste compaction 

as described previously. 
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Figure 5 -3 : Production rate for COz in the LES model 
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Figure 5.4: Production rate for C a  in the LES model 

The presence of wiyl  chioride in LFG is mainly the result of anaerobic and other 

decomposition processes. The production of vinyl chloride was assumed to start at two days 

after placement for 4 cells out of the 5 cells in the lie. The production in the top ce11 (5" cell) 

was limited to the volatilization process due to the high levels of oxygen; therefore the 



production of vinyl chloride in this celI was arbitrarily set at 10% of the rate predicted by the 

fxst-order equation (equation 5.3). The concentration due to the volatilization process was 

expected to be smdl and with no other available information the 10% value was chosen. 

Production of vinyI chlode was simulated using a fust-order equation similar to the Scholl 

Canyon mode1 (MOE, 1992)- The equation used to sirnulate the vinyl chloride (VC) 

production is 

where : 

Q, = Total production of VC (Tomes /year) 

k = Landfil1 gas generation rate constant (2 /yr) 

LO = Methane generation potential (m3/~onne) 

Mi = Mass of refuse in the ih ce11 (tonnes) 

C, = Concentration of specific VC @pm-volume) 

ti = Age of the iUL ce11 (years) 

MW = rnolecular weight (g/mol) 

3.59SE -09 = conversion factor based on Hexme as the average NMOC 

The vinyl chioride production rate used in the mode1 simulation is shown in Figure 5.5. 

Time (days) 

Figure 5.5: Production rate for vinyl chloride in the LES mode1 

H2S production was assumed to follow a similar cycle as CH4 production but with the peak in 

the curve shifted fonvard due to sulfide production o c c e g  faster than C& production 



(Flynn, 1998). The H2S production rate curve s h o w  in Fi+gure 5.6 uses the same formulation 

as the C& curve (equation 5.1) with an exponentid growth curve starting at 55 days and 

peaking at 183 days and exponential decline after that (equation 5.2). Given that sheet rock or 

wall board (CaS04) is a major source of H2S through anaerobic decornposition- the equations 

used to produce C& in phase III and IV were multiplied by 1/10000 to sirnulate the much 

slower production of H2S. This number was selected based on the ratio of methane to HzS 

observed at the Waterloo and Cambridge Landnlls. The Waterloo Landfill average methane 

concentration (22.1 mol/rn3) and H2S concentration (1.9 x m o h 3 )  gives value of 1 163 1 

whereas the Cambridge values 15.5 mol/m3 to 1.7 x 109 mol/m3 gives a value of 91 18. An 

average of these two ratios results in a value of 10374. Figure 5.6 shows the resulting 

production rates with respect to t h e .  
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Figure 5.6: Production rate for H2S in the LES model 

5.3 Mode1 for Gas Transport in a Landfill and Emission from the Surface 

El-Fadel et al. (1 995) used a finite difference solution of a 1 -D advection dispersion equation 

to simulate gas transport through several layers of landfil1 waste in test cells. Using this 

method, they achieved a good cornparison between the simuiated results and data collected 

fiorn the test cells. Landfill gas transport in their model was simulated using a block-centred 

finite difference solution of a 1-D advection dispersion equation coupled with a pressure 



equation based on the gas concentrations. A M l y  implicit (backward in time) scheme and the 

Newton-Raphson method were used to iteratively solve the system of nonlinear equations. 

The following section briefly discusses the equations used to model the movement of the gas 

mixture through the landfill. The movement of the gas mixture was dependent on the viscosity 

and diffusion coefficient for the landfill gas mixture both being dependent on the composition 

of the gas mixture. 

5.3.1 Equations for Gas Maure  

Landfill gas is a multicomponent gas made of approxirnately 50 percent C h  and 50 percent 

CO2 with a smali percentage of other gases such as HzS and vinyl chloride. The composition 

of the LFG within the landfill is dependent on the phase of gas production or waste 

decomposition. Therefore, to account for the change in composition with time. the LFG was 

considered to be a mixture of gases each havïng their individual viscosity and diffusion 

properties. The LES model used the following set of equations to calculate the viscosity and 

diaision coefficient for each individual gas that made up the LFG. The overali flux of the 

LFG widiui the landfil1 is dependent on the viscosity and the difision coeff~cient of the gas 

mixture. As the gas composition changed within the waste the viscosity and diffusion 

coefficient was updated using the mumile gas equations shown in the following sections. 

Absolute Viscosity 

Absolute viscosity is the physical property that characterizes a fluid's resistance to flow. The 

kinetic theory of Chapman-Enskog has resdted in the following equation for the absolute 

viscosity of a single gas (Bird et al., 1960); 

where: 

p = viscosity, (Pas) 

M = molecular weight, @/mol) 

T = temperature, (K) 

0, = Lemard-Jones viscosity collision inte@, (dimensionless) 

cr = Charactenstic len,gth, (A0), 



n i e  collision integrai, Q,, is unity if the molecules do not attract each other. The Lemard- 

Jones viscosity collision integral is a slow varying function of the dimensionless temperature 

and can be approximated using the empirical equation (Neufeld er al.. 1972). 

where : 

A=l.l6145, B=0.14874, C=0.52487, D=0.77320, E4.16178, F=2.43787. 

T = temperature, (K) 

dk = characteristic energy/Boltzrnann7s constant, (K). 

The theory of Chapman-Enskog can be extended to the viscosity of multicomponent gases. 

The multicomponent viscosity, pm, c m  be approximated using the mole fraction of the mixture, 

individual viscosities and the Wilke's approximation of @, (Reid et al., 1977) by 

where: 

Fm = viscosity of mixture, (pl') 

pi, pj = pure component viscosities, (FP) 

Mi, Mj = molecular weight, (g/mol) 

Yi, yj = mole fractions, (dimensionless). 

The mole fiaction of the gas mixture used to quanti@ the composition of the mixture is given 

by 



where: 

yi = mole fraction, (dimensiodess) 

Ci = concentration of gas i. @m3) 

Mi = molecular weight of gas i, &/mol). 

Diffusion Coefficient 

Difision is the process whereby ionic or molecular constituents move in the absence of 

mixing @y mechanical means or by convection) in the direction of a decreasing concentration 

gradient (Freeze & Cherry, 1 979). The theory describing diffusion in binary gas mumires was 

developed by Chapman and Enskog (Reid et al., 1977). The diffusion of binary gas mixtures 

is given by 

where: 

k = Boltzmann's constant 

n = number density of molecdes in the mixture 

fD = correction tem 

3 

Mi, Mj = molecular weights of gases i and j, (glmol) 

T = temperature, (K) 

QD = Lennard-Jones diffusion collision integral, (dimensionless) 

P = pressure, (bar) 

ai, Gj = Characteristic length of gases i and j, (A0). 

The correction term, fD is near unity. If Mi is of the sarne order as Mj, fD lies between 1 .O and 

1 -02 regardless of composition of the intermolecular forces (Reid et al., 1977). The value  off^ 



is significantly different from uni5 only if the molecuiar masses are very tmequal and the 

lighter component is present in trace amounts. If fD is unity and n is expressed by the ideal gas 

law, the equation (5.9) c m  be written as 

Neufeld et al- (1972) provided an equation that accurately represents the Lennard-Jones 

diffiision co1Iision integrai for the binary d i e i o n  coefficient as 

where : 

A = 1.06036, B = 0.15610, C = 0,19300, D = 0.47635, E = 1-03587, F = 1.52996, 

G = 1.76474, H = 3.8941 1, 

kT T' =-, 
E g  

In binary gases, Dg is normally assumed independent of composition (Reid et al., 1977). With 

this approximation and theory developed by Maxwell and Stefan, the diffusion coefficient for 

multicornponent gases, Di,, can be approximated by 

where: 

y;, yj = mole hctions of gases i and j, (dimensionless) 

Dij = binary diaision coefficient of gases i and j, (m2/s) 

Di, = diffusion coefficient of gas i in the mixture of n gases, (m2/s) 

n = number of gases, 

m = indicates a gas mixture. 



Fairbanks and Wilke (1950) experimentally verified equation (5.12) and indicated that the 

equation was a satisfactory representation of the effective diffusion coefficient in 

multicomponent mixtures. 

Appendix F contains the characteristic Iength and energy and mo~ecular weights to calculate 

the viscosity and diffusion coefficient for the pure gases. 

5.3.2 Eqrtaiions for Gm Tramport 

Gas transport through porous media is dependent on the porosity and water content of the 

porous media. Gas utilizes the larger pore spaces to move through the porous media due to 

capillary pressure within the porous media maintainhg the water phase within the smdler pore 

spaces. An accurate estimate of the gas transport through porous media must reflect the 

presence of the porosity and moisture content of the soil. 

Diffusion coefficients are expressed in the absence of obstruction aithough there is tortuosity 

of path within the porous media caused by water within the pores. To allow for this. the 

multicomponent diffusion coefficients were corrected for total porosity and water content 

using (Millington, 1959) 

where: 

4 = total porosity, (dimensionless) 

8, = air porosity, (dimensionless) 

Di, = multicomponent diffusion coefficient in air, (m2/s) 

D' = effective multicomponent diffusion, (m2/s). 

The rnovement of the gas through the porous media is dependent on the perrneability of the 

porous media. The presence of water in porous media will limit the movement of the gas and 

thus the permeabiiity of the porous media must be adjusted to reflect the water content. 

Kjeldsen (1996) identified a ratio of the air porosity to total porosity has been used to find the 

gas penneability of the waste 

where: 



k* = effective permeability, (mZ) 

4 = total porosity, (dimensionless) 

8, = air porosity, (dimensionless) 

k = permeability, (m2). 

The effective dispersion of the gas within the porous media is a function of the effective 

molecular difision and the mechanical dispersion. Mechaaical dispersion is a result of the 

rnixing that occurs due to the variation in velocity within the porous media. The dispersivity. a 

geometnc measure of the pemeability and storage heterogeneities in the porous media 

(Luckner & Schestakow, 1991) is the result of the gas velocity variation. The effective 

dispersion of the gas within the porous media is expressed as (Freeze & Cherry, 1979) 

where: 

D' = effective rnolecular d i f i i o n  (m2/s) 

a = dispersivity (m) 

q = Darcy velocity of gas ( d s )  

D* = effective dispersion (mL/s). 

The spatial and temporal concentration and pressure profiles within the Iandfill columns were 

simulated using conservation of mass relationships. The theory and derivation of the gas flow 

equation in porous media are discussed in Bear (1972). The equation of mass transport in a 

porous media can be written as 

where: 

4 = porosity of the landfill 

t = time, (s) 

Ci = concentration of gas i, (pj/rn3) 

D ~ *  = dispersion coefficient of gas i, (m2/s) 

Gi = production rate of gas i, (gk) 

q = Darcy velocity, (m/s) 

S, = gas saturation (dimensionless). 



Since the Reynolds nurnber characterizhg the flow of gases generated in sanitary landfills is 

typically smaller than 1, the gas velocity can be described by Darcy's equation 

where: 

k* = effective gas permeability of the medium (mZ) 

Pm = viscosity of mixture, (Pa-s) 

P = pressure (Pa). 

The effects of gravity within the Darcy's equation were ignored for gas flow. The total 

pressure when two or more gases are present is equd to the surn of the individual partial 

pressures and the individual partial pressures are determined fiom the ideal gas law. Hence the 

total pressure can be given by 

where: 

R = gas constant 

M = molecdar weight of gas i, (ghol)  

T = absolute temperature, ("K) 

Ci = concentration of gas i (g/m3). 

The Darcy velocity (5.17) and total pressure (5.18) were substituted into the transport equation 

(5.16) to yield a nonlinear equation for each gas. 

After placement of the waste, the gas concentrations within the waste were assumed to be at 

atrnospheric conditions (79% Nz, 20.964% Oz, 0% CH& 0.036% CO2, 0% VC7 0% HzS). 

These percentages were converted to molar concentrations using the atmospheric conditions at 

the time of placement and the ideal gas law. The partial pressure of each gas was calculated 

using the ided gas law and then surnmed to determine total gas pressure. The pressure and 

concentration are linked to create a system of nonlinear equations that must be solved 

iteratively. A new mole fraction was calculated based on the previously iterated concentrations 

and used in the next iteration. Using the new mole fiaction, the viscosity, dispersion 

coefficient and pressure values were updated. Landfill gas transport in this mode1 was 



simulated using a block-centred finite difference solution of a 1-D advection dispersion 

equation. A fully implicit (backward in tirne) scheme and the Newton-Raphson method were 

used to iteratively solve the system of nonlinear equations. The iterative process was repeated 

until the conversion aiteria was below the selected tolerance level(1 x 10"). 

The Peclet number and Courant number were checked to ensure that numerical dispersion did 

not occur during the simulations. The Peclet nurnber formula and criteria (Luckner & 

Schestakow, 199 1) used in the LES model was 

where: 

Az = depth of ce11 (m) 

D: = dispersion coefficient of gas i, (m2/s) 

q = Darcy velocity ( m l s ) .  

Courant number formula and criteria used in the LES mode1 was (Luckner & Schestakow. 

199 1): 

where: 

At = time step, (s) 

Az = depth of cell, (m) 

q = Darcy velocity, ( d s )  

4 = porosiw (dimensionless). 

As the pressure gradient increased within the column, the time step was reduced to rninhize 

the numerical oscillations. The new t h e  step was determined by rearranging equation (5.20) 

and substituting the critena of one for the Courant number. 

A flow chart of the LES model is shown in Figure 5.7. 
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5.3.3 Borrndury Conditions 

The mode1 is 1-D and therefore only two boundary conditions are required. An impermeable 

layer delineates the lower boundary. Neumann boundary conditions are used for both the 

pressure and concentration at the Iower boundary. 

A static boundary layer defines the top of the column. The static boundary layer is the resuit of 

the atmospheric conditions. The Iaminar Iayer is a thin film of the order of IO cm in tkickness 

(a range of 0.5 to 100 cm is reported) with the horizontal wind velocity and ground cover 

determining the thickness of the layer. The gas concentration and the pressure were set to the 

atmosphenc gas concentration and atmospheric pressure at the top of the larninar layer above 

the Iandfill surface. The lafninar layer thickness and the transport coefficient (permeability and 

viscosity) were selected to approximate the surface layer above the landfill. The diffision 

coefficient within the laminar layer was approximated by the fkee diffusion coefficients of the 

gases in air. 

5.3.4 Gas Transport in Waste CoCumn during LandfiIl Construction 

Construction of the waste colurnn was simulated using an expanding mesh. Figure 5.8 

illustrates the process of the expanding mesh to simulate the addition of cover material or 

waste on top of an actively emitting waste column. The growth rate of the block was 

determined based on the final depth of the block divided by the number of time steps during 

the 24 hour period. The example shown in Figure 5-8 had an 8 hour time step and the final 

block depth was 0.25 m. Therefore, the block would have a growth rate of 0.25 rn divided by 

24 hours to give a growth rate of 0.0 104 m/hr and withtn each time step the block would grow 

0.083 m. 

The addition of \vaste on top of the actively emitting waste column required that the gas flow 

within the block to be adjusted to account for the movement of the upper surface. Finlayson, 

(1992) modelled the contaminant in a stream with a moving grid- The contaminant front 

within the stream is rapidly changing therefore to delineate the change the grid system moved 

at a velocity different than the velocity of the stream. The advection term within the 

advection/dispersion equation required that the velocity term be corrected for the movement or 



(A) Start of placement day, &= O m, 
m = 0.0104 m/hr 

(B) Next time step, z,= 0.083 m, 
vz = 0.0104 m/hr 

(C) Next tirne step day, %= 0.166 m, 
vz = 0.0104 rnh 

@) End of placement day/ start of next day, 
z,=0.25m,vz=Om/hr 

Figure 5.8: Conceptual illustration of the expanding mesh to simulate addition of waste or cover 
material. Example shown the new cell depth (d) = 0.25 m and time step = 8 hrs 
vz = growth rate of block 6 



velocity of the grid. Similiarly, the gas flux of the LES model withùi the expanding block was 

adjusted to account for the movement or growth rate of the block to give a new gas flux by. 

where: 

q = darcy velocity of gas, (&) 

vz = column growth rate (m/hr). 

The depth of the new block was adjusted at the end of each tirne step by 

z,,~, = (r  + vz * dt) (5 2 2 )  

where: 

z = depth of block, (m) 

dt = tirne step 0. 

5.3.5 Permeabiiity Change due tu Consfruction 

Bleiker (1992) found that the hydraulic conductivity of waste was much lower at the base of 

landfil1 in cornparison to the top layers. The change in hydraulic conductivity is a result of the 

waste becoming compacted from the new lifts of waste applied on top of the existing waste and 

due to decomposition as well. Therefore, the permeability of the waste in the model was 

adjusted to account for the new layers of waste added. A relationship between the depth of 

each ce11 and the permeability was developed based on the effective stress and hydraulic 

conductivity data used by Bleiker (1992) in the development of his landfill settlement model. 

The relationship used was 

where: 

ki = initial waste permeability, (10-l0 rn2) 

d = depth at centre of waste ce11 (m). 

Total porosity can decrease as the permeability decreases but in this model the total porosity 

was assumed to remain constant. The gas porosity of the waste is dependent on the water 

content of the waste. The change in water content in the waste as a result of leachate 

movement within the waste was not considered in this model; therefore, a constant gas porosity 

for the waste was used throughout the model simulations. 



5.3.6 Model Tesfing und Validation 

An overall mass balance and time step mass balance for each gas was performed. The ermr in 

the overall mass of each gas at the end of the simulation was less than 0.1 percent and 

significantly Iess tlmn 0.1 percent for the between time step m a s  balance. 

The concentration profiles of the gases with depth were cornpared to literature gas 

concentrations rneasured at a landfill (Lagerkvist et al., 1997). The concentration profiles were 

found to compare reasonably well and the results are shown in Section 5.8.1. 

For the purpose of validation, the model output was also cornpared to an analytical equation 

and the results are shown in Appendix G. 

5.4 LES Model Simulations 
Three different simulations were performed to determine the flux of C h ,  COz, vinyl chloride 

and H2S out of the waste columns under different situations. The three simulations consisted 

of a base case, base case plus methane oxidation in the topsoil, and the base case with a cover 

perforation. Each simulation was run for 100 years. The fist 16 yean were used for the 

construction and capping of the column. 

5.4.1 Base Case 

The iandfill dimensions used for the base case were 700 rn (length) by 500 m (width) and 20 m 

deep. The base case consisted of a column of waste that was built over time as described in the 

Section 5.1.1. The lift parameters used were 12.5 m by 12.5 m forming the base of one column 

and a lift depth of 2.5 m. Figure 5.9 provides a schematic of the columns built in the model for 

the simulations in this research. Each column consists of 8 lifts of waste with an intermediate 

cover and a final cover that consisted of a grave1 layer, clay cap, sand layer and topsoil. Tabie 

5.2 shows the permeability and time of placement of each ce11 and cover and other default 

parmeters of the column used for the base case simulation. The permeability of the waste 

shown in Table 5.2 was adjusted using the equation fiom Section 5.3.5 as each new lift was 

added to the waste column. This base case column format was adjusted to generate the 

simulations for the methane oxidation and cover perforation simulations. The modifications 

are discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of a landfill column. 



Table 5.2: Parameter of waste and cover material within the column 

Description Cell Number Permeability Placement Porosity Cell 
time Thickness 

(m2) (days) (m) 
Waste 1 to 5 1 0-3 O -5 

1 cover 6 1 O-l3 65 0.3 0.25 

Waste 7 to 11 10-'O 604 0-3 O -5 

1 cover 12 1 0-l3 685 0.3 0.25 

Was te 13-17 10-'O 1353, 1354 0.3 0.5 

1 cover 18 1 O-l3 1423 0.3 0.25 

Waste 19-23 10-'O 2041,2042 0.3 0.5 

1 cover 24 1 O-l3 2120 0.3 0.25 

Waste 25-29 10-'O 2852 O -3 0.5 

I cover 30 1 O-l3 2962 O .3 0.25 

Waste 3 1-35 1 O-Io 3957,3958 0.3 0-5 

1 cover 36 1 O-l3 41 16 0.3 025 

Waste 37-41 1 O-'* 5127 0.3 0.5 

1 cover 42 1 0-l3 5262 O .3 0.25 

Waste 43-47 IO-Io  5986 0.3 0.5 

1 cover 48 1 O-l3 6141 O -3 0.25 

Grave1 49 1 O-* 6144 0.3 0-15 

Clay cap 50 1 0'14 6147 0.3 0.3 
Sand 51 10-II 6247 0-3 0.15 

Top soi1 52 10-'O 6250 0-3 0.25 

Gas production within the waste column was simulated using the equations outlined and 

discussed in Section 5.2. Table 5.3 contains the values for each parameter used to simulatte the 

production of COz and C h  in the 3 phases of gas production. The k and L, values for phases 

II and III were chosen to simulate the production of COz and C h  and duplicate the cuves 

shown on Figure 2.1. The default values selected by the MOE (1 992) for L, and k were used 

to sirnulate the production of C& and CO2 in phase IV of gas production for the simulations in 

this research. 

The default parameters recornmended for the production of vinyl chloride by the MOE (1992) 

were used in the mode1 simulations and are shown in Table 5.4. The parameters used for the 

production of the H2S are also shown in Table 5.4. 



Table 5.3: Vdues of the k and L, used to simulate the production of C& and CO2 within al1 
phases of the 

Phase Gas k L, 
( 1 (rn3/to nne) 

II Co2 O -5 250 
III 

IV 

Table 5.4: Values of the k and Lo used to simulate the production of vinyl chioride and HtS in 
the model 

Phase Gas k Lo 
WY~) (m3/tonne) 

II Vinyl chloride 0.04 125 
III Vinyi chloride 0.04 125 

H2S 0.04 125 
IV Vinyl chloride 0.04 125 

H2s 0.04 125 

A dispersivity of 0.01 m was assumed for the calculation of the dispersion coefficient. A 

temperature of 20" Celsius was used in al1 calculations requiring temperature. The waste 

saturation was set to 30 percent during the placement of the waste and cover material. This 

value remained unchanged throughout the model simulation assuming that no further water 

entered the system. 

5.4.2 Mefhane Oxidation in Cuver 

Oxidation of methane by the microbial population in the cover soil has been well docurnented 

by several authors (Kightley et al., 1995, Bogner er al., 1997% Whalen et al., 1990). These 

authors indicate that moistue content, oxygen supply and methane concentration affect the rate 

of methane oxidation in the cover. Horing et al. (1 999) summarized methane oxidation in soil 

and landfill cover soils fkom literature sources and found that the methane consumption ranged 

fiom 0.01 to 70 L ~H&n~/hr .  Given the wide range of oxidation rates and parameters that 

affect the oxidation of Cl& in the cover, it was assumed for t h i s  analysis that 40% of the CH4 

in the top ce11 was oxidized to CO2. Gregory et al. (1999) used the sarne percentage to 

simulate C& oxidation in the landfill cap and it produced resuits that agreed well with 

observed gas behaviour. 



5.4.3 Cover Perforations 

A landfill's final cover is applied to rninimize water infiltration to the waste below. This cover 

will also impede gas transport to the atmosphere depending on its thickness and permeability. 

Imperfections in the final cover will result in the increased emission of the landfil1 $as to the 

atmosphere. This component of the landfill model examines the effect that small perforations 

havc on the ernissions to the atmosphere. The perforations or holes in the cover c m  be 

simdated by a simple pipe flow equation with an adjustment coefficient as shown in Chapter 

4. The Hagen-Poiseuille equation provided the best fit for the experimental data in Chapter 4 

with an adjustment factor of 0.45 required to match the experimental data. This adjustment 

factor was not used in the model simulations but the equation was used to approximate the 

permeability of the cover with a hole. Including the adjustrnent factor would m e r  reduce the 

cover permeability by 0.45. The velocity through the hole as determined by the Hagen- 

Poiseuille equation divided by the area of the hole is 

where: 

R = radius of pipe (m), 

L = length of pipe (in), 

p = viscosity of fluid (Pa-s), 

Po = inlet pressure (Pa), 

PL = outlet pressure (Pa), and 

q = velocity (&). 

This equation is similar in format to the Darcy's equation (5.1 7) for the velocity of gas through 

porous media. To simulate the presence of a hole in the clay cap, an effective permeability of 

the clay cap was obtained fkom the above equation. The ~ ~ 1 8  from the Hagen-Poiseuille 

equation (equation 5.24) was used to calculate the effective permeability of the clay cap. In the 

case of a 1 in (2.54 cm) diameter hole, the permeability would be 2.02 x 10 -~  rn2. The 

permeability of the clay cover was therefore adjusted fiom 10-I4 rn2 to 2.02 x 1oe5 m2 over a 

penod of 60 days. The formation of a hole would not occur overnight, therefore an arbitrary 

selection of 60 days was used to generate the exponential equation used to simulate the 



formation of the'hole over the 60 days. The effective permeability of the clay cap w7as used in 

the Darcy's equation to predict the velocity of the gas within the clay cap. 

5.5 Results of LES Model Simulations 

5.5.1 Base Case 

Figure 5.10 shows the change in the Cfi concentration profiles with depth in one landfill 

column at three different tirnes (3000. 9000 and 36500 days) during the simulation. At 3 000 

days the column is approximately half built; therefore the concentration profile shown does not 

reach the sarne depth as the two other t h e  intervals. The second time interval (9000 days) is 

approximately 3000 days after completion of the waste column (6250 days). The C& profile 

at the end of the simulation is illustrated by the profile at 36500 days. This figure shows that 

the gas concentration is at approximately the maximum concentration during consmiction and 

that the concentration declines as the production starts to die off well after closure. Profiles of 

the CO2, vinyl chloride and H2S dso  show similar results and are presented in Appendix H. 

Figure 5.1 1 shows profiles of pressure with column depth. This figure shows how the pressure 

within the landfill buiIds as gas production is progressing and that a reduction in the pressure 

profile occurs as gas production is declining. The pressure profiles at 3000 and 9000 days are 

discontinuous (or stepping) due to the lower permeability of the intermediate cover layers 

which restricts gas through it and creates higher pressures below. 

Concentration (moI/m3) 

O 5 1 O 15 20 25 

. 3 6 0 0  days \ 
- 9000 days 

: - 36500 days , 

Figure 5.10: Methane profile in waste colurnn for the base case at three different time intervals. 
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Figure 5.1 1 : Pressure profile in waste column for the base case at three different time intervals. 

Figure 5.12 shows the CO-existence of Oz and C h  in the bottom ce11 prior to the placement of 

the third lift. The heterogeneity of actual conditions in the ce11 allows anaerobic regions 

conducive to rnethogenesis to be adjacent to regions containhg 0 2 .  Including an aerobic phase 

in the model would have lowered Oz concentration within the ce11 rather than dlowing it to be 

displaced by the gases produced in the anaerobic phases. However, this was not done because 

of the very short duration of the aerobic phase and its negligibie impact on gas production over 

the life of the landfill. El-Fade1 et al. (1996) assumed 20% COz and 80% N2 for the initial 

conditions for modeling the gas concentrations in layers of waste rather than include and 

aerobic phase in their model. 

Figure 5.12 shows the concentrations of COz, Oz, Nz and C& in the bottom ce11 of the column 

with time. The C& and CO2 concentrations in this cell increase with the addition of \vaste lifis 

(2"d and 3rd) and the gas production in the cells above as shown in the fibpre. The increase in 

CO2 and Cl& is a result of the increase in pressure due to the addition of the waste lifis and 

displacement of the Nz. Additionai lifis appear to have minimal effect on the gas concentration 

in the cell. The gas concentration profiles within the bottom cell are very similar to the gas 

c w e s  produced by Farquhar and Rovers in 1973 as shown in Figure 2.1. 

The flux of CO2 and C a  fiom the top of the column over the length of the simulation is shown 

in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 respectively. The flux curve shows the stepping up at the 

additions of each lifi for a total of 8 lifts. The rise and fail in the CO2 production curve is 
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5.12: Concentration of gases in the bottom ce11 of the waste column versus time 
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5.13 : COz flux from the landfi11 surface in the base case simulation 
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Figure 5.14: C& flux fiom the landfil1 surface in the base case simulation 

mirrored in the flux curve with a rise above the Cl& flux and a dip back to the C a  flux for 

each lift as the anaerobic production takes over in the waste cells. The valleys or dips in the 

flux curve are a resuit of the addition of more waste and cover being placed on each lift. The 

addirion of the waste and cover impedes the flux out of the surface for a short penod of time 

thus producing a dip in the flux as observed. The peak of the CI& flux curve corresponds to a 

flux of 0.25 7 mol/m2/hr (98.8 g/m2/d). 

Figure 5.15 shows the flux curves for vinyl chloride and &S. These c w e s  show the sarne 

dips due to the addition of waste lifts on top of the existing lifts. The peak of the vinyl chloride 

cuve would correspond to a flwr of 1.76 x IO-' mol/m2/hr (3 1.2 mg/m2/d). The H2S flux curve 

peaked at 5.21 x 10-~ mol/m2/hr (42.6 mglm2/d). 

The total flux fiom the total landfill was determined by assuming that the landfill was made up 

of 2240 columns identical to the waste column modelled above, The number of columns in the 

landfiil was determined as described previously, by dividing the landfill area of 500 m by 700 

m by area of a column (12.5 m square). The total flwc for each day was determined by 

summing the flux fkom al1 active columns for that day. This was done by assuming that each 

additional colurnn added was identical to the previous column but one day behind in gas 

production and emissions than the previous day's column. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the 

landfill's total flux for COz and C& and VC and E S  respectively. The total flux curves 

peaked at 527 moh2/hr  (8.45 kg/mz/d) for C h  and 555 mol/m2/hr (24.4 kg/rnz/d) for CO2. 



The vinyl chloride and H2S curves peaked at 0.033 mol/m2/hr (2.07 g/m2/d) and 

mol/m2/hr (3 -3 1 g/d/d) respectively . 
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Figure 5.15: Vhyl  chloride and HzS flux from the Iandfill surface in the base case simulation 
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5.16: Total flux of C a  and CO2 fkom the entire landfill over 1 00 years 
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Figure 5.17: Total flux of vinyl chloride and H2S fkom the entire landfill over 100 years 

5.5.2 Mefhane Oxidation 

Methane oxidation in the model started after the construction of the waste column was 

completed and the final cover was in place. Therefore, the model up to this point performed 

identically to the base case discussed above. The presence of methane oxidation in the topsoil 

in the cover had a ciramatic result on the flux of the Cl& and CO2 out of the landfiIl surface. 

Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show a comparison between the flux with and without rnethane 

oxidation for COz and Cl& respectively for a single column. The oxidation of methane results 

in a conversion of one mole C a  to one mole of CO2. This ratio was verified at 6380 days 

where the CO2 fluxes were 0.263 I ~ o v M ~ / ~ ~  without oxidation and 0.389 mol/m2/hr with 

oxidation indicating a gain of 0.126 moI/rn2/hr. n i e  corresponding CI-& fluxes were 0.254 

mol/m2/hr and 0.128 mol/m2/hr with a loss of 0.126 mol/m2/hr. 

Figure 5.20 shows the total flux of CH4 and CO2 fkom al1 the columns with rnethane oxidation 

in the top soi1 over the 100 years simulation. Methane oxidation in the cover reduces the peak 

of the rnethane cuve  and increases the peak on the COz curve in comparison to the curves 

without oxidation in the cover (Figure 5.16). Methane oxidation in the cover reduces the peak 

of the C& curve to 465 mol/m2/hr (7.46 kg/m2/d) a 12% decrease fÎom the base case curve. A 

40% increase to 775 rnol/m2/hr (34.1 kg/m2/d) in the peak of CO2 curve was observed as a 

result of the rnethane oxidation in the cover. 
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5.18: Comparison of COz flux fiom landfill surface with and without C& oxidation 
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5.5.3 Cover perforation 

A simufation was performed to accommodate an one inch diameter hole through the cIay Layer 

of one column. The effective perrneability of the clay cover was adjusted to 2 x 10" m' in 

order to simuiate the presence of the hole equation as descnbed in Section 5-43. Figure 5.2 1 

shows a comparison between the pressure in the bottom ce11 with and without the presence of 

the hole in the clay layer and no clay layer in the landfill cover (grey line). The pressure in the 

bottom ce11 increases during the constniction of the waste column untif 6141 days. The 

addition of the clay layer in the Iandfill cover at 6147 days resuIts in a large jump in the 

pressure. The pressure jump is not observed when the clay layer is absent fiom the landfill 

cover. The presence of the hole results in the pressure dropping off radically to pressures 

levels as if the cover was not there. Figure 5.22 compares the pressure profile of  the waste 

colurnn at 9000, 20000, and 36350 days with and without the hole in the clay cap. These 

profiles show the change in pressure throughout the \vaste cokumn as a result of the hole 

present in the cIay cap. Both cases show a decrease in the pressure profile to approximately 

atmosphere Ievels. The difference is that the waste column with the hole progresses more 

rapidly toward atmospheric levels than the colunin without the hole in the cover. 

Flues  out of this column were essentially the same as the base case. 

- - (a) hole m &y laver I 

h 
103500 1 - (b) no hole in clay layer 

(c) no clay Iayer (coincident 
with (a) m this simulation) 

Figure 5.21 : A comparison between the pressure in the bottom ce11 with and without a hole in 
the clay cap. 
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Figure 5.22: A comparison between the pressure profiles in the waste column with and without 
a hole in the clay cap at different t h e  intervals. 

5.5-4 Summary 

Table 5.5 shows the total mass of the compounds emitted fiom the landfil1 surface over the 

entire 100 year simulation. The mass emitted was calculated by multiplying the flux ernitted 

fiom each of the simulation by 24 hours and the surface area of the column. These masses 

were then sumrned to give the total mass emitted for the length of the simulation. 

The methane oxidation in the cover was able to reduce the methane emitted fiom the landfill 

surface by 37% to 2.7 x 10' tonnes from 4.3 x 10' tonnes. 

Over the 100 years, the simulated landfill will emit 105 and 167 tonnes of vinyl chloride and 

H2S respectively. Although the recommended MOE equation for vinyl chlonde emission was 

used in this analysis, it seems unlikely that 105 tonnes of vinyl chloride or its' precursors 

would be present in a landfill. 

As expected, the presence of the hole resulted in little change in the total mass of gases emitted 

of any of the components f?om the base case but significantly reduced the pressure within a 

column. In a field situation with several columns, the pressure reduction would be lessened 

through interflow between adjacent columns. 



Table 5.5: Mass of compounds emitted fiom landfill nirface under various conditions 

Compound Mass Emitted (tonnes) 
No oxidation & no Methane oxidaiïon & No oxidation & hole 

5.6 Model for Atmospheric Transport of LFG Emissions 
The emitted iandfill gas components will diffuse into the atmosphere and the wind and 

atmospheric turbulence will transport and diiute these components to impact the surrounding 

regions. Atmospheric turbulence consists of eddies that mix the pollutants with the 

surrounding air (Schnelle & Dey, 2000). Wind speed and the characteristics of the 

atmospheric turbulence are used to classify the stability of the atmosphere into six classes (A to 

F). The classes range fiom unstable (A) to stable (F) with D signiQing neutral atmosphenc 

conditions. The downwind plume for each stability class varies in the spread in both y and z 

directions h m  the plume's centreline. These differences are reflected in the standard 

deviations obtained from the curves shown in Figures H.1 and H.2 in Appendix H. The 

standard deviations, wind velocity and emitting source concentration are used to determine the 

downwind concentrations. The downwind concentrations of the LFG compounds can be 

simulated using the Gaussian Plume model. 

5.6.1 Gaussian Plume Model and Sensitivity Analysk 

Gaussian Plume Mode1 

Atmospheric dispersion of the LFG components was modelled using the modified Gaussian 

Plume Model for an eievated source : 

where: 

C = concentration &/m3) 

Q = ernission rate (gk)  

u = mean velociq of wind (rnls) 



a, = standard deviations of plume concentration in the horizontal direction (m) 

oz = standard deviations of plume concentration in the vertical direction (m) 

y = distance centre line (m) 

z = distance above cenbe lîne (m) 

H = vertical mixing height of plume (m). 

This equation assumes that the origin is at ground level but that the source is at a height (H) 

above the origin. The x-axis extends honzontally in the mean wind direction. The y-mis and 

z-axis are perpendicular to the x-axis horizontally and vertically. The standard deviations of 

the plume concentration in the horizontal and vertical directions are functions of the distance 

dowwind (x) and the stability of the atmosphere. The H in the equation accounts for the 

eievation and rise of the gases from the point source. In the case of ernission fiom a stack, the 

H wodd be the sum of the height of the stack plus any buoyancy effects due to temperature 

and density differences. Further discussion on the use of this equation and dispersion of 

compounds is available in Chapter 2 section 2.2.4 or Wark & Warner (1981). Atrnospheric 

conditions including wind speed and solar radiation andor cloud cover are used to determine a 

stability category as outlined in Wark & Warner (1981). Table 5.6 shows the ranges of wind 

speeds as well as solar radiation and/or cloud cover that contribute to the determination of the 

stability of the atmosphere. 

Table 5.6: Key to Stability Categories (Wark & Wamer, 198 1) 

D ~ Y  Night 
Incoming Solar Radiation Cloud Cover 

Strong Moderate Slight Mostly Mostly 
Surface Wind 
Speed at 10 m Overcast Clear 

(mis) 
Class a (1) (2) (3 )  (4) (3 

(2 A A-B B E F 
2-3 A-B B C E F 
3 -5 B B-C C D E 
5-6 C C-D D D D 
>G C D D D D 

a The neutral class, D, should be assurned for overcast conditions during the day or night. Class A is the most 
unstable and class F is the most stable, with clas 8 moderately unstable and class E slightly stable. 



Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity analysis of the Gaussian Plume mode1 was performed to illustrate the effects that 

changes in stability class, wind speed, and downwind distance (x) have on the atrnospheric 

concentration. An emitting source, 2.5 m 0 above ground Ievel, with a continuous emitting 

concentration of 1.02 x 104 g/s was used to generate the foIlowing simulations. Ground level 

concentrations were used; therefore z was set to zero in the Gaussian Plume Model. Increasing 

the wind speed fiom 1 m/s to 2 m/s, a 100% increase, under the same stabiIity condition (A) 

and 1000 m (x) from the source reduced the centreline concentration by 50% as shown in 

Figure 5.23. This is consistent with equation 5.25. The change in the concentration 

distribution cuve  wiîh distance fiom the source at a wind speed of 3 m/s and unstable 

conditions (A) is shown in Figure 5.24. Increasing the distance between the source and 

receptor reduces the centreline concentration and flattens the distribution cunre. Changing the 

stability class will ais0 change the shape of the distribution cuve  and centreline concentration. 

Figure 5.25 shows the change in the distribution curve due to changes in stability classes at 

1000 m downwind and a wind speed of 2 d s .  

As stated previously, the stability classification of the atmosphere is detemined based on wind 

speed and atrnospheric turbulence, Several methods (USEPA, 1987) employing these two 

parameters have been developed. S&ong turbulence enhances vertical motion that disperses 

the pollutants more rapidly and is characteristic of m unstable atmosphere. As a result. the 

y-distance (m) 

Figure 5.23: Cornparison of concentration distribution at two different mean wind speed under 
unstable conditions 1 O00 m fkom source. 
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Figure 5.24: Concentration distribution at 500 m and 1000 m nom source with a wind velocity 
of 2 m/s and unstable conditions 

y distance (m) 

Figure 5.25: Cornparison of concentration distribution at four different mean stability classes 
using the wind speed of 2 m/s and downwind distance of 1000 m. 

concentration distribution within the pollutant plume will be much flatter and wider under 

unstable conditions (stability class A) relative to more neutral and stable conditions (stability 

class D to F) where the turbulence is weaker (Figure 5.25). The standard deviations, G, in the y 

and z directions, are used to reflect the difference in turbulence between the unstable and stable 

atmospheric conditions. The spread of the contaminant plume away fiom the centreline dong 

the downwind x-axis is simulated by the O values in the y and z directions obtained fkom the 

graphs in Appendix 1. Turbulent conditions (unstable) result in a greater dispersion of the 



contaminant plume and therefore larger o, and o, downwind whereas stable conditions have 

smaller oy and oz and therefore narrower and more concentrated contaminated plumes 

downwind of the source. 

Emissions fiom an area source can be modelled using the virtual point source method or by 

integrating across the area source. The viaual point source method alIows the use of the 

Gaussian Plume mode1 whereas integrating across the area source would involve a more 

compIex equation. The virtud point source method involves treating an area source as having 

an initial horizontal standard deviation a,, (contaminant plume width) with the cry, equal to 4.3 

times the side of the area (assuming the area is square) (Turner, 1 994). This initial standard 

deviation is used to determine a vimial distance, x, for a given stability by back calculation 

fiom the stability curve equation (shown in Figure 1.1 in Appendix 1). The virtual distance 

assumes that the point source is x, distance upwind of the true area source. The stability c w e  

equations for point sources may be used to determine the o, as a function of the dowmvind 

distance and the virtual distance (x -+ x,). Further detail on this method is available in Turner 

(1994). A comparison between the virtuai point source method and point source method was 

done to evaluate the error in assuming the point source at the centre of each emitting area. The 

cornparison was done using a column with a point source at the centre and a coIumn with a 

virtual point source upwind of the column. Figure 5.26 shows a comparison between the 

virtual point source and point source methods at two different downwind distances and the 

same velocity and stability class. The comparison between the concentration distribution using 

the point source and d a 1  point source methods under the sarne stability class and velocity 

indicate that the difference between the two methods is smdl and decreases as the distance 

from the source increases. Closer to the source the centreline concentration is higher with the 

point source than the virtual point source as might be expected. Given the distances (500 m 

and 1000 m) used in the emission modeling in this research, the use of the point source method 

to sirnulate the area ernissions fiom the waste colurnns was considered to be acceptable. 

The terrain around an emitting source and surrounding area will affect the dispersion of the 

emitted compounds. Construction of the landfill places a hi11 in the path of the dispersing 

winds. On the downwind side, the presence ofthe hi11 will increase the travel distance of the 

transporthg air to the receptor assuming that the wind follows the lay of the land. Assuming 



that the landfill has a 3:l slope on the side and is 20 m hi&, the landfill will increase the 

distance to a receptor 100 m away by 3 m or 3%. The 3% increase in distance will reduce the 

concentration by 4.5% at a receptor 100 m away. The presence of the hi11 is therefore 

considered to have minimal affect on the concentration downuind; the effect will lessen the 

M e r  the recepton are fiom the landfiIl. The presence of the hi11 formed due to the landfill 

construction was neglected in the simulations. 

-1 50 -100 -50 O 50 1 O0 150 
I 

y distance (m) 

Figure 5.26: Cornparison between point source and virtual point source methods for area 
source at two different downwind distances (A in legend indicates the virtual point 
method) 

5.6.2 Atmospheric Dispersion of landpli Gas Emissions 

Atmospheric dispersion of LFG components emitted fkom the landfill surface to a receptor 

downwind was modelled using the Gaussian Plume Model. In order to estimate the effects of 

dispersion, a grid of sources and receptors was required as well as weather data to determine 

the downwind concentration of the LFG emissions. 

Source & Receptor Grids 

The grid of the source consisted of the x-y coordinates of al1 sources on the landfilI. The 

emitting sources at the Iandfill were taken to be the centre of the surface area of each of the 

waste colurnns, that is the centre of the 12.5 m x 12.5 m waste column. 

The receptors were selected to be 100 m, 200 m, 500 m and 1000 m fiom the edge of the 

landfill. These distances were selected based on the of MOE (1994b) document on land use on 



or near landfills. The document indicates that the landfil1 boundary must be at Ieast 30 m fiom 

the edge of die landfil1 with the rnajority of landfills having a boundary that is 60 to 100 m 

fiom the edge of the landfil1 (MOE, 1994b). 

The grid systems for the receptors and sources were setup with the X axis positive to the east 

of the user-specific origin and the Y axis positive to the no& as indicated by Schnelle and Dey 

(2000). The receptors were spread dong the boundary lines at a 100 m spacing. Figure 5.27 is 

schematic of the landfill layout with the 1 km boundary line used to illustrate the dispersion of 

the LFG flux Tom the waste column. 

Gaussian Plume Model Parameters 

The flux values generated fiom the production and emission model discussed in the previous 

sections were used as the input concentration Q, to the Gaussian Plume Model. The height of 

the waste coIumn during and after construction was used as H (height of plume rise) in the 

Gaussian Plume Model. Temperature and density difference of the emitting gases were 

ignored in these simulations. The density of gases was assurned to be the same as the 

atmospheric gases. Any temperature and density differences that would affect the rise of the 

gases could easiIy be incorporated into the vaiue of H. 

The dispersion model was used to generate a simulation of the ground level hourly 

concentrations of vinyl chloride and HaS at receptors downwind of the landfill. The 

concentration at each receptor location was a summation of the dispersed flux from each of the 

emitting column sources. At the beginning of simulation the Iandfill was under construction; 

therefore the number of emitting sources and height of these sources was changing until the 

landfïll closure. The height of the emitting sources increased due to the addition of waste or 

cover materiai. The mode1 was run for a 100 year simulation that corresponds to the 

simulation length used in the flux emission simulations. 

Figure 5.28 shows the steps useci in the mode1 to determine the concentration at the receptors 

due to the different sources. 

Weather Data 

Weather data obtained fiom the weather station at the Waterloo Landfill were used to construct 

a wind rose and atmospheric stability classes. The stability classes were determined using the 
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Figure 5.27: Schematic of landfïll and 1 km boundary line used in dispersion modeiling 
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horizontal wind velocity and its standard deviation following the procedure indicated by 

USEPA (1987). Appendix I contains the wind rose and fiequency distribution for the wind 

velocities and stability classes. 

The wind rose data indicated that the most fkequent wind directions were in the sectors 

between south and west with most cownon wind fiom WSW (247.5 degrees fkom N). These 

wind directions are consistent with this area of Southem Ontario. Neutra1 atmospheric wind 

conditions @) with an average veiocity of the 4 rn/s were most fiequently observed 

atrnospheric conditions fFom 1995- 1997. 

Simulations 

Hourly concentrations of the vinyl chloride and H2S were generated under different stability 

conditions and wind velocities to generate a range of possible concentrations that may be 

observed on any given day over the 100 years of the simulation at the I km boundary line. 

Three wind conditions were selected. Based on the wind rose data, the neutrai stability class 

@) with a 4 m/s wind speed was the most fiequently observed wind condition; therefore it was 

selected to give the most likely observed concentration along the boundary line. A & F 

stability conditions with a wind speed of 2 rnk provide the best and worst case concentrations 

dong the boundary line. Each of these three wind conditions was sirnulated using five wind 

directions. The other four wind directions selected were N, E, S, and W. Given that the long 

axis of the landfill was in the N-S direction, the highest concentration would likely be directly 

downwind of the land£ïll rather than at an angle to the landfill. These five wind directions with 

the three wind conditions were used to generate hourIy concentrations for vinyl chloride and 

HîS at one receptor along the 1 km boundary line in the downwind direction. The flux values 

for the vinyl ch.ioI-ide and H2S from the base col- case in the previous section were used as 

the input concentrations for these simulations. The atmospheric concentrations at the 1 km 

boundary line were predicted for 100 years for al1 simulations. 

Simulations of the hourly concentrations along the 100 m, 200 m, 500 m and 1000 m boundary 

line were also done. The most fiequent wind direction (WSW), wind speed (4 d s )  and 

stability class @) observed at the Waterloo Landfill were used to generate these simulations. 

Each of these simulations was also performed for 100 years. The receptors on the boundary 



lines for these simulations were at the intersection between the boundary lines and a Iine 

through the centre of the Iandfill in the downwind direction. 

The last simulation consisted of al1 the six stability classes (A to F) with a wind speed of 2 m/s 

and a wind direction of O degrees at several downwind distances up to 4 km away fiom the 

edge of the landfill. This simulation was done to evaluate where the maximum concentration 

for each stability class would occur. The crosswind concentrations under different stability 

classes along the 1 km boundary were also evaluated during this simulation in order to evaluate 

the impact of the contaminant plume along this boundary line. 

The provincial standard and cntena used to evaluate the concentration of the vinyl chloride and 

H2S at the boundary lines or receptors are shown in Table 5.7. 

Table 5.7: Provincial standard and criteria for vinyl chlonde and H2S 

W m 3 )  (Wm3) 
!4 hour point of hpingement (POI) standard 3 .O 30 
1 hour ambient air quality critenon - 
24 hour arnbient air quality criterion (AAQC) 1 .O 
An...mil arnbient air quality criterion 0.2 - 

5.7 Results of Atmospheric Dispersion of LFG Emissions 
Figure 5.29 and 5.30 show the range of maximum hourly concentrations of vinyl chloride and 

H2S over the 100 year simuiation using a wind direction of 247.5 degrees, wind velocities of 

2mk (A & F) and 4 m/s @) and 3 stability classes, A, D & F. The examples show the 

concentrations at one receptor on the 1 km boundary shown as "A" on Figure 5.28. The best 

and worst case concentrations along the boundary lines were simulated by the stability classes 

of A and F respectively. The highly turbuient wind conditions of the stability class A 

(unstable) result in the mixing and rapid diffusion of the ernissions and therefore provide a 

very flat distribution of the downwind concentration over the 100 year simulation. A very 

narrow distribution with a high centre line concentration is obtained under very stable (F) or 

low turbulence wind conditions. Therefore, the worst case concentration had a Iarger range of 

concentration values than either of two other cases. Appendix J contains additional exarnples 
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Figure 5.29: Hourly vinyl chloride concentration fiom 3 different stability classes and wind 
direction of 247.5 degrees at receptor A. 
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Figure 5.30: Hourly H2S concentration fiom 3 different stability classes and wind direction of 
247.5 degrees at receptor A. 

in other wind directions (N, E, S and W). Table 5.8 contains the 1 hour and 24 h o u  peak 

concentrations obsemed during the 100 year simulation for these three different stability 

classes. Appendix E contains the equation used to calculate the 24 hour concentrations fiom 

the 1 hour peak concentrations. 

A 180 degree wind direction (S) resulted in the highest hourly peak concentration for both the 

vinyl chloride and H2S. Landfill construction of the simulated landfill started in the SW corner 

and moved across the south boundary then progressed northerly. This peak concentration 

dong the North 1 km boundary is due to the landfill being filled fiom the South to the North; 



therefore the most recently added waste was closest to the northem 1 km boundary lirnit. 

Under these wind conditions, the hourly vuiyl chloride concentration will not exceed the % 

hour point of impingement (POI) standard of 3 pg/m3 during the simulations shown in Figure 

5.29. However the 24 hour AAQC of lPg/mj would be exceeded under the stable condition 

(F) for 3 of the wind directions. In the case of H2S, (Figure 5.30) none of the wind conditions 

would cause the concentration to exceed the MOE criteria and standard of 30 pg/mJ. 

Table 5.8: Peak concentration observed in hourly concentrations over 100 year simulation 
under different stability classes on the 1 km boundary line (24 hour concentration) 

Direction 

The concentrations of the dispersed fluxes were examined at 4 boundary limits ( 1 00 m, 200 m. 

500 rn and 1000 m). The receptor points on these boundary limits were at the intersection of 

the boundary lines and the 247.5 degree line shown in Figure 5.27. A neutral stability @) 

atmospheric condition with a wind velocity of 4 mis was used for this simulation as these were 

the most fiequent conditions observed around the landfïll. Figures 5.31 and 5.32 present 

concentrations at the four (100 m, 200 m, 500 m and 1000 m) boundary limits over the 100 

year simulation for vinyl chloride and H2S respectively. As expected higher concenbation of 

vinyl chlonde and H2S were observed at 100 m and 200 m fiorn the edge of the landfiIl than at 

500 m and 1000 m. The differences in peak width and peak time were a result of the 

dispersion coefficients. The o,, and oz are a function of the downwind distance and increase in 

value as the downwind distance increases. As a result, the m b e r  of emitting sources 

impacting a receptor m e r  downwind increases due to the wider oy (therefore increasing the 

width of the curve near the peak), although the concentration will be lower. The number of 

sources impacting a receptor almg the 100 m boundary is fewer but the concentration is higher 
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Figure 5.3 1 : Hourly vinyl chloride concentrations at receptor A under neutrai stability 
conditions at wind velocity of 4 mis and a wind direction of 247.5 degrees. 
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Figure 5.32: Hourly H2S concentrations at receptor A under neutral stability conditions at wind 
velocity of 4 m / s  and a wind direction of 247.5 degrees. 

resulting in a narrower and higher peak. The peak time and concentration would correspond to 

the peak emission and time fiom the waste columns. None of the curves exceeded the % hour 

PO1 and 24 hour AAQC values for either the vinyl chlonde or H2S. 

Figures 5.33(a) and 5.34(a) illustrate the down wind concentrations fiom the edge of the 

landfill to 4 km fiom the landfill and Figures 5.33@) and 5.34(b) show the distribution of the 

concentration dong the southem 1 km boundary line for vinyl chloride and H2S respectively at 

7700 days. The maximum concentrations occurred at approximately 7700 days in Figures 5.3 1 



and 5.32. A wind speed of 2 m/s with a northerly wind direction (O degrees) was used to 

generate the simulation. The down wind simulations were generated at receptors that were 

along a longitudinal axis through the centre of the landfill. In al1 the stability classes except for 

F, the peak concentration was observed prior to the 1 km boundary limit. Under stable 
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Figure 5.33: Hourly vinyl chlonde concentration for al1 the stability classes and velocity of 2 
m/s for a wind direction of O degrees at 7700 days. (a) centre line concentration 
downwind of the landfill (b) cross wind concentrations along the 1 km boundary 
line (dashed line in (a)) 
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Figure 5.34: 

(b) 

Houriy H2S concentration for al1 the siabiliv classes and velocity of 2 rn/s for a 
wind direction of O degrees at 7700 days. (a) centre line concentration downwind 
of the landnll (b) cross wind concentrations along the 1 km boundary line (dashed 
line in (a)) 

conditions (F), the peak concentration occurred at 1.5 km. The distribution of the 

concentration along the 1 km boundary line indicates that the E stability class produces the 

highest concentration (worst case) (Figures 5.33(b), 5.34 (b)). This is a result of the stable 

conditions not peaking until the 1.5 km mark. However the peak concentration of both E and F 

c w e s  is very close. None of the downwind concentrations curves exceed the K hour PO1 

standard for vinyl chloride. From the landfiil edge to the 1 km boundary, al1 but one stability 



ciass had concentrations higher than 1 Cig/m3. The wind conditions in a 24 hour penod will 

involve several stability classes and wind speeds. Therefore, given that between the edge of 

the landfil1 and 1 km boundary the hourly concentrations of vinyl chloride are greater thm 1 

lig/rn3, the daily average could exceed the 24 h o u  AAQC. Based on the Figure 5.33 (b). the 

area impacted could be approximately 500 m wide dong the 1 km boundary, which is 

equivalent to 42 houses with 40 foot fiontage. 

The H2S concentration would not exceed either the % PO1 standard or the 1 hour AAQC of 30 

&m3 as the highest concentration observed was 3 &rn) under stable conditions. 

5.8 Discussion 

5.8.1 M o d e h g  L FG Production and EmLssion 

The LES model developed to simulate LFG production and emission in this research: 

is unique; 

allows LFG simulation during construction and can accommodate most landfill designs 
and fiilïng sequences; 

incorporates the Scholl Canyon Mode1 for LFG production and the Farquhar and 
Rovers (1973) phases of LFG production; 

can accommodate a wide range of input factors which affect LFG production and 
transport; 

incorporates the work of Bleiker (1992) that describes increases in waste density and 
reductions in waste penneability due to compaction as depth increases; 

predicts increases in gas pressure as the waste depth increases and accounts for changes 
in viscosi~. and other gas properties; 

accounts for the pressure dnven LFG flow upward from the base to the surface and can 
handle staging of landfill lifts; 

can include various cover conditions, methane oxidation in the cover, and increased 
flux due to holes in the cover; and 

can also sirnulate vinyl chIoride and HrS production and emissions. 

The LES model simulations of the base case produced realistic LFG concentrations and 

pressures with landfill depth. Simulations of variations in landfill gas composition with time at 

the base of the landfill were realistic and provided good cornparisons with expected patterns as 

seen in Figure 5.1 1. The effect of increased placement of waste in lifis was simulated in 

Figures 5.12,5.13 and 5.14. 



The simulation of gas flux through a 1 .O inch diameter hole in the colurnn surface area of 12.5 

m by 12.5 m created a rapid increase in gas flux and a dramatic drop in the pressure within the 

Iandfill column. This is consistent with ?he high gas flux measurements made fiom holes in 

the intermediate cover of the Waterloo Landfil1 (Section 4.3) 

Figures 5.35,5.36 and 5.37 provide cornparisons between methane. oxygen and carbon dioxide 

concentrations measured in the soil cover of a landfill (Lagerkvist et al., 1997) with the model 

output. The model output fits the concentrations obtained in the literature fairly well. The 

literature values did not provide data close to the surface (depth 0.0 to 0.5 m); therefore it is 

difficult to compare above this point. However, the model output does appear to follow the 

trend in the Iiterature data and indicates that the model provides realistic simulations of the gas 

concentration within a landfill waste columa- The oxidation and no oxidation curves are 

similar for the length of the colurnn until the top ce11 where the microbes are actively 

converting the Cl& to COz. The oxidation of the C& to CO2 by the soil microbes is dependent 

on temperature and O2 concentration therefore oxidation only occurred within the top cell of 

the model simulations. 

Concentration (%) 

Figure 5.35: Cornparison of model methane profile with literature methane concentrations (* 
Lagerkvist et al., 1997, # LES Model) 
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Figure 5.36: Cornparison of model oxygen profile with literature oxygen concentrations (* 
~ a ~ e h c v i s t  et  al., 1997, # LES Model) 
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Figure 5.37: Cornparison of model COz profile with literature CO2 concentrations (* 
Lagerkvist et al., 1997, # LES Modei) 

Table 5.9 presents cornparisons between the concentrations of LFG components of two Ontario 

landfills and the model output. The peak and end values fiom the model output are presented. 

The peak value corresponds to the highest concentration simulated in the bottom ce11 of the 



waste column (6000 days) and the end concentration refers to the concentration at the end of 

the simulation (36525 days). LFG concentrations at the landfills were obtained from the main 

header in the gas collection systems at the Waterloo and Cambridge landfills. The CK, and 

COz concentrations predicted by the model were higher than Cambridge values. Cornparison 

with Waterloo's values indicates that the Cfi values were very close to the field values: the 

measured CO2 values were lower than those predicted by the rnodel. The model used the 

assurnption of a 50% C a  and 50% COz production fiom the Scholl Canyon model and diis 

could contribute to the differences. The Cambridge IandfZ had an average nitrogen gas 

concentration of 16.9% (VN) as compared to 7.1% at Waterloo- The higher nitrogen 

concentration means that air intrusion is diluting the gases. Another possible explanation is 

that gas production at Cambridge is M e r  dong the gas production c w e  than Waterloo. 

None the less the cornparisons are reasonably good. 

Emissions of vinyl chloride and other chlorinated compounds from the landfill rnay occur 

through reductive dehalogenation of other chlorinated organic compounds or due to 

Table 5.9: Cornparison of LFG components sampled at landfills with model output 

Landfill CH.4 Co2 Vinyl Chlonde H2S 

rno1/rn3 (%) rnol/m3 (%) rno1/m3 (mg/m3) mol/m3 (mg/m3) 

Cambridge* 15.5 (37-8) 14.5 (35.3) 1 .O3 x1 o4 (6.45) 1.7 x 1 o5 (57.9) 

Waterloo* 22.1(54) 16(39) 1.57 xlo4 (9.8) 1.9 xlo5 (64.1) 

Mode1 output (peak) 2 1.4 (50) 22.1 (50) 1.31x10~~(81.9) 3.89~10-~(132.6) 

Modeloutput(end) 10.6(26) 12.6(30) 9.26 xlo4 (57.9) 2.2 xlo" (75) 

Note: 

* - Average of quarierly sampling (1 997) fiom main header in gas collection system 

volatilization of the fiee product (except for vinyl chloride) deposited in the landfill. 

Volatilization of fiee products will result in the emissions of vinyl chlonde shortly after 

landfilhg of the waste with the anaerobic biodegradation intermediates contributing to the 

Later emissions (Thomas & Barlaz, 1999). The vinyl chloride concentrations simulated by the 

model were higher than the concentrations observed in the header of the gas collection system 

at the landfills (Table 5.9). The model output was generated using the default parameters (18.7 

ppm) for vinyl chloride suggested by the MOE (1992). Lower concentrations of vinyl chloride 



could be achieved by using a smdler default concentration. Kromann et al. (1998) found that 

variable degree of conversion of the chlorinated ethenes seems to be coupled with the level of 

methanogenesis and indicates that these compounds rnay not be completely converted in low 

organic or very stable landfills. The rnodel output assumes al1 the emissions produced through 

volatilization and degradation are discharged to the surface- The vinyl chlonde concentration 

predicted by the model is assurned to exit the landfil1 as a vapour. Some of the vinyl chlosde 

gas present in the landfiIl will dissolve into the water and end up in the leachate in the Iandfill 

therefore reducing the gas concentration. 

The model's predicted peak concentration for H2S was approximately 2 times higher than the 

measured Iandfill gas concentrations; but simulated concentration were similar to the observed 

concentrations at the IandfiIls at the end of the simulation. The simulated concentrations are 

reasonable close and indicate that the model works well. Sulfide generation has also been 

found to occur faster than methane production (Flynn, 1998). The model simulated the peak 

production of H2S at 6 month with the methane peak at 1 year after waste placement. 

Construction and dernolition (C&D) waste and wallboard (CaS04) are major sources of H2S 

production (Fairweather & Barlaz, 1998). The amount of the C&D waste present will also 

contribute to the arnount HîS production. The model could allow operators to evaluate the 

impact of large areas of C&D waste on the emission of odourous compounds. 

The methane flux measured at the Waterloo Landfil1 ranged fiom O to 32 1 g/rn'/d for al1 

surfaces including holes in the intermediate cover. The model simulations for the base case 

indicated that the methane flux from the surface would range fkom O to 98.8 g/rn2/d from the 

start to the finish of the waste column. Another simulation with methane oxidation in the 

topsoil of the landfill cover resulted in a decrease in the peak methane flux fiom 98.8 g/m2/d to 

48 g/m2/d. The flux measurements estimated by the model for the base and the oxidation cases 

were within the range of values observed in the field and the literature. 

H2S fluxes measured at the Waterloo Landfill fi-om imperfect cover conditions (hole) ranged 

fiom 3.43 to 23.7 mg/m2/d. The H2S fluxes predicted by the model ranged from O to 42.5 

mg/m2/d for both an intact cover and a sirnulated hole, providing excellent agreement. The 

model's peak concentration occurred after the waste column was capped and 2148 tonnes of 

waste had been landfilled. 



The upper part of methane field flux rneasurements range (3 1-321 &n2/d) was obtained fiom 

imperfect cover conditions including holes in the intermediate cover. Simulation of a hole in 

the frnal cover resulted in a decrease in the pressure within the waste column. The pressure 

decrease and reduction in the cover permeability combined to produce flux values similar to 

the intact clay cover simulation (base case) with higher gas pressures within the waste column. 

Gas flow between adjacent areas, not allowed for in the column simulations, will provide a gas 

supply to increase the flux though the imperfect cover and a reduction in the flux through the 

intact cover. A cornparison between the base case and hole simulation indicates that similar 

fluxes can be obtained with a low intact permeable cover which allows the gas pressure to 

build or less permeable cover with less gas pressure. This indicates that the removal of gas by 

gas collection systems would reduce the pressure build up under the cover and reduce the 

surface emissions. 

5.8.2 Modelling L FG Transport Off-site 

The model for LFG transport off-site to a boundary point of impingement (POI) was 

accomplished through the use of a modified 1-D analytical Gaussian Plume Model. Although 

it is not unique, its coupling with a LFG production model as done in this research is unique. 

The model was used to test the sensitivity of the model output to changes in distance fiom the 

source. wind direction and wind velocity using realistic parameter values. The model was then 

used to simulate the concentration of vinyl chloride and H2S at various distances fiom the 

Iandfill under weather conditions typical of the Waterloo Landfill. 

The air quality critena set by the MOE for vinyl chloride and H2S to minirnize the public 

health impacts were used in this analysis for cornparisons with the model simulations. 

Simulation of vinyl chloride and H2S transport from the base case simulated landfill cover 

produced vinyl chloride concentrations at the 1 km boundary that exceed the 24 hour AAQC. 

MOE (1999) evaluated the risk associated with landfill emissions and found that 6.6 million 

tonnes of waste with gas collection starting in year 4 and operating for 20 years after closure 

had a combined cancer risk range of 4 x 104 to 1 x IO", with no individual chernical risk 

exceeding 1 x IO-'. MOE assumed that 70% of the landfill gas was recovered with the other 

30% escaping to the atrnosphere. The iandfill simulation in this study had 4.8 million tomes 

of waste without any gas collection. The vinyl chionde concentration was found to exceed the 



24 hour AAQC only within a 1 km boundary smounding the landfill. Although. no risk 

analysis was performed in this study, given the conditions defined the MOE (1999). this 

landfiil would likeIy fa11 within or below the cancer risk range defined by the MOE. The 

emission mode1 is adaptable to be used to perform risk analysis studies of a landfill. 

The H2S emissions f?om the landfill surface were found not to exceed any of the MOE's 

criteria or standards. 

Dispersion modelling indicated that the north-south a x i s  generated the highest atmospheric 

concentration of both vinyl chloride and H2S for the boundary configuration used in this work. 

This modelling provides an indication of the impact of the landfill construction on the 

atmospheric concentration. Landfill operators will have no control over the wind direction or 

speed but they can modi& the landfill configuration to take advantage of these variables when 

designing the landnll to help reduce the boundary level concentrations. The mode1 would 

provide a means to evaluate different construction orientations and practices on the boundary 

Ievel concentrations. 



Chapter 6 

6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Landfill emissions will impact the environment and the population living near by. The 

research conducted and presented in this thesis was done to provide a method and means of 

evaluating the emissions fiom the landfil1 surface and the impact on the population and 

environment. 

6.1 Conclusions 
A flux chamber for measuring gas ernissions from soil surfaces was designed and tested as a 

part cf this research. The design was based on principles learned from early designs reported 

in the literature but with attention paid to improving inconsistent results obtained with the 

earlier versions. Controliing the pressure differential between the atmosphere and the chamber 

interior through contiouous pressure measurement and effluent gas flow adjustment, proved to 

be the key design feature. The following conclusions were drawn from the laboratory test 

results: 

1. The flux charnber was capable of rnaintaining average pressure differentials below 0.04 

mm Hz0 for several hours although standard deviations up to 0.2 mm HrO were observed 

due to the pulsating behaviour of the penstaltic pumps used to control the gas flow. 

2. The recovery of meulane gas flux through the soil layer was excellent with recovev 

efficiency ratios ranging fÎom 0.99 to 1.08. The inflow of methane beneath the soil layer 

was maintained at rates considered to be typical of landfil1 behaviour. 



When pressure differentials were allowed to reach approximately t1.8 mm H20. large 

errors in methane flux measurements occurred with the methane recovery efficiency ratio 

ranging fiom 0.07 to 2.74. Although this is a very small pressure differential when 

cornpared to barometric or landfill pressure fluctuations, it induced a profound b i s  in the 

gas recovery e fficiency . 

ORB0 tubes added to the chamber effluent lines, permitted the flux measurements of TCE 

and PCE to be made with capture efficiency ratios near 1.0. A lag in recovery when 

compared to methane was attributed to sorption and dissolution into soi1 moisture. 

The flux charnber was tested at three local landfills to assess field performance. Average 

pressure differentials of 0.023 mm HzO were maintained and thus. based on the laboratory 

results, realistic flux rneasurements were assumed to be possible since the actual gas flux rates 

through the surfaces investigated were unknown. The following conclusions were drawn fiom 

the field experiments: 

Although the surface area of the chamber was small, measurements of methane, TCE, PCE 

and H2S flux were within realistic ranges. 

Small holes a few rnillimeters in diarneter, in the intermediate cover, produced increases in 

gas flux rates up to three orders of magnitude when compared to intact cover material and 

yielded methane concentrations up to 26.7% V N .  One hole approximately 5 cm in 

diarneter produced a gas flow of 19.2 L/mh and a methane concentration of 54% V N .  It is 

expected that even imperfections of this magnitude in cover matenals have the potential to 

release gas from large areas beneath the cover. 

TCE, PCE and &S emissions were detected at several sampling Iocations. Only HzS 

concentrations exceeded air quality standards: however, cornparison with air quality 

standards is normally done only after transport to some distant point of impact during 

which dilution and dispersion will have occurred to reduce the concentrations. 

Laboratory experiments were conducted to evaluate further, the impact of imperfections in 

cover materiais on gas emissions fiom landfills. Under conditions of typicai landfill pressures 

and gas composition, a 17 cm thick Iayer of clay cover material and a hole with nominal 

diameter of 0.16 cm diameter, measurements of gas discharge were made in severai 



experiments. Discharge from the hole was modelled with the Hagen-PousielIe and the Darcy- 

Weisbach equations. 

8. One 0.16 cm diameter hole cm emit the sarne flux as approximately 2 12 m' of competent 

ciay cover with the same pressure differential across the ciay layer. 

A unique numerical mode1 was developed to simulate Iandfill gas production and release 

through the landfill surface. It incorporated the construction sequence of the iandfill, changes 

in waste degsity due to compaction, increases in mass flux due to additional waste lifts. 

variations in cover conditions including holes and methane oxidation, typicd production rate 

kinetics and the changing phases of landfill gas production. The simulation results from this 

model were used as a source for a Gaussian plume model to simulate gas transport off site. 

Aithough insufficient field data were available for cornparison, a redistic base case plus 

parameter modincations were used for simulations. Severai conclusions were drawn fiom this 

work: 

9. The model produced gas production patterns and gas £lux rates consistent with previous 

field and laboratory experience. Measured methane concentration profiles due to oxidation 

in cover materials fiom Lagerkvist et al. (1997) were well matched with the mode1 

predicted profiles. 

10. The base case produced methane flux values which ranged up to 98 g/m'/d without 

methane oxidation in the cover and 48 g/m2/d with oxidation. These compared favourably 

to flux chamber rneasurements made at the Waterloo Landfill which ranged up to 3 1 g/m2/d 

through competent intermediate cover and up to 3 2 1 g'rn2/d through cover with small holes 

in it. 

11. The base case provided estimates of H2S flw, which compared favourably with 

measurements made at the Waterloo Landfill site. 

1 2  Simulation of landfill gas transport off site fiom the base case using weather conditions 

measured at the Waterloo Landfill site, showed that health risks due to vinyl chlonde and 

hydrogen sulphide would be smdl in the context of Ontario MOE Guidelines. 



6.2 Recommendations 
Results from this research could be expanded in scope for future projects. Specifically. 

recommended studies for firture research include: 

Although, the present flux chamber design successfully monitored the £lux from the Iandfill 

surface, given the heterogeneity of gas emissions fiom the Iandfill surface it is to be 

expected that a larger chamber surface area would reduce the number of flux measurement 

required to define the LFG emissions from the landfill surface. A larger chamber surface 

area may be more cost effective. The construction of a larger prototype that scales up the 

principles and equipment co~gurat ions used in this design should be done. However. the 

s m d  scale of the heterogeneities compared to the large sudace area of a landfill will 

require that many measurernents at many locations be done in order to quantifi the overall 

gas flux fkom a landfiIl. 

At present the emission model assumes constant atmospheric pressure and temperature. 

Emissions are affecteci by changes in atmospheric pressure. Daily and seasonal 

temperature changes will affect the oxidation potential of the cover and microbial 

degradation of waste near the Iandfill surface. The incorporation of changes in atmospheric 

temperature and pressure to evaluate the changes on the production and flux of the Iandfill 

gas components would provide insight to the impact of seasonal changes on the landfill 

emissions. Aerobic and anaerobic decay of the waste also generate heat that will influence 

the pressure within the landfill and ultimately the movement of the landfill gas to the 

surface. Adding heat generation effect to the gas production and emission model should be 

done. 

The landfill generated for the dispersion modelling was a flat elevated surface without any 

side slopes to contribute to the atmospheric concentration. The configuration of the model 

should be rnodified to produce shorter coiumns to simulate the side slopes of the landfill. 

This contiguration may provide more redistic simulations. 

The simulation of holes in cover materials indicated that the surrounding waste colurnns 

might contribute to the emission &om the less permeable coiumn surface. Further 

development of the model to incorporate 2 or 3 dimensional gas transport throughout the 



landfiLl and its impact on the flux out of the surface would provide a better means to 

evaluate the impact of these "holes" on the overall emission fiom the landfill. 

Gas recovery for utilization and migration control will impact the emission of the gases 

from the Iandfill surface. A gas removal component should be added to the gas transport 

equation within each ce11 to evaluate the impact on the pressure distribution within the 

landfill and the emission of gases from the landfill surface. 

Risk of Iandfïll emission on the public is always a major concern. The simulation results 

£kom the model were found to provide realistic estimates of the flux fiom the landfill 

surface. Therefore, the use of the model should be encouraged to provide estimates of the 

concentrations of the NMOCs at the landfiII boundary to evaluate the risk of emission of 

several NMOCs fiom the Iandfiii surface on the surroundhg public. 
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Figure A. 1 : Calibration of pressure transducer with Betz manometer (July, 1997) 
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Figure A.2: Calibration of Pressure Transducer with Betz manometer (October 1997) 
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Figure B. I : Methane Cdibration curve for GC-FIC on August 2 1/97 

Method Detection Level (MDL) was determined following the procedure indicated in Standard 
Methods (20" edition). 

Table B- 1: Method Detection Level for GC-FID 

Methane GC Area Corrected Methane Standard Deviation of 7 
Concentration Response Area Concentration methane concentration 

Response fiom values 
Cali bration 

C w e  
(% VN) (Oh V N )  

0.00 1 689 3 04.25 6.68E-04 4.8 7E-04 
752 3 67.25 1.1 1E-03 
826 44 1 -25 1.64E-03 
823 43 8 -25 1.62E-03 
750 365.25 1.10E-03 
767 3 82.25 1.22E-03 
635 250.25 2.85E-04 

One-sided t distribution for 6 degrees of fieedom (7 - 1 = 6) at the 99% Ievel = 3.14 
MDL = 3-14 x s 

Therefore, the MDL is equal to 4.87 x 1 o4 x 3.14 = 1.53 x 1 0 ~ ~  % V N  
Converting to pg/m3, the MDL is 10,200 &m3 assuming 1 atm and 20° C. 
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Figure C. 1 : CH4 concentration Ui the charnber effluent versus elapsed time in experiment # 1 
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Figure C.2: CH4 concentration in the chamber effluent versus elapsed time in experiment #2 
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Figure C.3: CH4 concentration in the chamber effluent versus elapsed tirne in experiment #3 
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Figure C.4: CH4 concentration in the chamber effluent versus elapsed time in experirnent $4 
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Figure CS: C& concentration in the chamber effluent versus elapsed time in experirnent #5 
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Figure (2.6: CH4 concentration in the chamber effluent versus elapsed time in experiment #6 
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Figure C.7: CH4 concentration in the chamber effluent versus elapsed tirne in experirnent #7 
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Figure C.8: Effluent fi ow rate from flux chamber versus elapsed tirne in experiment f: 1 
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Figure C.9: Effluent fiow rate fkorn flux chamber versus elapsed time in experirnent fC2 
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Effluent flow rate from flux chamber versus elapsed time in experirnent $3 

Figure C. 1 1 : Effluent 
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flow rate fiom flux chamber versus elapsed time in experiment #% 
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Figure C. 12: EffIuent flow rate fiom flux charnber versus elapsed tirne in experirnent fi's 
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Figure C. 13: Effluent flow rate fiom flux charnber versus eIapsed time in experiment #6 
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Figure C. 14: Effluent flow rate from flux charnber versus elapsed time in experiment #7 
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Figure C. 15: Chamber pressure transducer data fiom experiment #1 versus elapsed tirne 
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Figure C. 16: Charnber 
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pressure transducer data from experiment fi2 versus elapsed time 
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Figure C- 17: Chamber pressure transducer data from experiment ff3 versus eIapsed time 
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Figure C. 18: Chamber pressure transducer data fiom experiment M versus elapsed time 
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Figure C. 19: Charnber pressure transducer data fiom experiment #5 versus elapsed time 
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Figure C.20: Chamber pressure transducer data fiom experiment #6 versus eIapsed tirne 
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Figure C.21: Chamber pressure transducer data from experiment #7 versus elapsed time 
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Figure D. 1 : Data from Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Jun 19/97 
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Figure D.2: Data from Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Jun 25/97 
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Figure D.3: Data from Waterloo Landfill flux rneasurements on Jun 26/97 
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Figure 0.4: Data fiom Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Jul3/97 
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D.5: Data from Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Jul9/97 
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D.6: Data £rom Waterloo LandfrIl flux rneasurements on Jd 10/97 
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D.7: Data fiom Waterloo Landfiil flux rneasurements on Jul 15/97 
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D.8: Data fiom Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Jul22/97 Figure 
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Figure D.9: Data fiom Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on h l 2 3 9 7  
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Figure D. 10: Data from Waterloo Landfil1 flux measurements on Jul30/97 
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Figure D. 1 1 : Data frorn Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on J d  3 1/97 
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Figure D. 12: Data fiom Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Aug 6/97 
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Figure D.13: Data from Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Aug 7/97 
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Figure D.14: Data fiom Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Aug 12/97 
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Figure D. 15: Data fkom Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Aug 14/97 
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Figure D.16: Data fkom Cambridge LandfiIl flux measurements on Sept 16/97 
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Figure D. 17: Data fkom Cambridge Landfill flux rneasurements on Sept 1 8/97 
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Figure D.18: Data fiom Stratford Landfill flux rneasurements on Sept 22/97 
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Figure D. 19: Data fiom Stratford Landfill flux measurements on Sept 29/97 
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Figure D.20: Data fkom Waterloo Landfil1 flux measurements on Oct 1/97 
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Figure 
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Effluent flow Oct 8/97 
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D.21: Data fiom Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Oct 8/97 
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Orbo 32 & 34 fiow Oct 9/97 Effluent flow Oct 9/97 
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Temperatures Oct 9/97 

a ambient air A chamber air 
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Figure D.22: Data fiom Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Oct 9/97 
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Figure D.23: Data fiom Waterloo Landfill flux rneasurements on Oct 15/97 
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Figure D.24: Data from Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Oct 16/97 
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Figure D.25: Data fiom Waterloo Landfill flux measurements on Oct 17/97 
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Figure D.26: Data from Waterloo Landftll flw measurements on Oct 21/97 
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Appendix E: Conversion of the VOC and H2S values to % hour and 24 hour average values. 

The conversion of the VOCs and H2S values to '/2 hour and 24 hour values was performed 

using the following equation and table. The equation is 

x, = X,C~,/I,Y 

where : 

X, = concentration for the shorter averaging thne 

XI = concentration for the longer averaging time 

ti = longer averaging time 

t, = shorter averaging time 

p = exponent as follows: 

F - verv stable 

The atmospheric stability class for each sample date was determined from the average wind 

velocity over the sarnple tirne frame. The average wind velociw was determined from the 

hourly data obtained from the Waterloo and Cambridge Landfill's weather stations. Some of 

the rnissing wind velocities were approximated fiom Enviroment Canada's weather website or 

assurning an "A" atmospheric stability class. Using the wind velocity and strong insolation, 

the stability classes were selected. The wind velocity and stability class for each sample date 

are shown in the following table. The collection time for each sarnple are also shown in the 

following table, 

Sample Calculation: 

Using sample date: Jun 25/97, and TCE influent concentration 

X! = 1 ug/m3, tr = 4.4 hours, t, = '/z hour, p = 0.33 (Stabiiity Class - C) 

X, = 1(4.4/0.5)~~' 

X, = 2 . 0 6 ~ ~  / rn3 



Table E.1: Wind velocities and stability classes used during field sarnpling penods 

Date Wuld velocity Stability Class Influent Effluent 
VOC& VOC HIS 

H2S 
W S )  (min) ( W  (W 

Waterloo Landfill 
1 9-Ju~-97 1.8 
25-Ju-97 6 -6 
26-Ju-97 3 -3 
3 -Jul-97 4.6 
9-Jul-97 3.6 
1 O-Jul-97 2.6 
15-Jul-97 2.4 
22-Jul-97 
23 -Jd-97 
30-Jul-97 
3 1 -Jd-97 
6-Aug-97 
7-Aug-97 
1 2-Aug-97 4.6 
1 4--4ug-97 2.6 
I -0ct-97 5-2 
8-Ott-97 2.1 
9-Oct-97 4.9 
15-Oct-97 1.9 
16-Oct-97 3 -7 
17-0ct-97 2-2 
2 1 -0ct-97 4.3 

Cambridge LandfiII 
16-Sep-97 1 .G 
18-Sep-97 3.2 

Stratford Landfdl 
22-Sep-97 4.9 

A 
C 
B 
B 
B 

A-B 
A 

Assummed A for Jul22-Aug 7 

Reference: 
MOE? 1996, Technical Bulletin, Odour Impacts- An Overview Science and Technology 
branch. environmental engineering services STB Technical Bulletin No. EES-1 February. 
1996. 
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Appendix F: Constants used to calculate viscosity and diffusion coefficients for the gas 
mixture in the mode1 

Table F. 1: Constants used to calculate viscosity and diffusion coefficients for the gas mixture 
in the mode1 

E/k 

K 

148.6 

77 -4 

106.7 

195.2 

348.9 

301.1 

Gas 

Methane ( C a )  

Nitrogen (N2) 

OWgen ( 0 2 )  

Carbon Dioxide(CO2) 

Vinyl Chloride 

Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) 

kilues obtained from Reid et al., (1977) 

MolecuIar Weight 

g/mole 

16.0426 

28.0134 

3 1.9988 

44.0098 

62.4987 

34.0758 

Characteristic length. o 

A0 

3.758 

3.798 

3 -467 

3 -941 

4.644 

3-623 
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Appendix G Mode1 Validation against Analytical Equation 

Mode1 validation consisted of comparing the LES mode1 output with an analytical equation. 

The LES mode1 was simplified so that ody the bottom ce11 of the waste c o l m  was producing 

gas at a constant rate over tirne. The analytical equation was an analytical solution to the 

advection-dispersion equation with the following assumptions (van Genuchten & Alves. 1982). 

The initial and boundary conditions are 

The analytical solution is 

where 

1 vx v't - - ( 1  + - + -) 
2 D DR D 

R = retardation factor (assummed to be one), 

v = darcy's velociv (d s ) ,  

D = disperison coefficient ( d s ) ,  

t = time (s), 

x = distance or depth (m), 

P c,, = - 
A # p  ' 

A = surface area of ce11 (m2), 

P = production rate of gas (moVs), 

c = concentration (mol/m3), and 

+g gas porosity (dimensionless). 



Figure G. 1 shows cornparison between the LES model output and the andytical equation at 

three different time intervals (50 days, 100 days and 200 days). The cornparisons are excellent 

and thus the LES model is validated under the conditions selected for this case. 

Concentration (mo l/m3) 

4 6 8 

= 50 d -  Mode1 100 d -Mode1 200 d- Mode1 

-- 50 d- Analytical - - - 100 d - Analyticd 200 d -Analytical 

Figure G. 1 : Cornparison between model output and analytical equation at 3 time intervals 

Reference 
van Genuchten, M. Th., and Alves. W. J., (1 982), Analyfical SoZuîiom of the One-Dimensional 
Convecîive-Dispersive Solute Transport Equation. U. S .  Department of Agriculture. Technical 
Bulletin No. 1 661. 
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Appendix H: Profiles of CO2, vinyl chloride and H2S concentrations with depth at three 
time intervals 

Concentration (rnoL/rnï) 

l 

- 10 1 
E 
Y 

r 
C 6 15 - - 3000 days 

20 - - 9000 days 

- 36500 days 
25 

Figure H. 1 : COz profile in waste colurnn for the base case at three different time 
intervals. 
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5 ,  

1 
t 

10; 
E r  V 

5 
a C; 15 

i -  l .  
3000 days ' 

20 1 - 9000 days 

3 6 5 0 0  daysl 

Figure H.2: Vinyl chloride profile in waste column for the base case at three different 
time intervds. 
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Figure H.3: H2S profile in waste column for the base case at three different time intervals 
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Appendix 1: Stability curves and weather data used in dispersion calculations 

The downwind position, x, as wel1 as the atrnospheric stability conditions determine the 
horizontal and vertical deviations (a,, ad or dispersion of the emitted plume. One widely 
accepted set of curves correlating the deviation and x-distance is shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. 

Figure 1.1 : Standard deviation a,, in the crosswind direction as a fûnction of distance 
downwind (Wark & Warner, 1 98 1 ) 



Figure 1.2: Standard deviation cz, in the vertical direction as a fûnction of distance downwind 
(Wark & Warner, 198 1) 



The wind direction, v e l o c i ~  and standard deviation were obtained from the Waterloo Landfill 

weather station. The data was fiom 1995 to 1997. Frequency distributions of these three 

parameters were created to generate the wind rose and joint probabiiities of the direction. speed 

and stability. The PasquiII stability classes were determined by following the procedure 

presented by the USEPA (1987). The horizontal wind direction deviation and horizontal wind 

velocity were also obtained fiom the weather station at the Waterloo LandfiIl. Figure 1.3 is the 

wind rose of Waterloo L a n W  wind direction fiom 1995 to 1997. The figure indicates the 

prevailing wind direction (22%) at the landfill is south West (225 degrees) which is consistent 

with this area. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 show the frequency distribution for the wind speed and 

stability class in each wind direction sector (22.5 degrees) and the joint probability of wind 

direction, velocity and stability. 

Wind rose of Wind Direction at Waterloo Landfill 

+ Wind Direction 
(Degrees) 

Figure 1.3: Wind rose of wind direction at the Waterloo Landfïll. 



Table 1.1 Frequency distribution and percentage of velocities ( d s )  and stabiliw classes for 
each wind direction sector 

Vel ocity Frequency Percent velocity Frequency Percent veloc ity Frequency Percent 

e2 398 28 <2 265 19 (2 29 1 70 

S tability Frequency Percent Stability Frequency Percent S tab iiity Frequency Percent 

A 5 8 4 A 58 4 A 67 5 

B 50 3 B 59 4 B 5 8 4 

C 1 06 7 C 1 72 13 C 154 1 1  

Velocity Frequency Percent Velocity Frequency Percent VeIocity Frequency Percent 

<2 2 14 15 <2 337 ! 5 (2 3 30 9 

2-3 337 23 2-3 544 24 2-3 517 15 

Stability Frequency Percent Stability Frequency Percent Stability Frequency Percent 

A 8 3 6 A 105 5 A 90 3 

B 89 6 B 215 1 O B 8 5 2 



Table 1- 1 : cont'd 

V e  locity Frequency Percent VeIocity Frequency Percent 

<2 332 14 a 486 25 

2-3 4 12 17 2-3 394 2 1 

3-5 902 37 3-5 63 1 3 3 

5-6 3 09 13 5-6 21 1 1 1  

>6 504 20 >6 193 1 O 

2459 1915 

stabiliîy Frequency stability Frequency 

A 99 4 A 1 04 5 

B 105 4 B 83 4 

C 509 21 C 244 13 



Table 1-2: Joint probabilities for each wind direction, wind speed and stability class for each 
wind direction sector 

0-45 speed (m/s) 

stability <2 3-3 3-5 5-6 >6 

A 0.0010 0.0008 0.00 12 0.0003 0.0002 

B O.OCOS 0.0007 0.00 1 O 0.0002 0.0002 

C 0.00 18 0.00 15 0.0022 0.0005 0.0004 

D 0.014 1 0.0 124 0.0 176 0.0042 0.0028 

E 0.0026 0.0023 0.0032 0.0008 0.0005 

stability 
speed (rn/s) 

3-5 

0.00 14 

0.00 14 

O .O04 1 

0.0233 

0.00 14 

0.00 1 1 

total 

.. - - - - ~~ - 

90- 135 speed (m/s) 

stability <2 2-3 3-5 5-6 >6 

A 0.0009 0.00 IO 0.00 16 0.0004 0.0003 

5 0,0007 0.0009 0.00 14 0.0004 0.0003 

C 0.0020 0.0023 0.0037 0.00 1 O 0.0007 

D 0.0 122 0.0 144 0.023 1 0.0059 0.0042 

E 0.0020 0.0023 0.0037 0.00 1 O 0.0007 

0.0007 0.00 1 1 0.0003 0.0002 0.0030 

speed (m/s) 
2-3 3-5 5-6 >6 

0.00 12 0.0023 0,0005 0.0005 0.0053 

0.00 13 0.0025 0.0005 0.0005 0.0056 

0.0028 0.0054 0.00 1 1 0.00 1 1 0.0 122 

0.0138 0.0268 0.0052 0.0056 0.0602 

0.00 17 0.0033 0.0007 0.0007 0.0075 



Table 1.2: cont'd 
- - 

180-225 speed ( d s )  

stabiliîy (Z 2-3 3-5 5-6 >6 

A 0.0010 0.00 16 0.0025 0.0008 0.0007 0.0067 

B 0.002 1 0.0033 0.0052 0.00 16 0.00 15 0.0 136 

C 0.0074 0.01 19 0.0 185 0.0057 0.0054 0.0489 

D 0.0084 0.0135 0.02 10 0.0064 O -0062 0.0555 

E 0.0015 0.0024 0.0037 0.00 1 1 0.00 1 1 0.0098 

F 0.00 10 0.0017 0,0026 0.0008 0.0008 0.0069 

225-270 speed ( d s )  

stability <2 2-3 3-5 5-6 >6 

A 0-0005 0.0008 0.0018 0.0008 0.00 17 0.9057 

B 0.0005 0.0008 0.0017 0.0008 0.0016 0.0054 

C 0.0028 0.0044 0.0094 0.0044 0.0088 0.0299 

D 0.0 152 0.0238 0,0506 0.0238 0.0470 O. 1604 

E 0.00 14 0.002 1 0.0046 0,002 1 0 .O 042 0.0145 

- - 

270-3 15 speed ( d s )  

stabiliîy <2 2-3 3 -5 5-6 >6 

A 0.0008 0.00 1 O 0.0023 0.0008 0.00 13 0.0063 

B 0.0009 0.00 1 1 0.0024 0.0008 0.00 14 0.0066 

C 0.0043 0.0054 0.01 18 0.0040 0.0066 0.032 1 

D 0.0 137 0.0 170 0.0372 0.0 128 0.0208 0.1015 

E 0.0007 0.0009 0.0019 0.0006 0.00 10 0.005 1 

F 0.0005 0.0006 0.00 f 3 0.0005 0.0007 0.0036 

3 15-360 speed ( d s )  

stability <2 2-3 3 -5 5-6 >6 

A 0.00 17 0.00 14 0.0023 0.0008 0.0007 0.0068 

B 0.0014 0.00 1 1 0.00 18 0.0006 0.0006 0.0055 

C 0.004 1 0.0033 O -0053 0.00 18 0.00 16 0.0161 

D 0.0 194 0.0 157 0.0252 0.0084 0.0077 0.0765 

E 0.0034 0.0038 0.0044 0.00 15 0.00 t 4 0.0 135 

total 1 
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Appendix J: Hourly concentration in other wind directions 

Figure J. I : 

Figure 5.2: 

Figure 5.3: 

I O000 20000 30000 

Time (days) 

Hourly vinyI chIoride concentration at 3 stability classes and wind direction of O degees on 1 km 
boundary Iine. 

10000 20000 30000 40000 

Time (days) 

Hourly H2S concentration at 3 stability clcrsses and wind direction of O degrees on 1 km boundary line. 
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10000 20000 30000 

Time (days) 

Hourly vinyl chloride concentration at 3 stability classes and wind directim of 90 degrees on 1 km 
boundary Iine. 
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Figure 1.4: Hourly H2S concentration at 3 stability classes and wind direction of  90 degrees on 1 km boundary 
line. 

1 
! O 1 O000 20000 30000 40000 

Time (days) 

Figure J.5: Hourly vinyl chloride concentration at 3 stability classes and wind direction of 180 degrees on I lan 
boundary line. 

Tirne (days) 

1 

Figure J.6: Hourly H2S concentration at 3 stability classes and wind direction of 180 degrees on 1 km boundary 
Iine. 



Figure 5-7: 

Time (days) 

Hourly vinyl chlonde concentration at 3 stability classes and wind direction o f  270 degrees on 1 km 
boundary line. 

Time (days) 

Figure J.8: Hourly H2S concentration at 3 stability classes and wind direction of  270 deprees on 1 km boundary 
line. 




